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Abstract
This thesis concerns rewriting in the typed -calculus. Traditional categorical
models of typed -calculus use concepts such as functor, adjunction and algebra
to model type constructors and their associated introduction and elimination rules,
with the natural categorical equations inherent in these structures providing an
equational theory for -terms. One then seeks a rewrite relation which, by transforming terms into canonical forms, provides a decision procedure for this equational theory. Unfortunately the rewrite relations which have been proposed, apart
from for the most simple of calculi, either generate the full equational theory but
contain no decision procedure, or contain a decision procedure but only for a subtheory of that required.
Our proposal is to unify the semantics and reduction theory of the typed -calculus
by generalising the notion of model from categorical structures based on term
equality to categorical structures based on term reduction. This is accomplished
via the addition of a pre-order to each of the hom-sets of the category which is
used to re ect the reduction of one term to another. Rewrite relations, whose
associated equational theory matches that suggested by the traditional semantics,
may then be derived from the natural categorical constructions on these ordered
categories.
Rewrite relations derived in this fashion typically consist of a contractive -rewrite
rule and an expansionary -rewrite rule for each type constructor. Although conuent, the presence of expansionary -rewrite rules means the rewrite relation is
not strongly normalising and so cannot in itself be used as the basis of a decision
procedure. Instead, decidability of the equational theory is proved by a variety
of term rewriting techniques which will necessarily vary from calculus to calculus.
These techniques are developed in three case studies: the simply typed -calculus
with unit, product and exponential types; the linear -calculus containing the
tensor from linear logic; and the bicartesian closed calculus obtained by adding
coproducts to the simply typed -calculus.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The -calculus has become one of the cornerstones of theoretical computer science
because it provides a simple yet elegant formalism capable of representing exactly
those functions which are computable by a Turing machine. Each computable
function has many di erent representations as terms of the -calculus and, in
order to reason about such functions, two natural questions must be asked:

 When do di erent terms of the -calculus represent the same function, i.e.
which equations should the terms of the -calculus satisfy?

 Given such an equational theory, is there a decision procedure to tell if two
terms are equal?

Although the problem is known to be undecidable in general, the search for decidable fragments of the -calculus has been the focus of much research. This thesis
develops the techniques required to prove decidability for various typed variants
of the -calculus, although features such as impredicativity, type dependency and
recursive types are postponed for future research. The main insight of this thesis
is that the process by which the terms of our example -calculi are formed can
be described by a mathematical structure known as an adjunction, and that these
adjunctions contain not only an implicit equality on terms, but also a rewrite relation which forms the basis of a decision procedure for this equality.
The rst of our example calculi is the simply typed -calculus where -conversion
9

has been traditionally interpreted as a contraction:

x:tx ) t if t : A!B

(1.1)

The resulting rewrite relation (including the usual -reductions) is con uent and
strongly normalising, and so reduction to normal form provides an e ective procedure for deciding the associated equational theory. Unfortunately the addition
of further datatypes typically causes these properties to fail, e.g. even the introduction of a unit type (necessary for de ning types with given constants, such as
booleans and lists) causes con uence to be lost. Speci cally, if  : 1 is the given
constant of unit type, with -rewrite rule:

a)

if a :1

and if f is any variable of type A!1, then the term x:fx has two normal forms:

x:  ( x:fx ) f
Similar problems arise if we try to enrich the -calculus with extra rewrite rules
which may be con uent by themselves, but which when taken in conjunction with
-contraction fail to be con uent [16]. Recently several researchers [2,15,20,19,22,
49] have adopted older proposals [41,62,68] that -conversion be interpreted as an
expansion:
t ) x:tx if t : A!B
and the resulting rewrite relation has been shown con uent. In these works in nite
reduction sequences such as:

f ) x:fx ) x:(y:fy)x ) : : :

(1.2)

are prohibited by imposing syntactic restrictions to limit the possibilities for expansion: namely, -abstractions cannot be expanded and nor can terms which are
applied. The resulting rewrite relation is con uent and strongly normalising, e.g.
in reduction sequence 1.2 all but the rst -expansion is prevented from occurring.
If t )t0 is an -expansion which is prevented from occurring by these restrictions,
then there is a -rewrite t0 )t in the reverse direction and hence the equational

theory of the restricted rewrite relation is the same as that of the unrestricted
rewrite relation. Thus -equality can be decided by reduction to normal form in
the restricted fragment, although there is a price to be paid for this decidability
result: namely reduction is no longer a pre-congruence on terms.
This interpretation of -conversion as an expansion, and the restrictions required
to recover strong normalisation, have a mathematical explanation within categorical models of reduction [48,70,75] where types are represented as objects, terms
as morphisms and reductions as 2-cells. In such models the introduction and elimination rules for the exponential type constructor form an adjoint pair of functors
whose local unit and counit [33,45] correspond to -expansion and -contraction
respectively. These rewrite rules are linked by local triangle laws and the restrictions on the applicability of the expansionary -rewrite rule prevent exactly those
expansions which occur in these triangle laws. This thesis demonstrates how these
categorical methods can be extended to formally derive rewrite rules for a wide
variety of type constructors, including other nal type constructors such as the
product, initial type constructors such as the coproduct and the tensor of linear
logic, and even recursive types such as the natural numbers type.
After some categorical and rewriting preliminaries, we give a brief introduction
to typed -calculus and show how an equational theory for such a calculus may
be derived by using traditional semantic models based on categories with extra
equational structure [44,55,73]. Then, by generalising the notion of a model from
these categorical structures based on term equality to categorical structures based
on term reduction, we show how rewrite relations may be derived whose associated
equational theory matches that suggested by the traditional semantics. Rewrite
relations derived in this fashion typically consist of a contractive -rewrite rule
and an expansionary -rewrite rule for each type constructor. Thus the associated
equational theory will be called -equality and include not just - and -equations
for the exponentials but also - and -equations for all the other type constructors
present.
One nice feature of this approach is its modularity in that the rewrite rules for a
given type constructor are determined solely by the introduction and elimination

rules of that type constructor and so remain una ected by the presence or absence
of other type constructors. I'm not sure whether this modularity can be taken further, eg by obtaining a general con uence proof for arbitrary rewrite rules derived
from our categorical methods, but recent developments in modular term rewriting
[54] may provide a starting point.
Although con uent, the presence of expansionary -rewrite rules means that these
rewrite relations contain in nite reduction sequences, e.g. reduction sequence 1.2,
and so cannot in themselves be used as a decision procedure. Instead decidability of the associated equational theories, e.g. via the construction of canonical
elements of each equivalence class, must be proved by a variety of term rewriting
techniques which will necessarily vary from calculus to calculus. These techniques
are developed in three case studies, each of which is of strictly greater complexity
than its predecessors, although each case study may be read independently of the
others.

The Simply Typed -Calculus, 1;;!
The type constructors we study fall into two distinct varieties: namely, nal type
constructors such as the product and exponential, and initial type constructors
such as the coproduct and the tensor of linear logic. For reasons which will become apparent later, the -rewrite rules for nal type constructors are signi cantly
simpler than those for initial type constructors, and so the rst of our case studies
is a calculus which contains only nal type constructors.
After de ning the simply typed -calculus, we show how categorical models of
reduction may be used to derive an expansionary -rewrite rule and contractive
-rewrite rule for each type constructor and that the associated equational theory
is sound and complete for models in cartesian closed categories. The second half
of the chapter de nes a subrelation by prohibiting those expansions occurring in
the triangle laws inherent in the adjunctions de ning the rewrite rules. This restricted rewrite relation generates the same equational theory as the unrestricted
fragment and is proved strongly normalising and con uent by modifying the tradi-

tional proofs so as to cope with the presence of expansions and the non-congruent
nature of reduction. Finally we show that the normal forms of the restricted rewrite relation are exactly Huet's long -normal forms [41] and that these normal
forms may be calculated by rst contracting all -redexes and then performing
any remaining -expansions or, vice versa, by performing all -expansions and
then contracting any remaining -redexes.
Historically the use of -expansions, as opposed to -contractions, can be traced
back to Prawitz [68] and Huet [41]. The formulation of the restrictions on expansion required to recover strong normalisation were originally proposed by Mints
[62] although it is only recently that several researchers [2,15,19,22,49], using different proof strategies, have proved con uence and strong normalisation.

The Linear -Calculus, I; ;!
Although substantial agreement exists on the nature of rewriting for nal type
constructors such as those contained in the simply typed -calculus, rewrite relations for initial type constructors remain the subject of much research with only
limited results so far. Our second case study has two important features: rstly
there are two initial type constructors called the tensor and unit and secondly, the
structural rules weakening and contraction are omitted so as to permit a clearer account of the general properties of rewriting for initial type constructors unhindered
by mathematical technicalities caused by the structural rules.
Categorical models of reduction are again used to derive a rewrite relation consisting of an expansionary -rewrite rule and a contractive -rewrite rule for each
type constructor. Although originally thought to be a straightforward extension of
previous results, the -rewrite rules associated to the initial type constructors turn
out to be substantially more complex than those previously studied. In addition
to a facility for expanding terms similar to that possessed by the -rewrite rule for
the exponential, the proposed -rewrite rules for the tensor and unit also possess
the ability to permute the order in which di erent subterms of tensor and unit
type occur.

These di erent aspects of -conversion for initial type constructors are re ected
in the decomposition of the full rewrite relation into two fragments. The rst
fragment mirrors the restricted rewrite relation of the simply typed -calculus in
containing all -reductions and limited possibilities for -expansion. The relation is strongly normalising, con uent and has normal forms which satisfy similar
structural properties to the long -normal forms of the simply typed -calculus.
The second part of the decomposition is called the conversion relation and is new
to the eld. The conversion relation permutes the order in which certain subterms of an initial type occur and, because each term typically has a non-empty
and nite set of such permutations, terms cannot be rewritten to unique normal
forms in the conversion relation. Instead we associate to each term a set of quasinormal forms, one for each possible permutation, and prove that terms equivalent
in the conversion relation have the same set of quasi-normal forms. Finally the
full equational theory is proved decidable by appropriately embedding it into the
conversion relation.

Almost Bicartesian Closed -Calculus, 1;;!;+
The nal case study investigates the technical complications that are caused by
the re-introduction of the structural rules weakening and contraction. \Almost
Bicartesian Closed -calculus" is the calculus obtained by adding coproducts, also
called sums, to the simply typed -calculus and | as coproducts are an initial type
constructor | our analysis follows the same general pattern as that for the linear
-calculus. Once a rewrite relation has been deduced from general categorical
principles, it is again decomposed into two fragments which are shown to satisfy
the same abstract properties as their counterparts of the last chapter. However
the non-linear use of variables signi cantly complicates the mathematics required
to establish these results.
Coproducts have received considerable attention recently [29,22,23] with several
authors attempting to extend the results concerning the simply typed -calculus
to this calculus. This proved to be substantially more dicult than rst expected

and so I chose rst to study the linear -calculus as a simpler calculus which
nevertheless contains initial type constructors. At the time of writing, the research
presented here remains the only proof of decidability of the theory of coproducts.
One other interesting result is [23] which extends [25] in providing a proof system
for deriving a set of equations which is sound and complete for all \set-theoretic"
models of a -calculus with exponentials and coproducts. This theory is then
proved decidable by proving it is equivalent to the one presented here.

1.1 Notational Preliminaries
Categorical Preliminaries
The reader is assumed familiar with the categorical concepts of category, functor,
natural transformation, adjoint, monad and the various uses of algebra in the
literature. We also assume the reader is familiar with the use of categories to
provide a class of models, and hence an equational theory, for various typed calculi. Standard references are [6,55,59]. The following (large) categories will be
needed later:

Sets
Cat
SMC
CCC
ABCC

The category of all (small) sets.
The category of all (small) categories.
The category of all (small) symmetric monoidal closed categories.
The category of all (small) cartesian closed categories.
The category of all (small) cartesian closed categories with binary
coproducts.

Category theory is also used in this thesis to derive rewrite relations for typed
-calculi by generalising the notion of a model from categorical structures based
on term equality to categorical structures based on term reduction. Just as the
natural constructions on traditional models may be used to derive an equational
theory for the terms of the -calculus, so the natural categorical constructions
on these ordered categories [33,39,48,47,75,72] implicitly contain rewrite relations

whose equational theory matches that suggested by the traditional semantics.
Although these structures, and the more general enriched categories [24,50,51,
56], are beginning to gain wider acceptance, their use is still limited enough to
warrant formal de nitions. These are given here, although a discussion of the use
of ordered categories in modelling term rewriting in the -calculus is postponed
until the next chapter.

De nition 1.1.1 An ordered category is a category C such that for every pair of
objects A; B of C , the hom-set C (A; B ) is equipped with a pre-order  with respect
to which composition is monotonic.

If t and t0 are morphisms with domain A and codomain B and such that t  t0,
then we often write t )t0 : A!B or use the following diagrammatic presentation:
tA +- B
t0
The reader may gain insight into these ordered categories by considering their
use in modelling term rewriting systems [37,48,58,66,70,75,79]. In such models
the objects of the category are contexts, morphisms are (tuples of) terms and the
order structure is given by sequences of reductions. Composition in these models
is given by substitution and thus the identity morphisms are tuples of variables.
Every ordered category has an underlying category obtained by forgetting the
order structure. The natural de nition of an ordered functor is a functor between
the underlying categories which preserves the hom-order. In general, enriched
natural transformations are required to satisfy extra properties, but these extra
conditions turn out to be vacuous for ordered natural transformations.

De nition 1.1.2 An ordered-functor F : C!D is a functor between the underlying categories of C and D such that each of the maps F A;B : C(A; B )!D(F A; F B )

is monotonic. An ordered-natural transformation between two ordered-functors is
just a natural transformation between the underlying functors.

As adjunctions are de ned in terms of a natural isomorphism between certain
hom-functors, the notion of ordered adjunctions, and hence ordered limits, are

implicit in these de nitions. However we shall also give an explicit de nition of
an ordered-product.

De nition 1.1.3 An ordered category has ordered binary products i the under-

lying category has binary products and given morphisms

Y1

t1
+

t2-

X +- Y2
u1
u2

the respective mediating morphisms are related in the order, i.e.

ht1; t2-i
X + - Y1  Y2
hu1; u2i
Finally, as we shall explain later, ordered monoidal categories form the basis of
models of rewriting. The monoidal functor is used to model context concatenation
and so the unit will be just the empty context.

De nition 1.1.4 An ordered monoidal category consists of the same data as a

monoidal category, except that this data must be order enriched. That is there is
an ordered category C , and ordered functor  : C 2!C , an object I of C called the
unit and the following ordered natural isomorphisms:

 A natural isomorphism

X;Y;Z :(X  Y )  Z !X  (Y  Z )

 A natural isomorphism lX : I  X !X
 A natural isomorphism rX : X  I !X
These natural isomorphisms are required to satisfy two coherence conditions which
may be found in [7,46,50,57,59].

Sequences
Let N be the set of natural numbers and N  be the set of sequences of natural
numbers with the empty sequence denoted , while u  v denotes the concatenation

of u with v. If u 6= , then u+ is the sequence obtained by omitting the last element
of u, while u? is the sequence obtained by omitting the rst element. The pre x
partial ordering is de ned u  v i there is a w such that v = u  w and in such a
case de ne (u  w)=u = w. Two sequences u and v are independent i u 6 v and
v 6 u. These operations on sequences are extended pointwise to sets of sequences
e.g. X=u = fw j u  w 2 X g.

Relations
Relations are a convenient framework to de ne some abstract properties of term
rewriting systems and the reader may consult [21,42,43,53]. A homogeneous relation on a set X is a subset R  X  X . If (x; x0) 2 R then x is called the redex,
x0 the reduct and we say that x rewrites or reduces to x0. This is often written
x )R x0 and the subscript R is omitted if the relation is clear from the context.
Given a homogeneous relation R on a set X , de ne the following:

 R= is the re exive closure of R.
 R?1 is the inverse of R.
 R+ is the transitive closure of R.
 R is the re exive, transitive closure of R.
 If x 2 X then x=R = fx0 j x )R x0g is the set of one-step R-reducts of x.
 An R-normal form is an element x such that x=R = ;.
 A relation R is said to preserve S -normal forms i whenever t is an S -normal
form and t )R t0, then t0 is also an S -normal form.
The equational theory generated by a homogeneous relation R is the least equivalence relation containing R and if two elements x and x0 are related in this theory
we say x and x0 are R-equivalent and write x =R x0. If R is actually an equivalence
relation, then the equivalence class of an element x is denoted [x]R.

The technical results of this thesis proves that the equational theory generated by
certain relations is decidable. There are two properties of homogeneous relations
which are traditionally used to accomplish this:

 Strong Normalisation: An element t is strongly normalising i there are no
in nite sequences of reductions

t )t1 )t2 : : : )tn ) : : :
If t is strongly normalising and the relation is nitely branching, which (up
to -equivalence) all the rewrite relations we study are, then there is a least
natural number jtjR such that any reduction sequence starting from t has
length at most jtjR. This number is called the normalisation rank of t and
is often used as the basis of induction arguments. A relation is strongly
normalising i all the elements of the underlying set are strongly normalising.

 Con uence: An R-span consists of a pair of reductions t )R t1 and t )R t2

whose redexes are the same, while an R-cospan is simply an R?1 -span. A
relation satis es the diamond property i for every span with reducts t and
u, there is an co-span with redexes t and u, while a relation is con uent i its
re exive, transitive closure satis es the diamond property. A relation R is
locally con uent i for every R-span with reducts t and u, there is an R -cospan with redexes t and u. There are many techniques to prove con uence
| in this thesis a relation R will be shown con uent either by showing R
is both locally con uent and strongly normalising, or by showing there is a
relation S such that R  S  R and S satis es the diamond property.

Con uent and strongly normalising relations are important because every element
in such a system has a unique normal form and every reduction strategy will nd
it. In addition those relations we study are decidable, i.e. the one-step reducts of
an element are always enumerable and thus reduction to normal form provides a
decision procedure for the equational theory generated by such a rewrite relation,
i.e. if t =R t0 then these terms share the same unique normal form.

A rewrite relation R is R-weakly normalising i for every term t, there is a reduction sequence t )R t0 such that t0 is an R-normal form. Con uence and weak
normalisation are sucient to ensure that the equational theory generated by a
rewrite relation is decidable. However, the absence of a normalisation rank complicates reasoning about such relations and about their interaction with other
relations. Thus we shall concentrate on strong normalisation as the key property
of interest in our work.
Sometimes strong normalisation cannot be proved because of the existence of certain looping reductions and in these circumstances we use the more categorical
notion of a quasi-normal form. If R is a homogeneous relation, then an R-quasinormal form is an element t such that if there is an element t0 such that t )R t0
there is a reduction sequence t0 )R t. In the second and third of our case studies,
the equational theory associated to each reduction relation will be proved decidable by constructing for each term its set of quasi-normal forms and showing that
terms equivalent in the equational theory have the same set of quasi-normal forms.

Term Rewriting
Let  be the terms of some calculus. These terms are built from variables by
various term constructors and a term belonging to  is often denoted T (t0; : : : ; tn)
where T represents the outer term constructor and t0; : : : ; tn represent the immediate subterms of the term. If two terms t and u are syntactically equal we write
t  u. A homogeneous relation on  is called a pre-congruence i whenever there
is a rewrite t ) u and T (t0; : : :; t; : : :; tn) is a term, then there is also a rewrite

T (t0; : : :; t; : : :; tn) ) T (t0; : : :; u; : : :; tn)
Many of the rewrite relations we study are de ned as the least pre-congruence
containing a set of basic reductions and in such a case a reduction is called toplevel i the reduction belongs to the generating set of reductions.
Occurrences are sequences of natural numbers which form a convenient algebra
for dealing with the subterms of a term. If t is a term of some calculus then its

set of occurrences is denoted O(t)  N , while the subterm indexed at occurrence
 is denoted t=. These are de ned as follows:

 If t is a variable, then O(t) = fg and t= = t
 If t = T (t0; : : :; tn), then O(t) = fg [ fi   j i  n;  2 O(ti)g and
t= = t and T (t0; : : :; tn)=(i  ) = ti=
When no danger of confusion exists, the distinction between an occurrence and the
subterm so indexed may be blurred. Some of the rewrite relations we consider are
not left linear in that di erent occurrences indexing the same subterm in the redex
may be mapped to the same occurrence in the reduct. For this reason, de ne a set
X of occurrences to be consistent i given any elements ; 0 of X then t= = t=0,
and if X is non-empty the subterm so indexed is denoted t=X . A replacement of
subterms consists of a partial function  : O(t) *  and the result of applying a
replacement to a term is de ned as follows:

8
>< u
if  = u
t = >
: T (t00; : : :; tnn) if  is unde ned and t = T (t0; : : : ; tn)

where in the last clause i() = (i:). The term t is also written t[ ()]2
where  is the domain of . There is a rich algebra relating occurrences to substitution etc. and the reader may wish to consult [42]. As presented occurrences are
de ned for calculi without features such as variable binding, but the appropriate
generalisations are obvious. Finally we de ne a function size :!N which maps
terms to natural numbers and is often used as an induction rank. The size of a
term is de ned recursively as follows:

8
>< 1
if t is a variable
size(t) = >
: 1 + ni=0 size(ti) if t = T (t0; : : : ; tn)

Chapter 2

Typed -Calculus
This chapter contains a basic introduction to both the untyped -calculus and
the typed -calculus and demonstrates how categorical models of typed -calculus
can be used to provide not just an equational theory for typed -terms but also
rewrite relations which form the basis of a decision procedure for this equality.
There are several standard references: for the untyped -calculus one may consult
[4,38] while [32,55] are good references for typed -calculus.

2.1 Untyped -Calculi
The untyped -calculus was rst introduced by Church in the 1930s and has been
widely studied by logicians and computer scientists as it is a particularly simple
yet elegant formalism capable of representing exactly those functions which are
computable by a Turing machine. The untyped -calculus is a formal theory for
deriving syntactic entities called terms which are intended to represent recursive
functions. These terms are built up from variables by two basic operations, namely
application and abstraction. Application of a term t to a term u, usually written
by juxtaposition
tu
is taken to represent the result of supplying the input u to the function t. There
is however no distinction between terms representing functions and terms repres22

enting their arguments and so application is a total operation, i.e. any expression
(considered as a function) may be applied to every other expression (considered as
an argument). The ability to de ne xpoint operators in the untyped -calculus,
and hence of representing all recursive functions, relies on this self-applicability of
untyped -terms.
The second operation is abstraction. If t  t[x] is an expression (possibly) containing the variable x, then the term x:t[x] is called an abstraction and is taken
to represent the function
x 7! t[x]
The variable x is regarded as a formal parameter to the function x:t, signifying
how an argument to this function is to be used, and as such is said to be bound;
variables which are not bound are called free.
When a function de ned by an abstraction, say x:t, is applied to an argument,
say u, the result may be calculated by substitution of the argument for the free
occurrences of the variable bound by the -abstraction. Thus for example:
(x:x2 + 1)3 = (x2 + 1)[3=x] = 32 + 1
In general, if t[u=x] represents the term obtained by substituting the term u for
the free occurrences of x in t, then the equation
(x:t)(u) = t[u=x]
is taken to hold. A formal de nition of substitution must take care to avoid variable
capture and in general implicit changes in bound variables may be required, i.e.
we work modulo -equivalence. Further details may be found in [4].
A natural question is whether the above equation is the only equation that should
be imposed on -terms? If so why, and if not, then which other equations should
be added? These are essentially the questions which we seek to answer, although
we pose them in a slightly di erent setting, namely that of typed -calculi.

2.2 Typed -Calculi
As mentioned above, the ability to treat expressions simultaneously as data and
functions allows the full power of general recursion to be represented in the untyped -calculus. While having obvious merits, the resulting problems arising
from partiality etc. make the meta-theory more complex than may be necessary.
Typed -calculi, originally introduced by Curry and Church, remove problems like
non-termination etc. by assigning syntactic entities called types to -terms in order to classify their nature and hence limit the expressivity of the language.
Types are built up from base types, such as the natural numbers and booleans, by
type constructors. For example, if A and B are types, then the exponential type
A!B is understood to have as terms functions which map data of type A to data
of type B . Of course there is no absolute distinction between functions and data
as functions may be supplied as data to other functions, although see 2.1 for the
di erence with the untyped -calculus.
To assign a type to a term one must rst assign types to the free variables occurring
in the term, i.e. provide a context in which the type assignment occurs. A context
is a list of pairs of variables and types, written x1 : T1; : : :; xn : Tn such that the
variables are pairwise distinct. The variables in a context ? are denoted dom(?)
and two contexts ? and  are disjoint i dom(?) \ dom() = ;. The concatenation
of contexts ? and  is written ?;  and in order to ensure that the variables of
?;  are pairwise distinct we shall always require ? and  to be disjoint.
Typed -calculi consist of inference rules for deriving not just terms, but judgements which are of the form
? ` t:A
and may be read as \the term t has type A in context ?". We shall use ?; ; : : :
to range over contexts, A; B; T; U; V : : : to range over types and t; u; v; : : : to range
over terms. By analogy with the untyped -calculus, there are two basic methods
in the typed -calculus of deriving typing judgements, one describing the formation

of functions and one their use. The typed version of the abstraction rule is
?; x : A ` t : B
? ` x:t : A!B
while the typed application rule is
? ` u : A!B  ` v : A
?;  ` uv : B

(2.1)

Notice how the types ensure that an argument may be applied to a function only
if the type of the argument is the same as that of the domain of the function. This
idea of using the types of various subterms to make sure the term as a whole is well
formed forms the basis of type checking. For example in our example calculi, one
cannot assign a type to expressions of the form tt as the type assigned to the term
t would have to be a strict sub-expression of itself. Thus the xpoint combinators
of the untyped calculus are not valid terms of the calculi we study and hence
these calculi cannot represent all recursive functions. Unless otherwise stated,
henceforth we shall restrict ourselves to the more limited, but better behaved
typed -calculi.

Identity, Structural and Logical Rules
The traditional presentation of typed -calculi as a uni ed system masks the fact
that several separate processes are involved | we follow [32] in identifying three
di erent processes. The rst type of inference rules are the identity rules and
consist of axiom and cut:
? ` t : A ; x : A ` u : B
x 2 Var axiom
cut
x:A ` x:A
?;  ` u[t=x]: B
(2.2)
where Var is the set of variables and cut requires ? and  to be disjoint to ensure the context in the conclusion is well de ned. These inference rules are of
fundamental importance, corresponding to the re exivity and transitivity of logical consequence and the identities and composition of a category, and so will be
present in all of the example calculi studied.
The second set of inference rules are called structural rules and constrain the calculus by describing how variables and contexts may be manipulated. The importance

of these rules is often underplayed but the recent development of linear logic [1,
5,7,31,76] has brought them into clearer focus by considering calculi lacking some
of these rules. The structural rules weakening and contraction are:
?; x : B; y : B ` u : A
? ` t : A weakening
?; x : B ` t : A
?; z : B ` u[z=x; z=y]: A contraction (2.3)
where weakening requires the side condition x 62 dom(?) and contraction requires
z 62 dom(?) so as to ensure the contexts in the conclusions of these rules are wellde ned. These structural rules permit variables to be discarded and to be used on
multiple occasions and are, depending on the properties the calculus is expected to
have, sometimes omitted. When present these rules considerably complicate the
rewriting theory of initial type constructors and so weakening and contraction are
absent in the second of our example calculi. The nal structural rule is exchange
?; x : A; y : B;  ` t : C
?; y : B; x : A;  ` t : C exchange
which gives contexts set-like, as opposed to list-like, properties. Apart from requiring the semantic interpretation of context union to be a symmetric functor,
the structural rule exchange has little e ect on meta-theory of our case studies
and we will tend to ignore exchange in future.
The nal group of inference rules are the logical rules which describe the di erent
mechanisms present in the -calculus for constructing compound types. Although
there is an enormous variety of such type constructors, with exponentiation being
one of the simplest, they all conform to the same basic principles. Each type
constructor has an associated set of inference rules for deriving associated term
judgements. These typically fall into two classes: (i) introduction rules which describe the circumstances under which terms of the compound type may be formed
and; (ii) elimination rules which describe how terms of the compound type may
be used to form terms of other types. In the case of exponentiation there is one
introduction rule, namely the abstraction rule, and one elimination rule, namely
application. In this thesis we shall consider several other type constructors called
product, coproduct, tensor and two di erent units (one for the product and one for
the tensor) and show how rewrite rules for these constructors can be derived in a

uniform way.
The identity and structural inference rules will be collectively called non-logical
rules. For many applications the subtle e ects of the interaction between nonlogical and logical inference rules may be overlooked, but, since it is our goal
to derive rewrite relations for type constructors which are based solely on their
introduction and elimination rules, it is important to remove implicit uses of the
non-logical rules from their de nition. For example, the application rule presented
in 3.1 di ers from the more traditional variant in equation 2.1 in not containing
implicit uses of the inference rules contraction and cut. Of course, in the presence
of cut, the traditional elimination rule for the exponential is a derived inference
rule.

Propositions as Types
The interpretation of -terms as recursive functions is not the only possibility and
several researchers [11,40] have commented upon the apparent similarity between
the -calculus and formal theories used to formalise the process by which logical propositions are proved. This work is best known as the Curry-Howard
correspondence or the Propositions-as-Types interpretation and demonstrates how
a judgement ? ` t : A of the typed -calculus may be considered as representing a
proof t of the proposition A under the assumptions ?. The type constructors of a
-calculus correspond to logical connectives, where their associated introduction
and elimination rules determine the meaning of these connectives by specifying
how compound propositions may be proved from simpler propositions and how
these compound propositions may be used to prove other propositions.
This correspondence may be extended to another level if rewriting in the -calculus
is viewed as part of the process of transforming proofs into canonical forms, e.g.
cut-elimination theorems invariably construct a speci c reduction sequence to a
cut free proof and so correspond to weak normalisation of -reduction in the calculus. Our search for a decidable equational theory for terms of the -calculus

may thus be viewed as an attempt to decide when two proofs contain the same
\proof-theoretic content" [68,80].

Church versus Curry
There are two di erent families of systems, one regarding the typed -calculus as
essentially a subcalculus of the untyped version, while the other views the typed
-calculus as separated from the untyped version. Curry -terms are those of the
type free theory and to each term a set (possibly empty, singleton or even in nite)
of types is assigned. On the other hand Church -terms are terms of the untyped
calculus which have been decorated with type information. An illustration of these
di erences is given by the identity which in a Curry-style de nition is an untyped
term
`Curry (x:x): A!A
which can be assigned the type A!A for all types A. However the Church identity

`Church (x : A:x): A!A
consists of an untyped term decorated with type information which constrains
the types which can be assigned to the term | the Church identity can only
be assigned the type A!A for the particular A which occurs within the term.
Fortunately there is no need to choose one or the other formulation as most typed
-calculi, including ours, may be formulated either way and our arguments work
in both settings. In particular if j j is the function mapping Church -terms to
Curry -terms by simply erasing the type information, then
? `Church t : A implies ? `Curry jtj : A
and

? `Curry t : A implies 9t0:? `Church t0 : A and jt0j = t

In order to avoid overbearing notation, Curry-style de nitions will be given although, as stated before, our results are applicable to calculi formulated in either
approach.

2.3 Semantics of Typed -Calculus
Apart from directly reasoning about the terms of the -calculus, one can construct
models of the -calculus in other mathematical structures and use results about
these models to make inferences about the -calculus. For example, once an
appropriate notion of model has been chosen, there are two properties which an
equality = on terms is expected to satisfy and which uniquely characterise such
an equality:

 Soundness: Given any model M , if t = t0 then M [t] =M M [t0]
 Completeness: If for all models M , M [t] =M M [t0] then t = t0
where M [t] is the interpretation of the term t in the model M and =M is the equality in the model. Given an appropriate notion of model, soundness is usually easy
to prove while completeness is much harder and usually relies on the construction
of particular models from the syntax of the language.
There are of course a wide variety of di erent mathematical structures within
which models of the typed -calculus may be constructed. Categorical models [7,
55,73] form one of the most satisfactory semantic approaches to the -calculus for
several reasons: (i) the link between the syntactic rules and the categorical structure used to interpret them is particularly clear; (ii) there are a large number of
\naturally" occurring categorical models of considerable practical interest which
have been studied extensively and, (iii) categorical models may be generalised to
provide semantics for more complex calculi [3,44,64,74] while this is not always
the case for other approaches [69].
Typically these categorical models consist of a category C together with a map
interpreting types as objects of C and term judgements as morphisms of C . The
various type constructors and their associated introduction and elimination rules
are re ected by certain extra properties which the category is expected to satisfy:
cartesian closure in the case of the simply typed -calculus, symmetric monoidal

closure in the case of the linear -calculus, etc. Once type constructors and their
associated introduction and elimination rules have been interpreted via categorical concepts, the natural categorical equations inherent in these structures become
equations between -terms. For example, if C (?; A) is the hom-set used to interpret
terms which can be assigned the type A in context ?, then the introduction and
elimination rules of the exponential are interpreted as being natural isomorphisms:
x:C (?; x : A; C )  = C (?; A!C )
( )(x)
Requiring the functions t 7! x:t and u 7! ux to be mutually inverse isomorphisms
corresponds to imposing the following pair of equations:
(x:t)x = t and x:tx = t
In addition, if t 2 C (?; A!C ) then x 62 FV(t) as otherwise ?; x : A would not be a
context. Thus we can derive from the categorical analysis not only the usual and - equations for the exponential, but also the traditional side-condition for
-equality, x 62 FV(t).
This categorical approach of modelling the -calculus in terms of categories with
extra structure is so strong that it is possible to go in the reverse direction, i.e.
to deduce -calculi as the internal language of certain structured categories. Although a formal mathematical explanation is beyond the scope of this work, an
illustrative outline of the main ideas can be gained through an analogy with universal algebra. Universal algebra concerns itself with the study of sets equipped with
certain operations which satisfy certain universal equations, e.g. monoids, groups
etc. In general such structured sets can be described as being the algebras of a
certain monad on the category Sets of sets [6,59,60]. Similarly, once the notions
of operation and equation have been suitably generalised, one can consider categories equipped with equational structure as also being the algebras of a monad,
although now the base category is the category Cat of (small) categories [8,67].
The categories CCC, SMC and ABCC used in the semantics of the three case
studies are all examples of categories with equational structure.
One important consequence of these remarks is the existence of free algebras, that

is, the forgetful functors

U0 : CCC!Cat U1 : SMC!Cat U2 : ABCC!Cat
have left adjoints. In the same way that free monoids/groups are constructed by
writing down the appropriate syntax and then quotienting by the equations of
these structures, so free cartesian closed categories, symmetric monoidal closed
categories etc. are also constructed from syntax quotiented by the relevant equations, and this syntax is nothing more than a -calculus. For example, the free
cartesian closed category can be described as having objects the singleton contexts
of the simply typed -calculus with each hom-set given by -equivalence classes
of terms:
C (x : X; y : Y ) = f [t]  j x : X ` t : Y g
The identity morphisms are generated by variables while composition is given by
substitution. In this categorical setting a model in a category C 0 is a cartesian
closed functor from this free category to C 0 , which of course can be shown to coincide with the traditional de nition. There are alternative constructions of free
categories where objects are either types or contexts and morphisms are appropriately typed terms or tuples of terms, but the resulting categories are isomorphic
and so categorically indistinguishable. The construction of these free categories
also gives completeness of -equality for models in all cartesian closed categories
because, if the interpretations of two terms are equal in all models, then their
interpretations in the free model are equal and thus the terms are -equal.
A di erent problem is to seek sound and complete equational theories for more
restricted classes of models. Friedman [25] proved that -equality is complete for
all models in the category Sets. In [77] simple conditions on an arbitrary cartesian
closed category C are given to ensure -equality is sound and complete for all
models in C , while in [23] a proof system is given for deriving a sound and complete
theory for all \set-theoretic" models of the simply typed -calculus extended with
coproducts. This later theory is equivalent to our axiomatisation of the equational
theory for coproducts and therefore also decidable.
So category theory can help decide which equality is appropriate for a typed -

calculus, but can category theory also provide rewrite relations to aid in the construction of a decision procedure for this equality? The answer to this is again
positive. Just as equations were derived by considering natural categorical constructions on categorical models, once the notion of a model has been generalised
to include rewrites between terms, the natural categorical structure on these generalised models will implicitly contain rewrite relations.

2.4 Categorical Models of Rewriting
Soundness of the traditional categorical models outlined above means that equal terms have the same interpretation in such models and so these structures
are too limited to provide a basis for the study of rewriting in the -calculus.
Instead the notion of model must be generalised from categories based on term
equality to categories based on term reduction.
The last decade has seen the development of categorical models of rewriting which
add a pre-order/categorical structure to each of the hom-sets to re ect reduction
[58,48,66,70,75,72]. Diagrammatically the reduction of a term t to t0 may be
represented:
tX +- Y
t0
Categories with extra structure on their hom-sets are known as enriched categories
[24,50,51] and have been studied for almost 30 years now with several possibilities
for generalising standard categorical concepts such as functor, adjoint and algebra
to enriched categories having been proposed [33,39,47,45,50,51,75,72,78]. The basic structures used in this thesis to model term rewriting in the -calculus have
been de ned in the introduction but, for continuity, we repeat the de nition of an
ordered category.

De nition 2.4.1 An ordered category is a category C such that for every pair of
objects A; B of C , the hom-set C (A; B ) is equipped with a pre-order and composition

is monotonic with respect to this order.

Ordered categories may be constructed from term rewriting systems by taking as
objects contexts and as morphisms

x1 : X1; : : :; xn : Xn ?! y1 : Y1; : : :; ym : Ym
tuples of terms/substitutions (e1; : : :; em) such that x1 : X1; : : :; xn : Xn ` ei : Yi for
i = 1; : : : ; m. The order structure is given by
(e1; : : :; em)  (f1; : : :; fm) i

8i: ei )fi

and composition is given by substitution while the identities are just tuples of
variables.

Lemma 2.4.2 The construction above de nes an ordered category.
Proof The proof is fairly straightforward and the basic ideas can be found in
any of [37,48,70,75,72].

Notice that, because the order on the hom-sets is taken to be a pre-order, categorical models of reduction do not model the one-step reduction relation, but
rather its re exive transitive closure. It is surprising how many of the de nitions
of enriched category theory, although originally devised for reasons unconnected
with term rewriting, are nevertheless extremely natural from this point of view.
For instance, requiring composition to be monotonic means that if there are diagrams/rewrites of the form
ttu
and
x : X +- y : Y v- z : Z
w : W x : X +- y : Y
t0
t0
then, because composition is given by substitution, there must be diagrams, or
equivalently, rewrites
t[u=x-]
v[t=y-]
w:W + - y:Y
and
x:X + - z :Z
0
t [u=x]
v[t0=y]
i.e. reduction must be stable and compatible in the sense of [42]. Note that in this
thesis we reserve the word stable for a di erent property.
An alternative approach is to model rewrite relations in 2-categories [51], i.e.

categories where each hom-set is itself equipped with categorical structure. The
morphisms in these hom-categories are called 2-cells and composition is required
to be functorial on these 2-cells and satisfy certain extra axioms/equations which
assert the equivalence of certain reduction sequences. Another variant are the sesqui categories [79] which are similar to 2-categories except that the \interchange
law" [58,51,79] is not required to hold. The interchange law states that if there
are reductions t )t0 and u )u0 then the two di erent reduction sequences from
the term F (t; u) to the term F (t0; u0) are equal. Thus 2-categories may be thought
of as models of parallel rewriting, while sesqui-categories may be thought of as
modelling non-parallel rewriting.
Of all the equations required between reduction sequences in the construction of 2categories, the interchange law is the only one which identi es reduction sequences
of di erent length. Thus every 2-cell in a sesqui-categorical model of a term rewriting system has a length [63]. In other words, for every two cell f there is a
natural number n such that f may be written as the composite of n non-identity
morphisms, but not as the composite of more than n. See [79] for some rami cations of this.
The choice between ordered categories and 2-categories/sesqui-categories is of
course determined by the issues to be resolved. The algebra of rewrites implicit in the 2-categorical approach, and the possibility of several di erent rewrites
existing between the same terms, makes these structures more suitable for resolving questions regarding di erent reduction strategies or for determining whether
a certain redex must be contracted to achieve a normal form etc. However the
main focus of this thesis is the use of categorical constructions to formally derive
rewrite relations and so the conceptually simpler ordered categories are preferred.
Having said this, our arguments can of course be generalised to the 2-categorical
setting.
Another possibility for modelling term rewriting systems is to generalise the traditional approach of functorial semantics [6,34,56] by considering a model of a term
rewriting system as being a structure preserving functor from a free theory to a
category with appropriate structure. This approach, although well suited to prov-

ing results about the category of models of a rewriting system, does not provide
any intuition as to the actual choice of the free theory, in this context the rewrite
relation, and so does not form the basis of our notion of model.
Just as the natural constructions on traditional models may be used to derive
an equational theory for the terms of the -calculus, so the natural categorical
constructions on these ordered categories allow us to formally derive rewrite relations whose equational theory matches that suggested by the traditional semantics.
However before explaining what these constructions are, we must endow ordered
categories with more structure to provide adequate models of rewriting. This extra
structure is divided into two parts: (i) structure to model the algebra of contexts
present in the non-logical inference rules; and (ii) structure to model the particular type constructors present in the -calculus. Context concatenation provides
ordered categories which model term rewriting systems with a natural bifunctor
and this bifunctor has a unit given by the empty context. This is summarised
by saying a model of a term rewriting system must be a strict ordered monoidal
category [7,46,50,57,59]. Finally, we cannot deal solely with contexts as type constructors are to build complex types from other types, and not from arbitrary
contexts. However types can be thought of as singleton contexts and so are represented in a model by a subcategory which appropriately generates the rest of
the category. In summary a model of rewriting is de ned as follows:

De nition 2.4.3 A rewrite category is a pair consisting of
(i) An ordered monoidal category of contexts, tuples of terms and rewrites denoted (C ; ; I ).
(ii) A full subcategory T of C , called the base and with inclusion : T !C , such
that every object in C can be expressed as a nite multiplication of objects
from the base.

This de nition is not ideal, e.g. one may take T to be the whole of C , but it is
sucient for our purposes, namely showing how canonical constructions on these
rewrite categories may be used to derive rewrite rules for a wide variety of type

constructors.
Context concatenation is taken to be a monoidal functor rather than the more
traditional strict product so that our framework is capable of dealing with theories
such as the linear -calculus where the absence of certain structural rules means
projections etc. cannot be de ned. If however some of the structural rules are
present then this is re ected in the models by the presence of certain natural
transformations.

 Exchange corresponds to a symmetry on the monoidal functor, i.e. isomorphisms sX;Y : X  Y !Y  X which are natural in X and Y .
 Weakening and contraction by X , an object of T , are natural transformations

weakX :  X )I and contX :  X )  X  X:
It is conceivable, although no formal research has been conducted, that by replacing these transformations by lax-transformations, one may be able to reason
about certain term rewriting problems caused by the non-linear use of variables.
In typed -calculi, the logical rules describe how terms of a compound type may
be formed and how they may used to construct other terms. The semantic counterpart to this was described by Hagino [36] (and see [65]) using the concept of a
dialgebra.

De nition 2.4.4 Let F; G : C!D be functors. The category of F; G-dialgebras
has as objects pairs (X; h) where

FX !h GX
is a D-morphism. A morphism  :(X; h)!(X 0 ; h0) is an arrow  : X !X 0 such that

FX h- GX
F

G

?
?
0
FX 0 GX 0
h

Those type constructors we call nal are characterised in Hagino's calculus as
being nal dialgebras of certain functors, while our initial type constructors are
characterised as being initial dialgebras. We shall incorporate rewrite rules directly
into the actual de nition of type constructors by generalising Hagino's calculus to
ordered categories, replacing initial dialgebra by locally initial lax-dialgebra and
nal dialgebra by locally terminal oplax dialgebra. Although these de nitions may
seem daunting at rst, the ease with which these categorical structures can be
used to derive rewrite rules is quite remarkable.

De nition 2.4.5 An object T of an ordered category C is locally terminal i for
every object X of C , there is an arrow !X : X !T which is terminal in its hom-order
e-

X +- T
!X
An object T is locally initial i it is locally terminal in C op , i.e. I is locally initial
i for every object X of C , there is an arrow X : I !X which is terminal in its
hom-order

I

e-

+- X

X

Locally initial (and terminal) objects X and Y are not de ned up to isomorphism;
rather there exist morphisms f : X !Y and g : Y !X such that gf and 1X are
related in the hom-order and similarly for fg and 1Y . Thus when the hom-order
is collapsed, i.e. the free category constructed, locally initial/terminal objects are
mapped to isomorphic objects. Dialgebras can be generalised to ordered categories
in several di erent ways; those of interest to us are the following:

De nition 2.4.6 Let F; G : C!D be ordered functors. The ordered category of
F; G-lax dialgebras, written LD(F; G), has as objects pairs (X; h) where
FX !h GX

is a D-morphism. A morphism  :(X; h)!(X 0 ; h0) is an arrow  : X !X 0 such that

FX h- GX
F

(

G

?
?
0
FX 0 GX 0
h

and the order structure in LD(F; G) is inherited from C . The ordered category of
oplax dialgebras, written OLD(F; G), is de ned as for LD(F; G) except the 2-cell
is in the other direction.

The rest of this chapter will show how rewrite relations for a wide variety of
type constructors may be formally derived from certain constructions on rewrite
categories. This will involve dialgebras of functors F; G : T !C n constructed from:

 The identity functor.
 The inclusion functor : T !C .
 The constantly valued functors KX .
 The monoidal functor .

Example 1: The Unit
Rewrite rules for the unit of the simply typed -calculus may be derived by considering the locally terminal object of the category OLD(K; K) of oplax dialgebras,
where K : T !1 is the unique functor from T to the one object, one morphism,
one rewrite ordered category. Such a dialgebra is exactly an object of T , while
a morphism between such dialgebras is just a morphism between the underlying
objects. Thus a locally terminal oplax dialgebra is nothing more than a locally
terminal object of T .

Example 2: Products
Rewrite rules for the product may be derived by taking the product of two objects
A and B in a rewrite category C to be a locally terminal object in the category
OLD( 2; KA;B ) of oplax dialgebras constructed from the functors 2 : T !C 2 and
KA;B : T !C 2. The dialgebra is a morphism in C 2, i.e. a pair of morphisms in C ,
which will be taken to be the projections:
(A  B; A  B ) (0; 1-) (A; B )
By terminality there must be a morphism between any other dialgebra (t0; t1) :
(Y; Y )!(A; B ) and the dialgebra (0; 1). The underlying term of this mediating
morphism will of course be the introduction term ht0; t1i, while the 2-cell will be
the -reduction rule
(Y ) (t0; t1-) (A; B )

ht0; t1i

)
?

(A  B )

id
?
- (A; B )

(0; 1)

Finally because of local terminality, any other morphism between these dialgebras
must reduce to the introduction term, which corresponds to the following conditional rewrite rule:
0t )t0 1t )t1
t )ht0; t1i
(2.4)
Notice that this conditional -rewrite rule is actually equivalent (in the presence
of identity reductions) to the traditional, unconditional rewrite rule t )h0t; 1ti.
Firstly the premises of equation 2.4 may be instantiated by identity reductions to
derive the unconditional rewrite rule, while given the premises to equation 2.4

t )h0t; 1ti )ht0; t1i
Of course this is nothing more than expressing the natural isomorphism at the
heart of an adjunction in terms of the associated unit and counit.

Example 3: The Tensor
The tensor found in linear logic is essentially the product with its projections and
diagonal removed. The introduction and elimination rules of the tensor are:
?; z : X Y ` t : Z
?; x : X; y : Y ` t[x y=z]: Z int

?; x : X; y : Y ` t : Z
?; z : X Y ` let z be x y in t : Z elim

where the elimination rule requires z 62 dom(?) and the introduction rules requires
x; y 62 dom(?) so as to ensure the contexts in the conclusions are well de ned.
Rewrite rules for the tensor of objects X and Y may be derived by considering
the locally initial object in the category LD (KX;Y ; ) of dialgebras constructed
from the functors KX;Y ; : T !C . Such a locally initial dialgebra will consist of
a morphism
x : X; y : Y x -y z : X Y
which gives the introduction term, while the elimination term and -reduction is
induced by the mediating morphism to any other dialgebra:

x : X; y : Y x y

(

id
?

x : X; y : Y
i.e.

e

- z :X

Y

let z be x y in e
?
- w:C

let x y be x y in e ) e

Finally, as this mediating morphism is to be terminal amongst such morphisms,
the -rewrite rule for the tensor is the conditional rule

e0[x y=z] )e
e0 )let z be x y in e
which, as with the product, has an equivalent unconditional formulation

e0 )let z be x y in e0[x y=z]

Example 4: Natural Numbers
There seems to be little work in the literature on extensionality principles for recursive types such as the natural numbers (although see [71]). However Hagino's
calculus is powerful enough to deal with not just the adjoint constructors already
mentioned, but also recursive datatypes such as natural numbers and lists. Thus
our ordered categorical version of Hagino's calculus may be used to derive interesting rewrite rules for such type constructors.
A natural numbers type, denoted N , has the introduction rules
? ` t:N
` 0: N ? ` st : N
and elimination rule

? ` u : X ?; x : X ` v : X
?; n : N ` It(u; x:v; n): X

where the x in the iterator is a variable binder. Such a natural numbers type can
be modelled in a rewrite category C as a locally initial lax dialgebra in the category
LD((KI ; ); ( ; )), where I is the unit of the monoidal structure on C .
(K ; N ) 0; sn - (N; N )
I

(

id; It(u; x:v; n)
?

(KI ; X )

2

(u; x:v; n)

It

?
- (X; X )

u; v
The constants 0 and the successor operation are part of the dialgebra structure,
while the iterator and two -reduction rules are derived from the de nition of a
mediating morphism.
( N;1)
It(u; x:v; 0) ) u
( N;2)
It(u; x:v; sn) ) v [It(u; x:v; n)=x]
Finally, local initiality translates into the following conditional N -rewrite rule for
natural numbers:
h[0=n] )u h[sn=n] )v[h=x] 
N
h )It(u; x:v; n)
Although rewrite relations for recursive datatypes, such as that for the natural
numbers derived above, have not been formally studied, a few preliminary remarks

can be made. Firstly, unlike for adjoint type constructors such as the product and
tensor, it is unclear whether the proposed equational theory for natural numbers
is sucient to de ne a strong natural numbers object or merely a weak natural
numbers object [55], i.e. whether when the order relation is quotiented out, the
mediating morphism represented by the iterator is unique or not. Another di erence with the rewrite relations for adjoint types is the lack of an unconditional
formulation of the proposed N -rewrite rule. Thirdly because all primitive recursive functions may be represented in a cartesian closed category with a natural
numbers object, the goal of proving the associated equational theory decidable
will be impossible if the equational theory matches the extensional equality of
functions. These issues, although beyond the scope of this work, make recursive
datatypes an intriguing area for further research.
The rest of this thesis is devoted to three case studies which develop the term
rewriting techniques required to turn these categorical rewrite relations into decision procedures for the associated equational theory. These calculi contain no
recursive type constructors and so we shall present alternative derivations of the
rewrite rules for each type constructor in terms of the adjunctions formed by the
associated introduction and elimination rules.

Chapter 3

The Simply Typed -Calculus
For reasons that will become clear in Chapters 4 and 5, the -rewrite rules for nal
type constructors are signi cantly simpler than those for initial type constructors
and so the rst of our case studies is a calculus which contains only nal type constructors. The simply typed -calculus contains three type constructors called the
unit, product and exponential and as explained in the introduction, the presence
of the unit type means that if -conversion is interpreted as a contraction then
con uence is lost and so an alternative approach to the decidability of -equality
is required.
After de ning the calculus we show how the introduction and elimination rules
of each type constructor form an adjoint pair with the associated unit and counit
forming an expansionary -rewrite rule and a contractive -rewrite rule. The rewrite relation de ned by these - and -rewrite rules, although generating a sound
and complete equational theory for models in cartesian closed categories, contains
in nite sequences of rewrites and so cannot itself be used to decide this equational
theory. Converting this rewrite relation into a decision procedure is the focus for
the rest of this chapter and, as this calculus contains no initial type constructors,
the decision procedure derived will be simpler than those for the other two case
studies.
We de ne a subrelation by prohibiting those expansions which occur in the triangle laws inherent in the adjunctions de ning each - and -rewrite rule. This
subrelation generates the same equational theory as the unrestricted rewrite rela43

tion and is proved strongly normalising and con uent by adapting the traditional
proofs to cope with the presence of expansionary rewrites. Thus -equality may
be decided by reduction to normal form in the restricted rewrite relation, although
the price of this decidability result is that the restricted rewrite relation is not a
pre-congruence. We also prove that the normal forms of the restricted fragment
coincide with Huet's long  normal forms [41], give a structural characterisation
of these forms and show they may be calculated by rst performing all -reductions
and then performing any remaining -expansions or vice versa.
Although the calculus has been presented without a natural numbers type, the
proof methods employed in this chapter are suciently robust to prove equivalent results for the calculus extended with such a natural numbers type and with
associated iterator, successor, zero and -reduction rules [49]. However, as mentioned at the end of the last chapter, the e ect of the -rewrite rule for the natural
numbers remains a subject for further research.

3.1 The Calculus 1;;!
The simply typed -calculus over a set of base types B is denoted 1;;! and
consists of types freely generated from the base types by a nullary type constructor
1, called the unit, and two binary constructors  and ! called the product and
exponential
T := T  T j T !T j 1 j B
where B 2 B is any base type. The atomic types are 1 and the base types. For
each type T there is a set of constants Con(T ), including the distinguished constant
 2 Con(1), such that if T 6= T 0, then Con(T ) \ Con(T 0) = ;. There is also a set
of variables Var which is disjoint from the constants. The pre-terms of the simply
typed -calculus are:

t := x j c j ht; ti j 0t j 1t j tt j x:t
where x is a variable and c a constant. The free variables of a pre-term t are
denoted FV(t) and the substitution of pre-terms for free variables is de ned as

expected.
The term judgements of the simply typed -calculus are of the form ? ` t : T where
? is a context, t a pre-term and T a type, and are generated by the inference rules
in Table 3-1. The side-conditions on the identity and structural rules may be
found in equations 2.2 and 2.3. Note that the traditional elimination rule for the
exponential can be derived from the inference rules presented in Table 3-1. Given

Table 3{1: Typing Rules for the Simply Typed -calculus
Structural and Identity Rules
x 2 Var
x : A ` x : A axiom

c 2 Con(A) cons
` c:A

? ` t:A
?; x : B ` t : A weakening

?; x : B; y : B ` u : A
?; z : B ` u[z=x; z=y]: A contraction

?; x : A; y : B;  ` t : C exchange
?; y : B; x : A;  ` t : C

? ` t : A ; x : A ` u : B
cut
?;  ` u[t=x]: B

Logical Rules
? ` e : A ? ` e0 : B int
? ` he; e0i : A  B

? ` t : A0  A1 elim
? `  i t : Ai

?; x : A ` e : B
? ` x:e : A!B !int

? ` e : A!B x 62 dom(?)
!elim
?; x : A ` ex : B

any term judgement ? ` t : T , we say t is a term of type T and when ? is clear, or
not important, this is written t : T . A term is called an introduction term if it is a
-abstraction, a pair, or the constant , while a term which is not an introduction
term is called an elimination term. Finally, a subterm of a term occurs negatively
i it is either applied or projected.

3.2 Rewriting in 1;;!
A rewrite relation for terms of the simply typed -calculus is derived by taking the
introduction and elimination rule for each connective as forming an adjoint pair;
the associated unit then forms an expansionary -rewrite rule while the counit
forms a contractive -rewrite rule.
For example, consider the product. If C (?; X ) is the category whose objects are
term judgements ? ` e : X and whose morphisms between ? ` e : X and ? ` e0 : X
are (quotiented, labelled) rewrites r : e )e0, then the introduction and elimination
rules of the product may be regarded as functors between the categories shown
below. As these functors are taken to constitute an adjoint pair
h ; iC (?; A)  C (?; B )  > C (?; A  B )
(0 ; 1 )
rewrite rules can be obtained as counit and unit.
( ;0)
0ha; bi ) a
(3.1)
( ;1)
1ha; bi ) b
( )
c ) h0c; 1ci
As with adjunctions in general, there is an equivalent formulation of these rules in
terms of representability/universal properties. In the product example the term
he; e0i satis es the -reduction shown in the diagram
?

e


J
J
he; eJ0iJe0
J
J
^
?
AB - B

A
0
1
and is in addition terminal amongst such terms. Thus there is a natural isomorphism of rewrites
t )he; e0i i 0t )e and 1t )e0
which is of course equivalent (in the presence of identity rewrites) to the rewrites
given in equation 3.1. Thus introduction terms may be regarded as being \de ned

up to isomorphism", i.e. their purpose is to represent certain possibilities for
rewriting and this underlies their central role in the de nition of -normal forms.
A similar approach is possible for the exponential type constructor where the
introduction and elimination rules are again deemed to form an adjoint pair
x:C (?; x : A ; B ) > C (?; A!B )
( )x
with the following associated rewrite rules
( !)
(!)

(x:b)x ) b
t ) x:tx

x 62 FV(t)

Notice that the side condition x 62 FV(t) is implicit in the requirement that ?; x : A
be a context. Finally, rewrite rules for the unit may be derived in a similar fashion.
If 1 is the terminal object in Cat and !C : C!1 the unique functor from C to 1,
then there is the adjunction

1  > C (?; 1)

!
which has a vacuous -contraction and -expansion given by 1 : t ) for terms
t :1.
The expansionary rewrite relation is denoted ) and is the least pre-congruence
on terms including the basic reductions in Table 3-2. Note that the -rewrite rules

Table 3{2: Basic Reductions for the Expansionary Rewrite Relation
( !)
(!)
( ;1)
( ;2)
( )
(1)

(x:b)a
t
0ha; bi
1ha; bi
c
a

)
)
)
)
)
)

b[a=x]
x:tx
a
b
h0c; 1ci



have implicit type restrictions, e.g. ! is restricted to terms of function type,
and that ! requires that x not be free in t. The equational theory generated by

the expansionary rewrite relation is called -equality. The expansionary rewrite
relation is well-de ned, i.e. subject reduction holds.

Lemma 3.2.1 If there is a term judgement ? ` t : A and a rewrite t )t0 then
there is also a term judgement ? ` t0 : A.
Proof The proof is by induction on the rewrite t )t0.



Lemma 3.2.2 The -equational theory is sound and complete for models in

cartesian closed categories.

Proof Soundness is trivial while completeness follows from the construction of
a free model. Consider the category C whose objects are the typed variables of
1;;! and whose morphisms are
C (x : X; y : Y ) = f [t]  j x : X ` t : Y g
with composition given by substitution and identities being variables. Completeness follows on showing that this structure is cartesian closed | we prove this
category has binary products and leave the reader to verify the rest of the required
structure. The product of objects x : X and y : Y is z : X  Y (for some appropriate
choice of variable z) with projections given by the -equivalence classes of the
terms 0z and 1z. Given any product cone generated by judgements

w : W ` e : X and w : W ` e0 : Y
The mediating morphism is the -equivalence class of he; e0i with -reduction
ensuring the required equations are satis ed while -expansion guarantees uniqueness of the mediating morphism.

The majority of the rest of this chapter proves that -equality is decidable by
placing restrictions on the applicability of -expansion so as to recover strong
normalisation, while preserving con uence and maintaining the strength of the
equational theory. However, before, doing this we brie y comment on algebra of
rewrites in the 2-categorical approach.

The Algebra of 2-cells
In [37] Hilken considers a 2-categorical approach to reduction in what he calls the
2--calculus. This calculus is essentially the typed -calculus whose only type constructor is the exponential, augmented by a calculus of labelled rewrites de ned
in Table 3-3. Note that identity rewrites can be constructed for all terms from the
identity rewrites on variables because the relation ) is a pre-congruence. In this

Table 3{3: Rewrites in the 2--calculus
? ` : t )u ? ` 0 : u )v
x : X is declared in ?
? ` 1x : x )x
? ` ; 0 : t )v
?`

t;u :(x:t)u )t[u=x]

? ` : t )t0 ? ` 0 : u )u0
? ` 0 : tu )t0u0

t is of exponential type
? ` t : t )x:tx
? ` : t )t0
? ` x: : x:t )x:t0

work, the exponential is modelled as the 2-categorical generalisation of our interpretation of the exponential, namely as a lax exponential[37,75,72]. The equations
on the rewrites of Table 3-3 required by this 2-categorical interpretation form an
equational theory, denoted E , which is shown to have the following properties:

 The equational theory E is decidable.
 The equational theory is not inconsistent, i.e. there are rewrites ; 0 : t )t0
such that =
6 E 0. An example of such rewrites is
x;I (x) : I (I (x)) )I (x)

and I (

x;x): I (I (x)) )I (x)

where I is an abbreviation for the term x:x.

 Con uence: If 1 : t )u1 and 2 : t )u2 then there exists a term v and
rewrites 1 : u1 )v and 2 : u2 )v such that 1; 1 =E 2; 2 in the equational
theory on rewrites.

 Normal Forms: A term t is a long -normal form [41] i given any rewrite
: t )t0 there is a rewrite : t0 )t such that ; =E 1t.

3.3 Decidability of -Equality
The restrictions on -expansion required to recover strong normalisation were originally proposed by Mints [62], although he only proved weak normalisation and
it is only recently that several authors [2,15,19,22,49], using a variety of di erent
proof techniques, have proved both con uence and strong normalisation. There is
an elegant explanation of Mints' restrictions on -expansions in terms of categorical reduction theory.
The - and -rewrite rules were derived as counit and unit of an adjunction and,
as with adjunctions in general, these rewrite rules are linked by triangle laws. For
the exponential these are

x:t ) y:(x:t)y ) y:t[y=x]  x:t
ta ) (x:tx)a ) ta

(3.2)

while those for the product constructor are

ha; bi ) h0ha; bi; 1ha; bii ) ha; bi
0c ) 0h0c; 1ci
) 0 c
1c ) 1h0c; 1ci
) 1 c

(3.3)

where the latter pair of loops are thought of as a single loop in the product category. The triangle laws for the unit type are  ) and the identity morphism in
1.
Any attempt to recover strong normalisation must \cut" these loops and the
natural approach is to prevent those expansions which appear in the triangle
laws. Thus terms of function type may be expanded provided they are neither
-abstractions nor applied; terms of product type may be expanded if they are
neither pairs nor projected and the rewrite rule 1 may not be applied to the constant  | in short we prohibit the expansion of subterms which are introduction

terms or which occur negatively. In fact, these restrictions alone are enough to
recover strong normalisation, i.e. it is precisely the loops created by the triangle
laws which prevent normalisation.
A formal de nition of Mints' reduction system, which we denote )F , requires a
certain subtlety to encode the context sensitive nature of the restrictions imposed
upon expansion. The basic idea is to simultaneously de ne a subrelation )I of
)F which is guaranteed not to be a top-level -expansion, and so a subterm which
occurs negatively may be safely )I -rewritten when a )F -rewrite may cause a reduction loop. A term is called expandable i it is not an introduction term, nor of
base type. The rewrite relations )F and )I are formally de ned by the inference
rules in Table 3-4, where )I[F and )I\F are the union and intersection of )I

Table 3{4: The Restricted Rewrite Relation
t ) t0
t expandable
0
t )I\F t
t )F (t)
 )I 0
 )I\F 0

t )I t0
0t )I\F 0t0

)I[F 0
 )I\F  0

t )I t0
1t )I\F 1t0

u )I[F u0
v )I[F v0
t )I[F t0
x:t )I\F x:t0 hu; vi )I\F hu0; v0i hu; vi )I\F hu0; v0i
and )F respectively and (t) is the result of applying the appropriate expansion
to t. The relation )F is called the restricted rewrite relation and is clearly a subrelation of ) and, as intended, )I is the subrelation of )F obtained by preventing
basic expansions, i.e. we may easily prove:

t )F t0 i t )I t0 or t0 = (t) and t is expandable
The forward implication is a straightforward induction on the de nition of )F
while the reverse implication is trivial. The following lemma allows results about
the restricted rewrite relation to be lifted to the unrestricted one.

Lemma 3.3.1 If t )t0 then either t )F t0 or t0 ) t. Thus con uence of )F
implies con uence of ).
Proof The rst half of the lemma holds because if t )t0 but t 6)F t0, then t0

must be obtained from t by one of the triangular expansions in equations 3.2 and
3.3. As pointed out at the time, triangular expansions have -reductions in the
reverse direction and so t0 ) t.
For the second half of the lemma consider two )-equivalent terms. By the rst
part of this lemma these terms are also )F -equivalent and so, by )F -con uence,
have a common )F -reduct. But since )F  ), we have constructed a common
)-reduct for these terms and hence ) is con uent.


3.3.1 Substitutivity, )F -Local Con uence
In the rest of this chapter we shall prove that the relation )F is strongly normalising and con uent. An alternative development of these results may be found in
[17].
Traditional proofs of strong normalisation and con uence rely heavily on reduction being substitutive, that is if there are reductions t )t0 and u )u0 then there
is also a reduction t[u=x] )t0[u0=x]. However the rewrite relations )I and )F
are not pre-congruences and so we must characterise when substitutivity fails and
in these instances develop other proof techniques. Typically these consist of exhibiting reduction sequences to a common reduct or a reduction sequence with a
di erent redex but with the same reduct.

Lemma 3.3.2 Let t; t0; u and u0 be terms such that t )R t0 and u )R u0, where
R2fI ; Fg. Then
 There is a rewrite t[u=x] )R t0[u=x] unless u is an introduction term and

t0 is obtained by expanding an occurrence of x in t. In this case there are
reduction sequences t[(u)=x] ) t0[u=x] ) t[u=x].

 There is a rewrite t[u=x] )I t[u0=x] unless u0 = (u) and either t = x or

there are negative occurrences of x in t. In this latter case t[u0=x] and t[u=x]
have a common )I -reduct.

Proof The two parts of the lemma are proved separately by induction on t.
The rst part follows because if u is an introduction term, then (u) ) u, while
the reduct mentioned in the second half is constructed from t[u=x] by expanding
those occurrences of u which do not occur negatively. The required reductions to
this term are easily veri ed.

The obvious next step would be to hypothesise that both )I and )F are locally con uent. Unfortunately this is not the case, e.g. there are the following
counterexamples:
(x:t)u I- (x:(t))u

I

I
?

t[u=x]

?
-  (t)[u=x]

0hu; vi I- 0h(u); vi
and I

I
?

u

F

?
-  (u)

F
and similarly for 1hu; vi. In these examples the bottom arrow is )F , but not
)I , and so )I is not locally con uent. However local con uence of )F can be
proved in conjunction with a slight variant for )I .

Lemma 3.3.3 The relation )F is locally con uent and given any span t )I ti
(where i = 1; 2), there is a term t0 such that either t1 )I t0 or t1 )F t0 and
similarly either t2 )I t0 or t2 )F t0.
Proof The proof is by simultaneous induction on the redex. The base case
is trivial as there are no )I -reducts of a variable and at most one )F -reduct.
The )I -spans of introduction terms are caused by )F -spans of proper subterms,
which by the induction hypothesis have )F -co-spans which may in turn be used
to construct )I -co-spans to the original span. As introduction terms cannot be
expanded, this analysis suces for )F -spans of introduction terms as well.
Finally, consider )I -spans of an elimination term, say tu. Firstly given an )I -

span

t1u ( tu ) t2u

by the induction hypothesis there is a term t3 which is either a )I -reduct,
or an -expansion, of both t1 and t2. Either way )I -co-spans may be given
to one of t1u; t2u or t3u. Secondly if a )I -span includes a top-level reduction
(x:t0)u )t0[u=x] then the result follows by lemma 3.3.2, while any other )I span has a trivial )I -co-span by the induction hypothesis.
Now consider an )F -span of the form

(t) ( t )I t0
Again by lemma 3.3.2, (t) )I (t0), and since this term reduces to t0, or vice
versa, appropriate )F -co-spans may be constructed. All other )F -spans are
either trivial or are )I -spans and so have already been considered.


3.3.2 Strong Normalisation of )F
The relation )F is shown to be strongly normalising to the long -normal forms.
As )F is not a pre-congruence care must be taken in establishing results which
are usually taken as trivial in traditional term rewriting. One such example is the
following:

Lemma 3.3.4 If 0t and 1t are )F -strongly normalisable then so is t. Similarly
if x : A is a variable not free in u and ux is )F -strongly normalisable then so is

u.

Proof For the rst part of the lemma it suces to show, by induction on the

sum of the normalisation ranks of the two projections, that all the 1-step reducts
of t are strongly normalisable. The result h0t; 1ti of a basic expansion is strongly
normalisable since its only reductions arise from those of its components, while
any reduction t )I t0 induces another such of 0t and 1t. The projections of t0
are thus strongly normalisable and so by the induction hypothesis t0 is strongly
normalisable. The second half of the lemma is proved similarly as reductions of
-abstractions are all obtained by reductions of their body.


The relation )F is proved strongly normalising by constructing a termination
order built inductively over the type structure and the rewrite relation )I . Given
a type T , the set of valid terms of that type is denoted V (T ) and de ned to be
those terms of type T which can be shown valid by the inference rules in Table 3-5.
Notice that this de nition assumes w.l.o.g. that variables, and hence terms, have
unique types. Because the relation )I is nitely branching, we may associate

Table 3{5: De nition of Validity
t is not an intro. term t= )I  V (X )
t 2 V (X )
ui 2 V (Xi ) hu0; u1i= )I  V (X0  X1 )
hu0; u1i2 V (X0  X1 )

8u 2 V (X ):t[u=x] 2 V (Y ) x:t= )I  V (X !Y )
x:t 2 V (X !Y )
2 V (1)
to each valid term t a natural number, called the validity rank of t and denoted
 (t), which is often used as an induction rank in reasoning about valid terms. The
validity rank is de ned as follows:

 (t) = 1 + maxf (t0) j t )I t0g
An important remark is that, as variables have no )I -reducts, the valid terms
of a given type contain all the variables of that type. This observation will be
needed to prove that the valid terms of a given type satisfy the following validity
predicates de ned over sets of terms P :
V1: If t 2 P then t is )F -strongly normalising
V2: If t 2 P and t )F t0 then t0 is valid
V3: If t 2 P then (t) 2 P

Induction on the type structure is used to show that the valid terms satisfy the
validity predicates V1-3.

Exponential Types
Lemma 3.3.5 Assume the valid terms of type X and Y satisfy the validity pre-

dicates V1-3. If for all valid terms u of type X , the term t[u=x] is valid, then x:t
is also valid.

Proof As remarked earlier if x is a variable of type X , then x is valid. Thus by
assumption t[x=x] is valid and, by V1 for type Y, t is )F -strongly normalising.
Thus the )F -normalisation rank of t is used to prove the )I -reducts of x:t are
all valid. These reducts are of the form x:t0, where t )F t0, and so given any
term u 2 V (X ) we must prove that t0[u=x] is valid. By lemma 3.3.2 there is either
a reduction sequence t[u=x] )F t0[u=x] or one t[(u)=x] )F t0[u=x] and as both
t[u=x] and t[(u)=x] are valid, the term t0[u=x] is also valid. Thus x:t0 is valid by
the induction hypothesis and hence so is x:t.


Lemma 3.3.6 Assume the valid terms of type X and Y satisfy the validity predicates V1-3. If t 2 V (X !Y ) and u 2 V (X ), then tu 2 V (Y ).
Proof We must prove the )I -reducts of tu are valid and this is done by induction
on the sum of the validity rank of t and the )F -normalisation rank of u. The
)I -reducts of tu are: (i) induced by an )F -reduction of u or an )I -reduction of

t and so are valid by the induction hypothesis or; (ii) if t is an introduction term,
say x:t0, then the validity of t0[u=x] follows from the validity of x:t0 and the
validity of u.


Lemma 3.3.7 Assume the valid terms of type X and Y satisfy the validity predicates V1-3 then so do the valid terms of type X !Y .
Proof If t 2 V (X !Y ) is valid then, given a variable x : X , the term tx is valid
by lemma 3.3.6. Thus tx is )F -strongly normalising and hence by lemma 3.3.4
t is also )F -strongly normalising. All )I -reducts of a valid term are valid by

de nition, while the result of a basic expansion is valid by V3. By lemma 3.3.5,
to prove x:tx is valid it suces to show that for every valid term u of type X ,
the term tu is valid. But this is just lemma 3.3.6.


Product Types
Lemma 3.3.8 Assume the valid terms of type X and Y satisfy the validity predicates V1-3. If u : X and v : Y are valid, then so is hu; vi.
Proof The proof is by induction on the sum of the )F -normalisation ranks of
u and v. The one step )I -reducts of hu; vi are all induced by )F -reductions of
either u or v and thus are valid by the induction hypothesis.

Lemma 3.3.9 Assume the valid terms of type X and Y satisfy the validity predicates V1-3. If t : X  Y is valid, then so are the terms 0t and 1t.
Proof The lemma is proved by induction on the validity rank of t. The onestep )I -reducts of it induced by )I -reductions of t are valid by the induction
hypothesis, while, if t is a pair, the result of a basic
t is valid.

 -reduction is valid because



Lemma 3.3.10 Assume the valid terms of type X and Y satisfy the validity predicates. Then so do the valid terms of type X  Y .
Proof If t is a valid term of type X  Y then by lemma 3.3.9 the terms 0t and

1t are valid, and so by assumption strongly normalising. Thus by lemma 3.3.4
the term t is also strongly normalising. All )I -reducts of a valid term are valid
by de nition, while the result of a basic expansion is valid by V3. Finally, if t is
valid, we have already shown that 0t and 1t are valid and so by lemma 3.3.8 the
term h0t; 1ti is also valid.


Lemma 3.3.11 The set of valid terms of every type satisfy the three validity pre-

dicates V1, V2 and V3.

Proof The proof is by induction on the type of a term. Terms of base type have

no expansions and so are proved strongly normalising by induction on their validity,

while the predicates V2 and V3 are trivial. The constant  is automatically valid
and so similar arguments hold for terms of unit type, while the validity predicates
have just been established for terms of exponential and product types in lemmas
3.3.7 and 3.3.10.

We may now show that all terms are valid and hence )F -strongly normalising.

Lemma 3.3.12 Let t : T be any term, with free variables among xi : Xi for i =
1; : : : ; n and let ui : Xi be valid terms. Then t[ui=xi] is valid.

Proof The proof is by induction over the structure of the term. The cases
involving variables, , projection and application are all trivial, while pairing is
handled by lemma 3.3.8. Finally, if t = y:b : A!B then t[ui=xi] is valid i
b[ui=xi][v=y] is valid for all valid v : A. But this follows by the induction hypothesis.



Corollary 3.3.13 Every term is valid, and so )F -strongly normalisable. Thus
)F is also con uent.
Proof Apply lemma 3.3.12 with ui = xi. Con uence now follows from local
con uence.

These normalisation and con uence results mean -equality may be decided by
reduction to )F -normal form.

Corollary 3.3.14 Two terms are -equal i they have the same )F -normal
form.

Proof The forward implication holds because of the rst half of lemma 3.3.1,
while the reverse implication is trivial as )F  ).

This chapter nishes with further results concerning the nature and calculation of
)F -normal forms.

Lemma 3.3.15 The )F -normal form of a term may be calculated by rst redu-

cing the term to its -normal form and then performing any remaining restricted

-expansions or, vice versa, by performing all restricted -expansions and then
reducing the resulting term to its -normal form.

Proof The proof rests on showing that a restricted -expansion preserves -

normal forms and vice versa that -reduction preserves terms which are fully
-expanded.

Notice that the traditional counterexample to this lemma [19]

t )x:tx )x:
arises from the erroneous classi cation of 1 as a -redex.
Generalising these results to the subsequent case studies is dicult because the
restricted -rewrite rules for initial type constructors are not in themselves conuent. Thus we shall be forced to consider more complex normalisation strategies
and will be guided by the generalisation of the following lemma. A term is a
long -normal form [41] i it is a -normal form and all subterms are either
of base type, introduction terms or occur negatively. A term is an internal long
-normal form i it is a -normal form and all subterms, apart from the term
itself, are either of base type, introduction terms or occur negatively.

Lemma 3.3.16 A term is a long -normal form i it is a )F -normal form.
Proof Both directions of the lemma are easily established by induction on the
structure of t, while simultaneously proving that a term is a )I -normal form i
it is an internal long -normal form.


Chapter 4

Linear -Calculus
Although substantial agreement exists on the nature of rewriting for nal type
constructors such as those contained in the simply typed -calculus, rewriting for
initial type constructors remains the subject of much research with only limited
results so far. The linear -calculus contains two initial type constructors: a binary
constructor called the tensor and a nullary type constructor called the unit. The
relationship between the unit and the tensor is similar to that between the unit
and the product of the simply typed -calculus, i.e. the semantic interpretation of
these structures is intended to form part of a monoidal structure [7,46,50,57,59].
However, because the unit and the tensor of the linear -calculus are initial type
constructors, their proposed -rewrite rules are signi cantly more complex than
those for the unit and product of the simply typed -calculus. The other interesting
feature of the linear -calculus is the omission of the structural rules weakening
and contraction which, by preventing the non-linear use of variables, permits a
clearer account of the general properties of rewriting for initial type constructors
unhindered by mathematical technicalities caused by these structural rules.
After de ning the linear -calculus, a rewrite relation is derived by using the same
basic principles as for nal types, i.e. the introduction and elimination rules of
each type constructor are interpreted as being adjoint functors and the associated
unit and counit then form an expansionary -rewrite rule and a contractive rewrite rule. The associated equational theory is shown sound and complete for
models in symmetric monoidal closed categories.
60

Although decidability of this equational theory was originally thought to be a
straightforward extension of the results of the previous chapter, the presence of
initial type constructors poses substantial new technical problems. Not only is
there a facility for expanding terms of tensor and unit type similar to that for
expanding terms of product and exponential type, but also a new possibility to
permute the order in which di erent subterms of initial type may occur.
These di erent aspects of -conversion for initial type constructors are re ected
in our analysis. The rewrite relation is decomposed into two fragments, the rst
of which is similar to the restricted rewrite relation of the simply typed -calculus
in containing -reductions, commuting conversions and limited possibilities for expansion. This fragment is strongly normalising, con uent and has normal forms
which satisfy similar structural criteria to the long -normal forms of the simply
typed -calculus. However, the restricted expansions on their own are not con uent and may introduce introduce new, non-looping, -redexes. Thus lemma 3.3.15
does not generalise to this calculus and so we are forced to develop a di erent
normalisation strategy.
The second part of the decomposition is called the conversion relation and allows
permutation of the order in which certain subterms of tensor and unit type occur.
For each term there is a ( nite) set of such permutations, and so terms cannot always be rewritten to unique normal forms. Instead we construct for each term its
set of quasi-normal forms, one for each possible permutation, and show that terms
equivalent in the conversion relation have the same set of quasi-normal forms.
Finally, con uence and decidability of the full equational theory are proved by
suitably embedding the full rewrite relation into the conversion relation; that is,
terms equivalent in the full theory are shown to have unique normal forms in the
rst part of the decomposition which are equivalent in the conversion relation.
The linear -calculus has received considerable attention recently as its logical
counterpart forms a core fragment of intuitionistic linear logic [1,7,32,31,76]. The
adjective linear refers to the absence of the structural rules weakening and contraction which ensures that variables are `used' exactly once. This linearity removes
some of the technical problems which arise in more complex calculi such as the

bicartesian calculus of the next chapter. In particular, reduction preserves the
free variables of a term and the conversion relation is left-linear in that distinct
occurrences in the redex are mapped to distinct occurrences in the reduct. The
key technical contribution of this chapter is the idea of the conversion relation
which is so named because the commuting conversions appearing in the literature
[32,68] are special cases.

4.1 The Calculus I;

!

;

The calculus studied in this chapter is a fragment of that presented in [1]. The
linear -calculus over a set of base types B is denoted I; ;! and consists of types
freely generated from the base types by a nullary type constructor I , called the
unit, and two binary constructors and ! called the tensor and exponential

T := T T j T !T j I j B
where B 2 B is any base type. The atomic types are I and the base types. For
each type T there is a set of constants Con(T ), including the distinguished constant
 2 Con(I ), such that if T 6= T 0, then Con(T ) \ Con(T 0) = ;. There is also a set
of variables Var which is disjoint from the constants. The pre-terms of the linear
-calculus are:

t := x j c j t t j let t be  in t j let t be x y in t j tt j x:t
where x; y are variables and c a constant. In a pre-term let t be x y in t0 , the
variables x and y are not subterms, but are rather variable binders which play a
similar role to the x in x:t. The free variables of a pre-term t are denoted FV(t)
and the substitution of pre-terms for free variables is de ned as expected.
The term judgements of the linear -calculus are of the form ? ` t : T where ?
is a context, t a pre-term and T a type, and are generated by the inference rules
in Table 4-1. As usual, the inference rule cut requires ? and  to be disjoint so
as to ensure the context in the conclusion of the rule is well de ned. In addition,
because the variables in a context are pairwise distinct, the variables x and y in a

Table 4{1: Typing Rules for the Linear -Calculus
Structural and Identity Rules
x 2 Var
x : A ` x : A axiom

c 2 Con(A) cons
` c:A

?; x : A; y : B;  ` t : C exchange
?; y : B; x : A;  ` t : C

? ` t : A ; x : A ` u : B cut
?;  ` u[t=x]: B

Logical Rules
`  : I I int

? ` e : C x 62 dom(?)
?; x : I ` let x be  in e : C I elim

? ` e : A!B x 62 dom(?)
!elim
?; x : A ` ex : B

?; x : A; y : B ` e : C z 62 dom(?)
?; z : A B ` let z be x y in e : C elim

?; x : A ` e : B
? ` x:e : A!B !int

?; z : A B ` t : Y x; y 62 dom(?)
int
?; x : A; y : B ` t[x y=z]: Y

term let t be x y in t0 are distinct and this will be required later to ensure that
the associated -redex is well de ned.
Given any term judgement ? ` t : T , we say that t is a term of type T and when ?
is clear, or unimportant, this is written t : T . The subterm occurrences of a term t
are denoted O(t). A term is called an introduction term if it is of the form x:t or
u v or , while a term which is not an introduction term is called an elimination
term. Finally, a subterm occurs negatively if the subterm is either applied or is
the rst argument of a let-expression.
The linear -calculus di ers from the simply typed -calculus in a crucial manner,
namely the structural rules weakening and contraction which permit variables to
be duplicated and/or discarded are absent in the linear -calculus. Thus in any
judgement ? ` t : A, the variables in the context ? occur free in t exactly once,
and, conversely, the free variables of t are exactly those occurring in the context

?. These structural properties are collectively referred to as linearity and, although considerably simplifying some of the mathematical technicalities, the need
to preserve the linearity of the calculus complicates the meta-theory of the linear
-calculus. The clearest example of this is the need to linearise the usual de nition
of substitution. The substitution of the terms ti for the variables xi into the term
u is linear i the variables xi are pairwise distinct, each variable xi 2 FV(u) and
the sets FV(ti) and FV(u) nfx1; : : : xng are also pairwise disjoint. Given a linear
substitution the resulting term u[t1=x1; : : : ; tn=xn] is de ned as expected.

Lemma 4.1.1 If the substitution of the terms ti for the variables xi in u is linear,

then u[t1=x1; : : :; tn=xn ] is a term of the linear -calculus.

Proof The proof is by induction on the derivation of u as a term of the linear
-calculus.

Unless otherwise stated, all substitutions in this chapter are assumed linear, although for the sake of brevity non-linear substitutions may be used when the
appropriate linear form is clear. The proposed -rewrite rule for the tensor and
unit considers terms expressed as substitutions, i.e. occurrences which index subterms whose free variables are not bound in the term as a whole. This is formalised
by rst de ning the variables bound at an occurrence  2 O(t) as follows:

8
>> ;
>>
< fxg [ BV(?; t0)
BV(; t) =
>> fx; yg [ BV(?; t1)
>>
: BV(?; t=0)

if  = 
if t = x:t0 and  6= 
if t = let t0 be x y in t1 and   1
otherwise;  = 0  ?

Given any term t its set of free occurrences are simply those occurrences which
index subterms whose free variables are unbound at the occurrence, i.e.
(t) = f 2 O(t) j FV(t=) \ BV(; t) = ;g

FO

The reader is left to verify that free occurrences represent substitutions, i.e. that
if  2 FC(t), then:
t = t[ x][(t=)=x]

where, unfortunately, the symbol = has been overloaded to be both the subterm
indexed by an occurrence and also the result of a substitution.

4.2 Rewriting in I;

!

;

A rewrite relation for terms of the linear -calculus is derived by taking the introduction and elimination rule for each type constructor as forming an adjoint pair;
the associated unit then forms an expansionary -rewrite rule while the counit
forms a contractive -rewrite rule. There is however a di erence between the way
rewrite rules are derived for nal type constructors and for initial type constructors. For nal type constructors introduction is right adjoint to elimination, but for
initial type constructors the adjunction is the other way around, i.e. introduction
is left adjoint to elimination. Thus the elimination terms and not the introduction
terms are used to represent reductions and hence form the basis of quasi-normal
forms for terms of initial type.
Consider rst the tensor type constructor. If C (?; X ) is the category whose objects
are judgements of the form ? ` e : X and whose morphisms between ? ` e : X and
? ` e0 : X are (quotiented, labelled) rewrites r : e )e0, then the introduction and
elimination rules of the tensor may be regarded as functors between the categories
shown below. As these functors are taken to constitute an adjoint pair,

let z be x y inC (?; x : X; y : Y ; A) 
C (?; z : X Y ; A)
>
[x y=z]

the associated unit and counit are the rewrite rules:
: let x y be x y in t ) t
 :
e ) let z be x y in e[x y=z]

(4.1)

where in the  -rewrite rule the side conditions z 2 FV(e) and x; y 62 FV(e) are
inferred from the linearity of the calculus and prevent variable capture. In terms

of universal properties the elimination term satis es the following

-reduction:

; x : X; y : Y x y - ; z : X Y
J
J
J
e JJ
J
^

let z be x y in e
?

w:C
and in addition is terminal amongst such terms. Thus there is a natural isomorphism of rewrites:
e0 )let z be x y in e i

e0[x y=z] )e

with the side conditions that z 2 FV(e0) and x; y 62 FV(e0). This natural isomorphism
of rewrites is of course equivalent (in the presence of identity rewrites) to the
rewrite rules in equation 4.1 above. Notice that it is elimination terms which are
used to represent reductions and hence elimination terms form the basis for the
construction of quasi-normal forms for terms of initial type. A similar analysis
is applicable to the unit type where again the elimination rule is right-adjoint to
introduction:
let z be  inC (?; A)  >
C (?; z : I ; A)
[=z]
and the unit and counit are the following rewrite rules:
: let  be  in t ) t
I :
e ) let z be  in e[=z]
I

where the I -rewrite rule has the side condition z 2 FV(e). The reader is left
to formulate these rewrite rules in terms of universal properties and a natural
isomorphism of rewrites. Finally, as the rewrite rules for each type constructor
are determined solely by their introduction and elimination rules, the rewrite rules
previously derived for the exponential remain valid in this setting.
The expansionary rewrite relation is denoted ) and is the least pre-congruence on
terms containing the basic reductions in Table 4-2. The !-rewrite rule has the
side condition x 62 FV(t) and the  -rewrite rule has the side conditions z 2 FV(e)
and x; y 62 FV(e). Similar conditions are required for the I -rewrite rule. The

( !)
(!)
( )
( )
( I)
(I )

Table 4{2: Rewrite Rules for the Linear -Calculus
(x:b)a ) b[a=x]
t ) x:tx
let u v be x y in t ) t[u=x; v=y]
e[e0=z] ) let e0 be x y in e[x y=z]
let  be  in t ) t
e[e0=z] ) let e0 be  in e[=z]

equational theory generated by the expansionary rewrite relation is called equality.
The -rewrite rule is unambiguous because the variables in a context are pairwise
distinct and hence the variables bound in the redex are also distinct. The linearity
of the calculus ensures that the variable being substituted in the I - and  -rewrite
rules must occur freely exactly once and so the expansionary rewrite relation does
not introduce any new free variables and is left-linear in the sense that distinct
occurrences in the redex are mapped to distinct occurrences in the reduct. Given
these remarks, we may prove that the expansionary rewrite relation is well-de ned,
i.e. that subject reduction holds.

Lemma 4.2.1 If there is a term judgement ? ` t : A and a rewrite t )t0 then
there is also a term judgement ? ` t0 : A.
Proof The proof is by induction on the term judgement ? ` t : A.



The reason that the expansionary rewrite relation is important is that it generates
a sound and complete equational theory for symmetric monoidal categories.

Lemma 4.2.2 The -equality is sound and complete for models in symmetric
monoidal closed categories.

Proof Soundness is trivial while completeness follows from the construction of
a free model. Consider a category C whose objects are typed variables and whose

morphisms are -equivalence classes of terms:

C (x : X; y : Y ) = f [t]  j x : X ` t : Y g
with composition given by substitution and identities given by variables. Completeness is proved by showing that this category is a symmetric monoidal closed
category. We de ne a bifunctor and leave the reader to verify the rest of the
required structure. The bifunctor will map objects x : X and y : Y to an object
z : X Y (for an appropriate choice of variable z), and morphisms generated by
terms
x : X ` t : X 0 and y : Y ` u : Y 0
are mapped to the morphism generated by the term let z be x y in t u . The
identity law holds as z =  let z be x y in x y , while verifying the composition
law for morphisms

xi : Xi ` ti : Yi and yi : Yi ` ui : Zi

i = 0; 1

amounts to proving

let (let w be x0 x1 in t0 t1 ) be y0 y1 in u0 u1 = 
let w be x0 x1 in u0[t0=y0] u1[t1=y1]
which may be done by an  -expansion of the variable w followed by a series of
-contractions.

The  -rewrite rule and the I -rewrite rule di er signi cantly from the -rewrite
rules for nal types by permitting (free) subterms of tensor and unit type to be
expanded to the head of the term. As terms typically contain many such subterms
each term cannot be rewritten to a unique normal form; rather we associate to
each term a set of quasi-normal forms, one for each of the di erent permutations
in which subterms may be expanded. For example, the term
(let u be x y in t ) (let u0 be x0 y0 in t0 )
has two quasi-normal forms:

let u be x y in (let u0 be x0 y0 in t t0 )

(4.2)

and

let u0 be x0 y0 in (let u be x y in t t0 )

(4.3)

depending on the order in which subterms are expanded. To accommodate this
feature, the I -rewrite rule and the  -rewrite rule are decomposed into two parts,
the rst of which is truly expansionary while the second deals with the permutations and so is more cyclic than expansionary.
Special cases of the -rewrite rules for the tensor and the unit are:

t )let t be x y in x y and t )let t be  in 
These specialisations of  and I are more akin to the -rewrite rules of nal type
constructors in that terms of tensor and unit type are converted into negatively
occurring subterms of the reduct. Indeed, once suitable restrictions have been
imposed upon the applicability of these expansions, and when taken together with
the -reductions and commuting conversions, the resulting relation is strongly
normalising and con uent. In addition the normal forms of this relation satisfy
structural criteria similar to the long -normal forms of the simply typed calculus in being -normal forms whose subterms are all either of base type, occur
negatively or are a slight generalisation of an introduction term called a quasiintroduction term.
The second part of the decomposition is a new contribution to the eld which
generalises the commuting conversions of [32,68]. A conversion is a subterm of
initial type which occurs negatively, e.g. as the rst argument of a let-expression,
and the conversion relation allows conversions to be rewritten to the head of a
term. For example, the term in equation 4.2 may be rewritten to the term in
equation 4.3 by expanding the conversion indexing the subterm u0 to the head
of the term. Con uence follows from parallelising the conversion relation and
decidability is proved by constructing the nite set of quasi-normal forms of a
term and showing that terms equivalent in the associated equational theory have
the same set of quasi-normal forms. These con uence and decidability results are
lifted to the full expansionary rewrite relation by showing that terms which are

equivalent in the full rewrite relation have normal forms under the rst part of the
decomposition which are equivalent in the conversion relation.

4.3 The Conversion Relation
The  - and I -rewrite rules extract a free subterm of tensor/unit type and insert
an introduction term at its occurrence in the redex; if the original subterm occurs
negatively, e.g. as the rst argument of a let-expression, then a new -redex is
created by this process. The conversion relation restricts application of these rewrite rules to extract only those free subterms which occur negatively and then
contracts the resulting -redex. More precisely, the conversions of a term t are
de ned as follows:
(t) = f 2 O(t) j  is the rst argument position of a let-expressiong

C

Note that , the occurrence indexing the whole term, can never be a conversion.
The tensor conversions are those conversions which index subterms of tensor type,
i.e.
C (t) = f 2 C(t) j t= has tensor type g
and unit conversions CI (t) are de ned similarly. The free conversions of t are simply
those occurrences which are both free and conversions, FC(t) = C(t) \ FO(t), with
appropriate subscripts used to de ne free tensor conversions etc. Every conversion
has a binding describing which, if any, variables are bound at the let-expression
associated to the conversion, i.e.

8
>
<
if t=+  let t0 be  in t1
bind(; t) = >:
x y if t=+  let t0 be x y in t1

The binding of a conversion, which may be regarded as either a syntactic pattern or
the pair of associated variables, is used to prevent variable capture in the de nition
of the conversion relation. If  2 FC(t) is a free conversion of t, then the result of
contracting the -redex formed upon the insertion of the appropriate introduction

term at  is called the residue. This is denoted t n and has a particularly simple
recursive de nition:
8
>< v
if t = let u be p in v and  = 0
t n = > 0
: T (t0; : : :; t0n) if  6= 0 and t = T (t0; : : : ; tn)
where in the last clause if  = j  ? then t0j = tj n ? and for all other i, t0i = ti.
In short the residue t n  is obtained by textually replacing the let-expression
associated to the conversion with its associated arm. Thus the size of the residue,
and that of the subterm indexed by a conversion, will always be smaller than the
term itself. This will be important in later inductive arguments.
The linear conversion relation is denoted )c and is de ned as the least precongruence generated by the inference rule
 2 FC(t)
t )c let t= be p in t n 
where p = bind(; t) and, if  is a tensor conversion, the following requirements
are imposed to prevent variable capture:

bind(; t) \ FV(t) = ; and bind(; t) \ BV(+; t) = ;

(4.4)

Of course these conditions can always be met by renaming bound variables. The
conversion relation is so named because the relation generalises the commuting
conversions [32,68] whose basic redexes are formed by negatively occurring subterms which are let-expressions. In order to help the reader familiarise him/herself
with the linear conversion relation, we prove the following commuting conversions
(one for each of the possibilities for p and p0) are instances of the linear conversion
relation (assuming p doesn't bind FV(t)):

let (let u be p in v ) be p0 in t )c let u be p in (let v be p0 in t )

(4.5)

Let be the above redex, 0 its residual and consider the free conversion (0  0) 2
FC( ) whose associated binding is p. Then

=(0  0) = (let (let u be p in v ) be p0 in t )=(0  0)
= let u be p in v =0
= u

and

n (0  0) = (let (let u be p in v ) be p0 in t ) n (0  0)
= let (let u be p in v n 0) be p0 in t
= let v be p0 in t
and so there is a rewrite in the linear conversion relation

)c let ( =(0  0) be p in n (0  0)
= let u be p in (let v be p0 in t )
Rewrites such as those in equation 4.5 are extremely important in the construction
of the quasi-normal forms of the conversion relation because they describe the
irreversible process by which conversions embedded inside other conversions in
the redex are rewritten so that they may become minimal conversions (in the
pre x ordering) in the reduct. However, before such matters are addressed we
shall use subject reduction of the expansionary rewrite relation to prove subject
reduction for the linear conversion relation.

Lemma 4.3.1 Let ? ` t : Z be a term judgement and t )c t0. Then there is also
a term judgement ? ` t0 : Z .
Proof The lemma is proved by exhibiting a reduction t ) t0 and appealing to
lemma 4.2.1. Since both ) and )c are pre-congruences, we need only consider
the case t )c let t= be p in t n  where  2 FC(t) has binding p. Assume w.l.o.g.
that  is a tensor conversion binding the variables x; y and that z 62 FV(t). Then
t

t[ z][(t=)=z]
) let t= be x y in (t[ z][x y=z])
= let t= be x y in (t[ x y])
) let t= be x y in t n 
=

where, unfortunately, the symbol = has been overloaded in the rst line to both
extract the subterm at an occurrence and also the substitution of a term for a
free variable. The rst equality holds as  is a free occurrence and z 62 FV(t), the

-expansion is valid as the variables x; y are assumed not to be free in t, and the
second equality holds as the variables x; y are not bound at + and so substitution
is the same as syntactic replacement. Finally, the -reduction follows as x; y were
chosen as the variables bound at the conversion.


Con uence
The conversion relation is shown con uent by embedding it in a relation which
allows terms to be rewritten in parallel and which satis es the diamond property. The quasi-normal forms of the conversion relation are characterised by two
structural properties which provide the key to their construction, and hence decidability of the equational theory generated by the conversion relation. The parallel
conversion relation, denoted , is the least relation on terms de ned by the inference rules in Table 4-3, where in the clause (iv) of the de nition, if  is a tensor
conversion, then the restrictions of equation 4.4 are required to prevent variable
capture. Although identity derivations t  t are formally given only for variables,

Table 4{3: The Parallel Conversion Relation
(i) Identity: For any variable z

zz

(ii) Pre-Congruence: One inference rule for each term constructor T

u0  u00 : : : un  u0n
T (u0; : : :; un )  T (u00; : : : ; u0n)
(iii) Substitution:

u  u0 v  v 0
u[v=z]  u0[v0=z]

(iv) The inclusion of the conversion relation:
 2 FC(t) t=  u t n   v p = bind(; t)
t  let u be p in v
the presence of pre-congruence rules for each term constructor ensures that paral-

lel expansion is a re exive relation. The rst step towards proving that  satis es
the diamond lemma is to show that the substitution inference rule is an admissible
rule in the system without it.

Lemma 4.3.2 If there is a derivation whose only use of substitution is its last

step then there is a derivation of the same rewrite which does not use substitution
at all. Thus if there is a derivation t  t0 then there is another derivation t  t0
which does not involve substitution.

Proof For the rst part of the lemma, let the nal substitution be:
u  u 0 t  t0
u[t=w]  u0[t0=w]
The proof is by induction on the height of the left-hand derivation u  u0. If u is
a variable the lemma is trivial to prove, while if the derivation u  u0 ends in a
pre-congruence, say
u0  u00 : : : un  u0n
T (u0; : : :; un)  T (u00; : : :; u0n) t  t0
T (u0; : : :; un)[t=w]  T (u00; : : : ; u0n)[t0=w]
then there is an alternative derivation
uj  u0j t  t0
i 6= j
uj [t=w]  u0j [t0=w] ui  u0i
T (u0; : : :; uj [t=w]; : : :; un)  T (u00; : : : ; u0j [t0=w]; : : :; u0n)
where uj is the only immediate subterm of u containing w free (we assume w.l.o.g.
that T does not bind any free variables of t and t0). The induction hypothesis may
now be applied to the subderivation ending in substitution to obtain a substitutionfree derivation. Finally, if the derivation ends
u=  v0 u n   u0
u  let v0 be p in u0 t  t0
u[t=w]  (let v0 be p in u0 )[t0=w]
with  2 FC(u), then  2 FC(u[t=w]) and either w 2 FV(u=) in which case there is
the following derivation:
u=  v0 t  t0
(u[t=w])= = (u=)[t=w]  v0[t0=w] u[t=w] n  = u n   u0
u[t=w]  let v0[t0=w] be p in u0

or, on the other hand, if w 2 FV(u n ), and assuming that w is not bound by p,
there is the alternative derivation:
u n   u 0 t  t0
u[t=w]= = u=  v0 u[t=w] n  = (u n )[t=w]  u0[t0=w]
u[t=w]  let v0 be p in u0[t0=w]
In each case the height of the left-hand derivation of the new substitution is reduced
and so can be eliminated.
The second part of the lemma may be proved by induction on the number of
substitutions in the derivation and by using the rst part of this lemma to remove
successive substitutions.


Lemma 4.3.3 Parallel conversion is a subrelation of )c and hence satis es sub-

ject reduction.

Proof Let t  t0. Then by lemma 4.3.2 there is a derivation of t  t0 which
does not use any substitutions and any such rewrite is clearly contained in )c .
The second part of the lemma is trivial.

A term is called small i it contains no free conversions, while a conversion  2 C(t)
is called atomic i t= is small. The atomic free conversions of a term t, denoted
AFC(t), are the key to proving con uence as they decompose a parallel conversion
rewrite into one of the conversion and one of the associated residue. Note that if
a term has a free conversion, then it has an atomic free conversion.

Lemma 4.3.4 Let t  t0 and  2 AFC(t). Then there is a conversion 0 2 FC(t0)
such that

t n   t0 n 0 and t=  t0=0

Proof The proof is by induction on the height of the derivation of t  t0.

Firstly t cannot be a variable as variables have no conversions. If the last rule was
a pre-congruence, then either  = 0, in which case set 0 = 0, or ? 2 AFC(t=0)
and so by the induction hypothesis there is a 0 2 FC(t0=0) satisfying the required
reductions. As the conversion relation introduces no new free variables, 0  0 is a

free conversion and so satis es the requirements of the lemma. Finally, if the last
rule is of the form:
 2 FC(t) t=  u t n   v
t  let u be p in v
then there are three subcases. Firstly if  =  then 0 2 FC(t0) is the required
conversion. Secondly if  < , then = 2 AFC(t= ), and so by the induction
hypothesis there is a conversion 0 2 FC(u) such that:
(t= ) n (= )  u n 0 and (t= )=(= )  u=0
Then 00 satis es the requirements of the lemma. As  is atomic, the nal subcase
is that  and  are disjoint in which case there are descendants 0 2 AFC(t n  )
and  0 2 FC(t n ) indexing the same subterms as their ancestors, and such that
(tn )n0 = (tn)n 0. By the induction hypothesis there is a conversion 0 2 FC(t0) and
then 1  0 is the required conversion. The relevant reductions may be deduced from
the premises and the equations relating ancestors to descendants, while freeness
follows from the conditions on the bindings of conversions in equation 4.4.


Lemma 4.3.5 The parallel conversion relation satis es the diamond property and
hence is con uent.

Proof The proof is by induction on the size of the term at the head of the span.
If there is a span t  z  t0, then both t and t0 must be z and so there is a
co-span t  z  t0. Given a span from a compound term T (t0; : : : ; tn), there are
two possibilities:

(i) If T (t0; : : :; tn) has no free conversions, then the span is necessarily of the
form:
T (t00; : : :; t0n)  T (t0; : : :; tn)  T (t000; : : : ; t00n)
where for each i, t0i  ti  t00i . The induction hypothesis gives co-spans
t0i  si  t00i and hence an overall co-span exists:

T (t00; : : :; t0n)  T (s0; : : :; sn )  T (t000 ; : : :; t00n)

(ii) If T (t0; : : : ; tn) has a free conversion, then there is an atomic free conversion
 2 AFC(T (t0; : : :; tn)). By lemma 4.3.4 any span t0  T (t0; : : :; tn)  t00 can
then be factorised into two spans:

t0=0  T (t0; : : :; tn)=  t00=00 and t0 n 0  T (t0; : : :; tn) n   t00 n 00
where 0 2 FC(t0) and 00 2 FC(t00). The redexes of these spans are of a
strictly smaller size and so by the induction hypothesis there are co-spans
t0=0  r  t00=00 and t0 n 0  s  t00 n 00. Then there is the following
co-span:
t0=0  r t0 n 0  s
t00=00  r t00 n 00  s
t0  let r be p in s
t00  let r be p in s
where p is the binding of , and hence of 0 and 00.



Corollary 4.3.6 The conversion relation is con uent.
Proof By lemma 4.3.5, the parallel conversion relation is con uent and by
lemma 4.3.3 )c  )c . Hence the conversion relation is also con uent. 
Quasi-Normal Forms
The conversion relation has been shown to be con uent, but the inherent choice
in the order which conversions are expanded means that most terms cannot be
rewritten to unique normal forms. However every term can be rewritten to a set
of quasi-normal forms which are of the form:

let u1 be p1 in (let u2 be p2 in (: : : let un be pn in t ))
where the terms t and ui are also quasi-normal forms and contain no free conversions. Quasi-normal forms may be axiomatised as follows: A term is stable i all
its conversions are atomic, while a term is strongly stable i all its subterms are
strongly stable, the term is stable, and either the term is small or a let-expression.
We shall prove that the set of quasi-normal forms of the linear conversion relation

coincides with the set of strongly stable terms and, by giving an algorithm for
the construction of the set of quasi-normal reducts of a term, deduce decidability
of the equational theory associated to the linear conversion relation. The crucial
property of stable terms is that, unlike small terms, they are preserved by the conversion relation. This may be proved from the following strengthening of lemma
4.3.4.

Lemma 4.3.7 Let t be stable and t  t0. Then there is a bijection r : FC(t)!FC(t0)
such that

t=  t0=r() and t n   t0 n r():

Thus if t is small and stable, then t0 is also small.

Proof As all free conversions are atomic, the function r mapping FC(t) to FC(t0)

and the associated rewrites are exactly those constructed in the proof of lemma
4.3.4. In addition injectivity and surjectivity can be inferred from a close analysis
of the proof. To prove the second part of the lemma assume t is small. Then
0
0
FC(t) = ; and so by the rst half of the lemma FC(t ) = ;, i.e. t is also small. 
This bijection of conversions is crucial in proving that terms which are strongly
stable are exactly the quasi-normal forms of the linear conversion relation. The
rst half of this containment can be proved immediately:

Lemma 4.3.8 Let t  t0. Then: (i) if t is stable then so is t0; and (ii) if t is
strongly stable, then so is t0 and there is a rewrite t0  t.
Proof The lemma is proved simultaneously by induction on the derivation of
the rewrite t  t0. If t is a variable the lemma is easily proved. If the last rule

of the derivation is a pre-congruence rule and t is stable, then all the subterms of
t0 are stable and if 0 2 AFC(t), then by lemma 4.3.7 0 2 AFC(t0) and so t0 is stable.
Now assume t0 is strongly stable. Again by the induction hypothesis all subterms
of t0 are strongly stable and there are two properties to check. If t is small, then
by lemma 4.3.7 t0 is also small, while if t is a let-expression then clearly so is t0.
The rewrite t0  t follows by the induction hypothesis.

Finally, if the rewrite t  t0 ends with an expansion:
t=  u t n   v
t  let u be p in v
then as the redexes in the premises are stable/strongly stable, so are u and v,
while by lemma 4.3.7 u is small because t= is. Thus if t is stable/strongly stable,
so is t0. To construct a rewrite in the reverse direction, note rst that because t
contains a free conversion, 0 must be an atomic conversion of t, say with binding
p. Again by lemma 4.3.7 there is a  2 AFC(t0) such that

t=0  t0= and t n 0  t0 n 
and so by the induction hypothesis there are rewrites in the reverse direction. Thus
there is also a rewrite t0  let t=0 be p in t n 0 and this latter term is of course t.



Thus strongly stable terms are )c-quasi-normal forms. The reverse containment
requires the construction of the quasi-normal reducts of a term and decidability
follows by showing that terms equivalent in the conversion relation have the same
set of quasi-normal forms. Given a term t, the set of terms D(t) is de ned as in
Table 4-4.

Table 4{4: The Operator D
 If t is a variable, then:

D(t) = ftg

 If t is not a variable and FC(t) 6= ;, then:
D(t) =

[

flet u be p in v j u 2D(t=); v 2D(t n )g

2AFC(t)

where p is the binding of .

 If t is not a variable and FC(t) = ;, then:
D(t) = fT (t00; : : :; t0n) j t = T (t0; : : :; tn) and t0i 2D(ti)g

Lemma 4.3.9 For all terms t, the set D(t) is non-empty, nite, computable and
if t0 2D(t) then t  t0.
Proof Trivial induction on the size of t.



Although members of D(t) are not necessarily strongly stable, this operator forms
the basis of their creation.

Lemma 4.3.10 The operator D maps stable terms to strongly stable terms.
Proof Let t be stable and t0 2D(t). By lemmas 4.3.8 and 4.3.9 t0 is stable, while
if FC(t) =
6 ;, then t0 is a let-expression and the subterms of t0 are strongly stable
by the induction hypothesis. If however FC(t) = ;, then again by the induction

hypothesis the subterms of t0 are strongly stable and by lemma 4.3.7 t0 is small.
Thus t0 is strongly stable.


The construction of strongly stable terms is thus reduced to the construction of
stable terms, and this is accomplished by recursive application of the operator D
and the rewrite relation ) de ned by the commuting conversions in equation
4.5. Strong normalisation of ) follows from the strong normalisation result of
the next section, while local con uence is easily proven. Thus every term t has a
unique )-normal form which we shall denote (t). Note that if a term is stable it
is its own )-normal form. The operators NF and NFo are de ned simultaneously
in Table 4-5.

Lemma 4.3.11 If t is a term, then the sets NFo(t) and NF(t) are both non-empty,
nite and if t0 is a member of either of these sets, then t )c t0 .
Proof Trivial induction on t and using lemma 4.3.9.



We shall prove that NFo creates stable terms and use lemma 4.3.10 to prove that
NF creates strongly stable terms. The key is the following lemma:

Lemma 4.3.12 If u is strongly stable and v is stable, then (let u be p in v ) is
stable.

Table 4{5: The Operators NF and NFo
 If t is a variable, then:

o (t) = ftg

NF

 If t = let u be p in v , then:
o (t) = f(let

NF

be p in 0 ) j 2 NF(u) and 0 2 NFo(v)g

 If t = T (t0; : : :; tn) is any other term, then:
o (t) = fT (

NF

0

; : : :; n ) j i 2 NFo(ti)g

 The operator NF is de ned as
(t) =

NF

[
t 2NFo (t)
0

D(t0)

Proof The proof is by induction on u. If u contains no free conversions then
let u be p in v is stable and hence its own )-normal form. The other possibility is that u is of the form let u0 be p in u1 where u0 is a strongly stable term
containing no free conversions, and u1 is strongly stable. Thus

(let u be p in v ) = (let u0 be p0 in (let u1 be p in v ) )
= let u0 be p0 in (let u1 be p in v )
By the induction hypothesis (let u1 be p in v ) is stable and hence so is the displayed term.


Lemma 4.3.13 If 2 NFo(t) then is stable while if 0 2 NF(t) then 0 is strongly
stable.

Proof The lemma is proved simultaneously by induction on term structure. If
t is a let-expression, say let u be p in v , then
= (let 0 be p in 1 )
for some 0 2 NF(u) and 1 2 NFo (v). By the induction hypothesis 0 is strongly
stable while

1

is stable and by lemma 4.3.12 these conditions are sucient to

ensure is stable. If t is not a let-expression then is calculated by applying
o
NF to the immediate subterms of t and the result then follows by the induction
hypothesis. The second part of the lemma then follows from lemma 4.3.10 as D
maps stable terms to strongly stable terms.

The reverse containment to lemma 4.3.8 can now be proved.

Lemma 4.3.14 Quasi-normal forms are strongly stable terms.
Proof Let t be a quasi-normal form and t0 2 NF(t). Then by lemma 4.3.11 t )c t0
and, as t is a quasi-normal form, there is a rewrite t0 )c t. Now by lemma 4.3.13
t0 is strongly stable and hence by lemma 4.3.8 so is t.

We have shown that the quasi-normal forms of the conversion relation coincide
with the set of strongly stable terms, and thus that terms of the form NF(t) are
quasi-normal forms. In fact all quasi-normal forms are of this form.

Lemma 4.3.15 If t is strongly stable then t 2D(t) and hence t 2 NF(t).
Proof The two parts of the lemma are proved separately by induction on t. 
Finally, the equational theory generated by the conversion relation can be decided
by simply comparing the quasi-normal forms of terms. Note that this proof uses
con uence of the conversion relation, a result which cannot be proved independently of decidability in more complex calculi.

Lemma 4.3.16 Let t be stable and t  t0. Then the sets of terms D(t) and D(t0)
are equal.

Proof The proof is by induction on t. If FC(t) = ;, then FC(t0) = ; and the
result follows by the induction hypothesis. If however there is a  2 AFC(t) such
that u 2 D(t=) and v 2 D(t n ) and let u be p in v 2 D(t), then by lemma 4.3.7
there is a 0 2 AFC(t0) such that t n  t0 n0 and t=  t0=0. Thus by the induction
hypothesis the let-expression is also in D(t0). This shows that D(t)  D(t0) and,
as lemma 4.3.7 speaks of a bijection, the same basic argument can be used to show
that D(t0)  D(t).


Corollary 4.3.17 The equational theory generated by the conversion relation is
decidable.

Proof Decidability is proven by showing that if t and u are )c-equivalent, then
these terms have the same set of quasi-normal forms. Any terms t0 2 NFo(t) and
u0 2 NFo(u) are stable terms which by con uence have a common reduct. Thus by
lemma 4.3.16, the sets D(t0) and D(u0) are equal and hence so are NF(t) and NF(u).
By lemma 4.3.11 these sets are nite and hence the equational theory generated
by the conversion relation is decidable.


4.4 An Extension of -Reduction
A rewrite relation similar to the restricted rewrite relation of the simply typed
-calculus is de ned which, when taken together with the conversion relation of
the previous section, generates the same equational theory as the full expansionary
rewrite relation. For each type constructor of the calculus there is a -redex, a pair
of commuting conversions, and limited possibilities for -expansion. This relation
is strongly normalising and con uent and has normal forms which satisfy structural
criteria similar to the long -normal forms of the simply typed -calculus.
Let ) be the least pre-congruence on terms containing the following three reductions and six commuting conversions:
(x:b)a
let u v be x y in t
let  be  in t
(let t be p in t0 )(e)
let (let t be p in t0 ) be p0 in u

)
)
)
)
)

b[a=x]
t[u=x; v=y]
t
let t be p in t0e
let t be p in (let t0 be p0 in u )

where p; p0 are the bindings of the respective conversions, and the obvious restrictions concerning bound variables are imposed to prevent variable capture. Note
that, although it may seem that there only two commuting conversions, each of
p and p0 can each be associated to terms of tensor or unit type, and this gives
a total of six commuting conversions. To this relation limited possibilities for

-conversion are added. The -expansion of a term depends on its type and is
de ned as follows: 8
>> t
if t is of base type
>>
< x:tx
if t : A!B
(t) = >
>> let t be x y in x y if t : A B
>:
let t be  in 
if t : I
These -expansions can be used to convert subterms of the redex into negatively
occurring subterms of the reduct. If these subterms are of tensor or unit type,
this creates conversions which may then be expanded by the conversion relation
studied in the previous section. Thus when taken together, these -expansions and
the conversion relation have the full power of the -rewrite rules given in Table
4-2.
Uncontrolled -expansion is clearly not strongly normalising and so restrictions
must be imposed on the scope of these rewrite rules, and in particular the expansions appearing in the triangle laws must be prohibited. As in the case of nal
type constructors, the triangle laws for the tensor and unit type constructors assert that expanding introduction terms and subterms which occur negatively cause
looping reductions. However, prohibiting these expansions is as yet insucient to
obtain a strongly normalising relation as the -expansion of let-expressions creates
commuting conversions from which a reduction sequence to the original term may
exist, e.g.
let z be x y in x y
) (let z be x y in x y )
(4.6)
)
let z be x y in (x y)
)
let z be x y in x y
Such terms are called quasi-introduction terms and the class of terms which may
not be expanded must be enlarged to include them. The quasi-introduction terms
of tensor type are de ned as follows:

q := t t0 j let u be p in q
where u; t; t0 are arbitrary terms and p is an appropriate binding. The quasiintroduction terms of unit type are de ned as follows:

q :=  j let u be p in q

where again u is an arbitrary term and p is some binding. As the -expansion
of terms such as let u be p in x:t does not create a reduction loop such as in
equation 4.6, the expansion of such terms is permitted, and so quasi-introduction
terms of function type are de ned to be exactly the introduction terms.
A term is called expandable i it is neither a quasi-introduction term nor of base
type. As with the simply typed -calculus, the context sensitive restrictions on
expansion are encoded via a subrelation )I of )F which is guaranteed not to
be a top-level expansion and so a negatively occurring subterm may be safely
)I -rewritten when a )F -reduction may create a reduction loop. These rewrite
relations are formally de ned in Table 4-6, where )I[F and )I\F are the union
and intersection of )I and )F respectively. As intended )I is the subrelation

Table 4{6: The Restricted Linear Rewrite Relation
t ) t0
u )I[F u0
u )I[F u0
t )I\F t0
u v )I\F u0 v
let t be p in u )I\F let t be p in u0
v )I[F v0
t expandable
t )F (t) u v )I\F u v0
 )I 0
 )I\F 0

)I[F 0
 )I\F  0

t )I t0

let t be p in u )I\F let t0 be p in u
t )I[F t0
x:t )I\F x:t0

of )F obtained by removing all basic expansions, i.e.

t )F t0 i t )I t0 or t0 = (t) and t is expandable
Both implications are easily proved by induction on the rewrite in question. Quasiintroduction terms satisfy several closure properties which are relevant to both
their use in proof of strong normalisation of )F and in characterising )F -normal
forms.

Lemma 4.4.1 If t is a quasi-introduction term, then so are all )F -reducts of t.
Proof First prove if t is a quasi-introduction term and the substitution of u for

x in t is linear, then t[u=x] is also a quasi-introduction term. The lemma then
follows by induction on the term t.


A term is called a linear long -normal form i it is a -normal form and each
of its subterms is either of base type, occurs negatively or is a quasi-introduction
term.

Lemma 4.4.2 A term t is an )F -normal form i it is a linear long -normal
form.

Proof The proof is the obvious generalisation of lemma 3.3.16.



4.4.1 Substitutivity, Local Con uence and Normalisation
The rewrite relations )I and )F are not pre-congruences and this complicates
traditional proofs of strong normalisation and con uence. In particular the class of
non-expandable terms has been increased to include not just introduction terms,
but also certain elimination terms, and this leads to further possibilities for the
failure of substitutivity. As with the last chapter these instances are characterised
and, by taking advantage of the linearity of this calculus, alternative reduction
sequences are given.

Lemma 4.4.3 Let t; t0; u and u0 be terms such that t )R t0 and u )R u0, where
R2fI ; Fg.
 There is a rewrite t[u=x] )R t0[u=x] unless the rewrite t )t0 expands the

only free occurrence of x in t and u is a quasi-introduction term. In this
case t0[u=x] ) t[u=x].

 There is a rewrite t[u=x] )R t[u0=x] unless the only free occurrence of x
in t occurs negatively and u0 = (u). In this case there is a reduction
t[u0=x] ) t[u=x].

Proof The two parts of the lemma are proved separately by induction on t. 
The next step would be to hypothesise that both the relations )I and )F are locally con uent and attempt to prove this using the substitutivity results of lemma

4.4.3. However, this is not possible as the following counterexamples show:
(x:t)u I- (x:(t))u

I

I
?

t[u=x]

?
-  (t)[u=x]

F

let  be  in t I - t
and

I

F
?

?

let  be  in (t) I- (t)

and similarly for the case of a -contraction. Each of these co-spans contains a
)F -rewrite which is not a member of )I and hence )I is not locally con uent.
Fortunately, local con uence of )F may be proved using the same techniques as
were used for the restricted rewrite relation of simply typed -calculus.

Lemma 4.4.4 The relation )F is locally con uent and given any span t )I ti
(where i = 1; 2), there is a term t0 such that either t1 )I t0 or t1 )F t0 and
similarly either t2 )I t0 or t2 )F t0.
Proof The proof is by induction on term structure and follows the same pattern
as that for the simply typed -calculus given in lemma 3.3.3.

Although the de nition of the rewrite relation )F mirrors its equivalent in the
previous chapter, the presence of initial type constructors and especially their
elimination rules complicates the proof of strong normalisation. In particular,
unlike -abstractions where the variable abstracted is of \lower" type than that
of the -abstraction, the variables bound by a -elimination are of arbitrarily
complex type. This causes various technical problems in the proof of normalisation
(explained in the next chapter) and so we prefer to state strong normalisation and
claim that the methods developed in the next chapter are sucient to also prove
the result for )F .

Theorem 4.4.5 The relation )F is strongly normalising and thus con uent.
Proof The proof is an adaptation of the normalisation proof contained in the
next chapter. Con uence then follows from local con uence.


4.5 Decidability of -Equality
The expansionary rewrite relation de ned at the beginning of this chapter has
been decomposed into the strongly normalising and con uent relation )F and
the con uent conversion relation )c whose equational theory has been shown to
be decidable. The rest of this chapter proves that -equality is itself decidable by
embedding it into the conversion relation, thus allowing the con uence and decidability results already proven in lemma 4.3.17 to be lifted to the full expansionary
rewrite relation.
More explicitly we prove that if t =  t0 then the )F -normal forms of t and t0
are equivalent in the conversion relation. Because -equality is the equational
theory generated by the union of )F and , this is equivalent to proving that if
t  t0 then the )F -normal forms of t and t0 are equivalent in the conversion relation. The easiest proof strategy would be to consider the -reductions of a term
in isolation from the possibilities for -expansion that exist within the term, i.e.
to prove that -expansion preserves -normal forms or vice versa that -reduction
preserves -normal forms, and that if t  t0 then
(t)  (t0) and (t)  (t0)
where (t) denotes the -normal form of t and (t) denotes the -normal form of
t. Unfortunately, unlike the restricted expansions of the simply typed -calculus,
the restricted -expansions contained in )F do not form a con uent relation, e.g.
the reducts of the span

(let  be  in x ) ( let  be  in x ) let  be  in (x)
cannot be rewritten to the same term by restricted -expansions alone. Our solution is to pick a particular -normal form for each term by increasing the class of
non-expandable forms to prevent the -expansion of all let-expressions. One sidee ect of this is that -expansion will now preserve -normal forms and so we have
achieved the aim of considering the e ect of -reduction on the parallel conversion
in separation from the e ect of -expansion. In addition the conversion relation

can map positive occurrences to negative occurrences, e.g. in the following rewrite
the subterm x occurs positively in the redex but negatively in the reduct:
(let z be  in x )y  let z be  in xy
Such reductions cannot be lifted to their -normal forms, i.e. there is no reduction:
(let z be  in (x) )y 6 let z be  in xy
The solution to this problem is to increase those occurrences in a term which may
be )I -rewritten but not )F -rewritten. Rather than present another series of
relations, and associated con uence proofs, we de ne the fully -expanded form of
a term directly via the simultaneous de nition of a pair of functions I and F .
The rst step towards doing this is to de ne a function m which maps a variable
to its )F -normal form. Note that we are assuming w.l.o.g. that variables, and
hence terms, have unique types.
m(z)
m(z)
m(z)
m(z)

=
=
=
=

z

if z has base type

if z has unit type
x:m(y)[zm(x)=y]
if z has function type
let z be x y in m(x) m(y) if z has tensor type

Note that the superscript m in the function m is required to maintain consistency
with the notation of the next chapter, where (z) is de ned to be the set of all
)F -reducts of z.

Lemma 4.5.1 The term m(z) is the )F -normal form of z.
Proof The lemma is proved by induction over the type of z and follows the
proof of lemma 5.4.6.

The two functions I and F , which map terms to terms, by induction on term
size:

I (x) = x
I (u v) = F (u) F (v)
I (let t be p in u ) = let I (t) be p in I (u)

I (uv) = I (u)F (v)
I (x:t) = x:F (t)
and

8 m
>>  (z)[I (t)=z]
if t is a variable/application
<
F (t) = > let I (u) be p in F (v) if t is let u be p in v
>:
t
otherwise

where in the de nition of F (t), z is some variable of the same type as t. To
maintain the strength of the equational theory the -expansion of let-expressions
of function type is simulated by the rewrite relation ) which is de ned to be
the least pre-congruence generated by the redex

let t be p in x:u ) x:let t be p in u

(4.7)

where x 62 FV(t) and x is not bound by p. The need for a new redex form is regrettable but unavoidable, because if the -expansion of let-expressions of function
type were permitted, then a rewrite

z(let x be  in y:t )  let x be  in zy:t
would not induce a -rewrite of their -normal forms, i.e. there would not be a
-rewrite of the form:

z(w:(let x be  in y:t )w) 6 let x be  in zy:t
The rewrite relation ) is strongly normalising and con uent and thus has unique
normal forms which form part of a normalisation strategy for the calculation of
)F -normal forms. Notice how this normalisation strategy gradually constructs
)F -normal forms by ensuring that terms satisfy progressively more of the properties of linear long -normal forms as used in lemma 4.4.2.

Lemma 4.5.2 The )F -normal form of t may be calculated by (i) calculating the
-normal form of t; (ii) applying the function F ; and (iii) calculating the ) normal form of the result.

Proof Let ]t denote the result of applying the algorithm in the lemma to t.
The lemma is proved by showing that ]t is an )F -normal form and is also )F equivalent to t. Firstly ]t is a -normal form as both F and ) preserve -normal
forms, while induction on the structure of t is used to show that if t is a -normal
form, then ]t is an )F -normal form. Secondly, because there is always a reduction
sequence t )F F (t) and a term is always )F -equivalent to its ) -reducts, we
may conclude that t =F ]t.


4.5.1 Embedding

) into -Normal Forms
c

In this section (t) is used to denote the ) -normal form of t. We show that for
any rewrite t  t0 there is also a rewrite (t)  (t0). This is proven by implicitly
using the structure of a conversion rewrite to construct a mapping between the
-redexes of the terms involved. However, the conversion relation may introduce
new commuting conversions, e.g.

z:let  be  in z  let  be  in z:z v  v
(z:let  be  in z )v  (let  be  in z:z )v

(4.8)

and these new commuting conversions must be contracted before the !-redex in
the reduct corresponding to the !-redex in the original term can be contracted.
The introduction of new commuting conversions is caused by -rewrites which do
not expand conversions as much as possible. These rewrites come in two varieties:
(i) if the last rule of the -rewrite is a pre-congruence associated to an elimination
rule and the left-hand branch ends in an expansion; or (ii) if the last rule of the rewrite is an expansion whose left-branch also ends in an expansion. For example,
equation 4.8 is an example of the former possibility.
Reductions such as these may be prohibited by placing restrictions on the use of
the expansion clause in the de nition of  which resemble those employed in the
de nition of )F . A rewrite t  t0 is said to be full i it is generated from the
inference rules in Table 4-7, where t c t0 i t f t0 and the last rule of this
derivation is not an expansion; in the last clause the same restrictions on bound
variables are imposed as in the de nition of the conversion relation.

Table 4{7: The Full Parallel Conversion Relation
(i) The identity:

t f t

(ii) For each introduction term constructor:

u0 f u00 : : : un f u0n
T (u0; : : :; un) f T (u00; : : :; u0n)
(iii) For each elimination term constructor:

u0 c u00 ui f u0i (i 6= 0)
T (u0; : : :; un) f T (u00; : : :; u0n)
where u0 is the negatively occurring immediate subterm of T (u0; : : :; un).
(iv) The inclusion of the conversion relation:
 2 FC(t) t= c u t n  f v
t f let u be p in v
where p is the binding of .
A quick induction shows that the restrictions imposed ensure that f preserves
-normal forms, i.e. if t is a -normal form and t f t0 then t0 is also a -normal
form. In addition once any commuting conversions created by a -rewrite have
been contracted, the reduct may also be obtained by a full f -rewrite. This allows
us to ignore the creation of new commuting conversions by  when proving the
embedding lemma.

Lemma 4.5.3 Let t  t0. Then there is a term t00 such that t0 ) t00 and t f t00.
t

f

?
?
t00

-- t0


Proof Although it may seem that the lemma is proved by induction on the
derivation of the rewrite t  t0, the induction rank actually used is the size of t.

If the rewrite is of the form:

t=  u0 t n   t0
t  let u0 be p in t0
then apply the induction hypothesis to the left hand branch to obtain a full reduction t= f u00. If this derivation does not end in an expansion apply the
induction hypothesis to obtain a rewrite t n f t00 and a full rewrite from t may
then be constructed to let u00 be p in t00 . If, however, on applying the induction
hypothesis to the left hand branch the resulting rewrite ends in an expansion, say
of a free conversion  2 FC(t=)
(t=)= c u0 (t=) n  f u1
t= f let u0 be p0 in u1
t n   t0
t  let (let u0 be p0 in u1 ) be p in t0
then the commuting conversion is contracted and an alternative derivation formed
by expanding the conversion : 2 FC(t):
(t n : )= = (t=) n   u1 (t=: ) n  = t n   t0
t n :  let u1 be p in t0
t=(: ) = (t=)= c u0
t  let u0 be p0 in (let u1 be p in t0 )
Now use the induction hypothesis again to replace the right hand branch by a
full derivation, making the resultant derivation full. Note that if induction on the
height of the rewrite were being used, this step would fail as the induction rank
has not necessarily been reduced. The required -rewrites are clear.
Next, a derivation ending in an introduction pre-congruence rule may be converted
to the required form by immediate application of the induction hypothesis. Finally,
consider a derivation ending in an elimination pre-congruence, e.g. uv  u0v0.
Again apply the induction hypothesis to the major sub-derivation to obtain a
rewrite u f u00 where u00 is a -reduct of u0. If this derivation does not end in an
expansion, then apply the induction hypothesis to the other branches, while if it
is of the form:
u= c u1 u n  f u2
u f let u1 be p in u2

then the resulting commuting conversion may be contracted and the following
rewrite given:
(uv)=(0  ) c u1 uv n 0    u2v0
uv  let u1 be p in u2v0
Finally, apply the induction hypothesis to the other branches.



Lemma 4.5.4 If t f t0, then (t) f (t0). Thus if t  t0, then (t)  (t0).
Proof The rst part of the lemma is proved by induction on rstly the normalisation rank of t and then the derivation of the -rewrite. If t is actually

a -normal form then so is t0 and the lemma is trivial. If t is not a -normal form
then consider a rewrite of the form:
t= c u t n  f v
t f let u be x y in v

If t= is not a -normal form then there is a rewrite
(t=) f (u) t n  f v
t[ (t=)]  let (u) be x y in v
where (t=) f (u) follows by the induction hypothesis. Now by lemma 4.5.3
this rewrite can be extended to a full rewrite of lower rank and the lemma is
then established by the induction hypothesis. If t= is a -normal form and an
introduction term, say r s then, by fullness, u must be of the form r0 s0
where r f r0 and s f s0. Thus we may contract the redex in t formed by the
conversion  and also its descendant
-- let r0 s0 be x y in v
t
f
?

?
-- v [r0=x; s0 =y ]

(t n )[r=x; s=y]
where the bottom rewrite follows from the substitution closure of . This reduction is again extended to a full rewrite and then the induction hypothesis is
applied. If t= is a let-expression a similar argument may be used, namely reduce
the associated commuting conversion in t and at the top level of t0, extend the
resulting rewrite to a full rewrite and apply the induction hypothesis. Finally,

if t= is a -normal form, but neither an introduction term nor a let-expression,
then an inductive argument proves that there is a conversion () 2 FC( (t)) such
that (t)= () = t= and (t) n () = (t n ). Thus

t= f (u) (t n ) f (v)
(t)  let (u) be x y in (v)
where the induction hypothesis is used to derive the right-hand branch. Again
this rewrite is extended to a full rewrite and the induction hypothesis applied.
If the last rule of the derivation t f t0 is an introduction pre-congruence the
lemma follows trivially by the induction hypothesis. For an elimination precongruence:
u0 c u00 ui  u0i(i 6= 0)
T (u0; : : :; un) f T (u00; : : :; u0n)
If there is a ui which is not a -normal form, by the induction hypothesis there is
a rewrite
(u0)  (u00); : : :; (un)  (u0n)
T ( (u0); : : :; (un))  T ( (u00); : : :; (u0n))
which can be extended to a full rewrite and then the induction hypothesis applied
once more. If however there is no such subterm, the only -redexes in t are top
level and by fullness these are preserved. Thus we need check only the nine basic reductions e.g. if (x:u)v f (x:u0)v0, then u[v=x]  u0[v0=x]. As before, extend
this to a full rewrite and apply the induction hypothesis to prove the lemma.
For the second part of the lemma consider a rewrite t  t0. Then by lemma 4.5.3
there is a t00 such that t f t00 and t0 ) t00. Now apply the rst half of the lemma.



4.5.2 Embedding

) into )F -Normal Forms
c

The second part of the embedding theorem concerns the interaction between the
conversion relation and the limited possibilities for -expansion given by the functions F and I . The key lemma is the following use of a conversion to factorise
the construction of -normal forms.

Lemma 4.5.5 Given a conversion  2 FC(t) there is another conversion 0 2
FC( R(t)) such that:
R(t) n 0 = R(t n ) and R(t)=0 = I (t=)
where R2fI ; Fg.
Proof The proof is by induction on the de nition of the functions I and F .

Lemma 4.5.6 Let t  t0. Then R(t)  R(t0) where R2fI ; Fg.
Proof The lemma is proved simultaneously by induction on the rewrite t  t0.
If t is a variable the lemma is trivial, while given a rewrite of the form:
t=  u t n   v
t  let u be p in v

there is a conversion 0 2 I (t) such that:

I (t)=0 = I (t=) and I (t) n 0 = I (t n )
Then by the induction hypothesis
I (t)=0  I (u) I (t) n 0  I (v)
I (t)  let I (u) be p in I (v)
A similar argument establishes the result for F (t). The other possibility is for
the rewrite t  t0 to have as its last rule a pre-congruence and this case is trivially
dealt with by the induction hypothesis.

These results may now be combined to obtain decidability of -equality.

Theorem 4.5.7 If two terms are equivalent in the conversion relation, then so
are their ) -normal forms. Thus the expansionary rewrite relation is con uent
and -equality is decidable.

Proof The rst part of the lemma is trivial as ) is contained in the inverse of

the conversion relation. Now if t and t0 are -equivalent they are also equivalent
in the rewrite relation de ned as the union of )F and the conversion relation,
and thus their )F -normal forms are equivalent in the conversion relation which
has already been shown to be decidable and con uent.


Chapter 5

Almost Bicartesian Closed -Calculus
In the last chapter a sound and complete equational theory for terms of the linear -calculus was de ned by interpreting the introduction and elimination rules
of each type constructor as forming an adjoint pair. The key innovation distinguishing this work from other approaches in the literature is the development
of a conversion relation which permutes the order in which negatively occurring
subterms of tensor and unit type occur. The linear -calculus was chosen to investigate these ideas as the linearity of the calculus considerably simpli ed the
mathematics involved, thus permitting a clearer account of the general properties
of rewriting for initial types.
In this chapter we examine the e ect of re-introducing the structural rules weakening and contraction by considering the calculus obtained by adding coproducts,
also called sums, to the simply typed -calculus previously studied. As before,
the introduction and elimination rules of each type constructor are interpreted as
forming an adjoint pair, and the resulting unit and counit give rise to an expansionary -rewrite rule and a contractive -rewrite rule.
The associated rewrite relation is again decomposed into two fragments which
are shown to satisfy the same abstract properties as their counterparts of the
last chapter. However the non-linear use of variables signi cantly complicates the
mathematics required to establish these results, e.g. con uence of the conversion
relation cannot be proved directly and so cannot be assumed in the construction
of quasi-normal forms. Instead con uence and decidability of the associated equa97

tional theory are proved in a two stage process: (i) rstly for the subrelation which
preserves the layer structure on conversions induced by the pre x ordering; and
(ii) secondly for the full conversion relation. Strong normalisation of the fragment
of the rewrite relation containing all the -reductions and restricted -expansions
is proved by extending the proof of strong normalisation for the simply typed calculus to cope with the presence of initial type constructors. The nal section of
this chapter embeds the full rewrite relation into the conversion relation and this
again is the natural generalisation of the proofs for the linear -calculus.

5.1 The Calculus 1;;!;+
Although this chapter is primarily concerned with the de nition and decidability of -equality for initial types when the linearity principles of the previous
chapter do not apply, in order to maintain continuity and to avoid certain trivial
simpli cations, a calculus which contains not only coproducts, but also products,
a terminal object and exponentials is studied. This calculus is called Almost Bicartesian Closed as it corresponds to the internal language of bicartesian closed
categories with the initial object omitted. We shall comment on this omission in
greater detail later; at this point it suces to say that I believe the techniques
developed here are sucient to cope with the addition of such an initial object.
The Almost Bicartesian Closed -Calculus over a set of base types B is denoted
1;;!;+ and consists of types freely generated from the base types by a nullary
type constructor 1, called the unit, and three binary constructors ; + and !
called the product, coproduct and exponential

T := T + T j T  T j T !T j 1 j B
where B 2 B is any base type. The atomic types are 1 and the base types. For
each type T there is a set of constants Con(T ), including the distinguished constant
2 Con(1), such that if T 6= T 0, then Con(T ) \ Con(T 0) = ;. There is also a set of
variables Var which is disjoint from the constants. The pre-terms of 1;;!;+ are:

t := x j c j ht; ti j 0t j 1t j tt j x:t j in1(t) j in2(t) j case(t; x:t; y:t)

where x; y are variables and c a constant. Note that in a pre-term case(t; x:u; y:v),
the variables x and y are not subterms, but are rather variable binders which play
a similar role to the x in x:t. The free variables of a pre-term t are denoted FV(t)
and the substitution of pre-terms for free variables is de ned as expected.

The term judgements of 1;;!;+ are of the form ? ` t : T where ? is a context,
t a pre-term and T a type, and are generated by the inference rules in Table 5-1.
The side-conditions on the identity and structural rules may be found in equations
2.2 and 2.3, while new variables introduced by the logical rules are required to be
distinct from those variables already present. Given any term judgement ? ` t : T ,

Table 5{1: Typing Rules for the Almost Bicartesian Closed -Calculus
Structural and Identity Rules
x 2 Var axiom
x:A ` x:A

c 2 Con(A) cons
` c:A

? ` t:A
?; x : B ` t : A weakening

?; x : B; y : B ` u : A
?; z : B ` u[z=x; z=y]: A contraction

?; x : A; y : B;  ` t : C
?; y : B; x : A;  ` t : C exchange

? ` t : A ; x : A ` u : B
cut
?;  ` u[t=x]: B

Logical Rules
? ` e : A ? ` e0 : B int
? ` he; e0i : A  B

? ` t : A0  A1 elim
? `  i t : Ai

?; z : A1 + A2 ` t : C +int
?; x : Ai ` t[ini(x)=z]: C

?; x : A ` u : C ?; y : B ` v : C
?; z : A + B ` case(z; x:u; y:v): C +elim

?; x : A ` e : B
? ` x:e : A!B !int

? ` e : A!B
?; x : A ` ex : B !elim

we say t is a term of type T and when ? is clear, or not important, this is written
t : T . A term is called an introduction term if it is a -abstraction, pair, injection

or the constant . If a term is not an introduction term, then it is called an elimination term. A subterm of a term occurs negatively i it is applied, projected or
is the rst argument of a case-expression.
The proposed +-rewrite rule considers terms expressed as substitutions, i.e. occurrences which index free subterms. The variables bound at an occurrence  2 O(t)
are:

8
>> ;
>>
>> fxg [ BV(?; t0)
<
?
BV(; t) =
> fx1g [ BV( ; v1)
>> fx g [ BV(?; v )
2
>> 2
>: BV(?; t= )
0

if  = 
if t = x:t0 and  6= 
if t = case(u; x1:v1; x2:v2) and   1
if t = case(u; x1:v1; x2:v2) and   2
otherwise

When the term involved is clear from the context, we simply refer to BV(). The
free occurrences of a term t are de ned as follows:
(t) = f 2 O(t) j FV(t=) \ BV(; t) = ;g

FO

5.2 Rewriting in 1;;!;+
In the rst of our case studies, rewrite rules for the product, unit and exponential were derived by constructing categorical models of reduction and interpreting
the introduction and elimination rules of each type constructor as being adjoint
functors. When applied to coproducts this approach again generates a contractive
-rewrite rule and an expansionary -rewrite rule, although, as explained in the
previous chapter, the elimination rules are left-adjoint for nal type constructors
but right-adjoint for initial type constructors.
For example, if C (?; X ) is de ned as in the previous chapters to be the category
whose objects are judgements of the form ? ` e : X and whose morphisms are
rewrites between terms, then the introduction and elimination rules of the coproduct may be regarded as functors between the categories shown below. As these

functors are taken to constitute an adjoint pair:
case(z; x: ; y: ) C (?; x : A; C )  C (?; y : B ; C ) 
C (?; z : A + B ; C ) (5.1)
>
( [in1(x)=z]; [in2(y)=z])
rewrite rules can be obtained as counit and unit:
( +;1)
case(in1(x); x:u; y:v) ) u
( +;2)
case(in2(y); x:u; y:v) ) v
(+)
e
) case(z; x:e[in1(x)=z]; y:e[in2(y)=z])
where the + -rewrite rule has the side condition x; y 62 FV(e). As always this
adjunction can be equivalently presented as a natural isomorphism of rewrites:

t )case(z; x:u; y:v) i

t[in1(x)=z] )u and t[in2(y)=z] )v

(5.2)

As with the let-expressions of the linear -calculus, the case-expressions can be
viewed as representing certain reductions and hence it will be the case-expressions
which form the basis of quasi-normal forms for terms of sum type.
As the rewrite rules for each type constructor are determined solely by their introduction and elimination rules, the rewrite rules previously derived for the exponential, product and terminal object remain valid in this calculus. The expansionary
rewrite relation is denoted ) and is the least pre-congruence on terms including
the basic reductions in Table 5-2. In addition to the side conditions for the product
and exponential mentioned in Chapter 3, the +-rewrite rule assumes x; y 62 FV(e).
The equational theory generated by the expansionary rewrite relation is called
-equality.
Although super cially similar in structure to the expansionary  - and I -rewrite
rules of the linear -calculus, the + -rewrite rule is actually substantially more
complex. In particular the non-linearity of the calculus means that in the +rewrite rule there is no restriction on the number of times the free variable z may
occur in e. Thus, not only is + not left-linear in that di erent occurrences in
the redex may be mapped to the same occurrence in the reduct, but + may also
introduce new free variables if the variable z does not actually occur in e. This
is generally thought of as an inadvisable property in term rewriting circles and
means that subject reduction must be modi ed as follows:

Table 5{2: Rewrite Rules for the Almost Bicartesian Closed -Calculus
( ;1)
0ha; bi ) a
( ;2)
1ha; bi ) b
( )
c ) h0c; 1ci
( !)
(x:t)u ) t[u=x]
(!)
t ) x:tx
(1)
a ) 
( +;1)
case(in1(t); x:u; y:v) ) u[t=x]
( +;2)
case(in2(t); x:u; y:v) ) v[t=y]
(+ )
e[e0=z] ) case(e0; x:e[in1(x)=z]; y:e[in2(y)=z])
Lemma 5.2.1 If there is a term judgement ? ` t : A and a rewrite t )t0 then
there is also a term judgement ?0 ` t0 : A, where ?0 is some context extending ?.
Proof The proof is by induction on the term judgement ? ` t : A. The only
case where ? =
6 ?0 occurs in the + -rewrite rule
e[e0=z] ) case(e0; x:e[in1(x)=z]; y:e[in2(y)=z])
if the variable z does not actually occur free in e.



-equality is proved decidable by following the same approach as for the linear -calculus, that is the rewrite relation is decomposed into two parts: (i) a
strongly normalising and con uent relation consisting of -reduction, commuting
conversions and limited possibilities for -expansion; and (ii) a conversion relation
which permutes the order in which negatively occurring subterms of sum type
occur. Strong normalisation and con uence of the rst part of the decomposition
is proved by adapting the proofs for the simply typed -calculus to cope with the
presence of coproducts. The non-linearity of 1;;!;+ means that the parallelised
form of the conversion relation no longer satis es the diamond property, and thus
con uence cannot be proved in advance of decidability of the equational theory
associated to the conversion relation. Instead quasi-normal forms are rst constructed for the subrelation consisting of those rewrites in the conversion relation

which preserve the layer structure on conversions induced by pre x ordering. As
the breakdown of this layer structure is fully described by certain commuting conversions, quasi-normal forms are constructed for the conversion relation as a whole
by synthesising the quasi-normal forms just constructed with the unique normal
forms of the commuting conversions. This turns out to be a natural generalisation
of the construction of quasi-normal forms for the linear conversion relation.
Before doing this we comment on two other issues.

Distributivity
As with the simply typed -calculus and the linear -calculus, a model of 1;;!;+
consists of a category with certain extra structure | in this case the category must
be cartesian closed and also have binary coproducts. The interpretation of a term
judgement ? ` t : A in such a category C is as a morphism:
[ t] : [ ?]]?![ A]
where [ X ] denotes the interpretation of a type X in C , which is extended to
contexts via the product structure of C . Thus interpreting the sum elimination
rule:
?; x : A ` u : C ?; y : B ` v : C
?; z : A + B ` case(z; x:u; y:v): C
amounts to constructing a morphism:
[ case(z; x:u; y:v)]] :[[?]]  ([[A] + [ B ] )?![ C ]
from morphisms:
[ u] :[[?]]  [ A] ?![ C ] and [ v] :[[?]]  [ B ] ?![ C ]
Although one can use [ u] and [ v] to construct a morphism from ([[?]]  [ A] ) +
([[?]]  [ B ] ) to [ C ] , this will not suce as this morphism has the wrong domain.
What is then required is a morphism of the form:

d : [ ?]]  [ A + B ] ?!([[?]]  [ A] ) + ([[?]]  [ B ] )

and, although there is a canonical morphism in the reverse direction, the existence
of the morphism d does not follow from the laws de ning products and coproducts.
A distributive category is a category with binary products and coproducts such
that the canonical morphism alluded to above is a natural isomorphism. In order
to give a model of the sum elimination rule in a category C one must explicitly
require that C be distributive, but fortunately this is a very weak condition, e.g.
any category which is cartesian closed and has binary coproducts is automatically
distributive.

Lemma 5.2.2 -equality is a sound and complete equality for models of 1;;!;+
in cartesian closed categories with binary coproducts.

Proof The proof is by the same kind of construction as for the simply typed
-calculus and the linear -calculus.

Initial Objects
An initial object of a category C is an object 0 such that for every other object X ,
the hom-set C (0; X ) has exactly one morphism. Before giving typing and rewrite
rules for an initial object, we quote some simple results illustrating the kind of
equational theory expected for an initial object.

Lemma 5.2.3 Let C be a category with products and an initial object. If A is
an object of C then either C (A; 0) = ;, or A is also an initial object and C (A; 0)
contains a single morphism.

Proof See [55].



An initial object can be added to 1;;!;+ via the elimination rule

x :0 ` A(x): A
Then, using the same notation as before, an expansionary -rewrite called 0
may be derived by interpreting the elimination rule as right adjoint to the unique

functor !: C(x :0; A)!1

A (x-)

1  > C (x :0; A)

!
Note that, as with the unit 1, the 0-rewrite rule is the identity morphism in 1. A
context ? is inconsistent i there is a term judgement ? ` e :0. Lemma 5.2.3 shows
that if two terms are typed in the same inconsistent context, then by completeness
these terms must be 0-equivalent, even if the terms themselves can be typed in a
consistent subcontext. Thus the 0-reducts of a term are determined more by the
consistency of the context in which the term was typed, than by the actual term
itself. This leads us to replace the presentation of rewrite relations as relations
on the set of all terms, and instead consider rewrite relations on the set of term
judgements. In this framework the 0-rewrite rule is presented as follows:
? ` e0 :0 ; x :0 ` e : A
?;  ` e[e0=x] ) A(e0) : A
i.e. each rewrite is indexed by the domain and codomain of the redex. Note that
subject reduction says ) can be viewed as a family of context and type-indexed
homogeneous relations )?;A on the set ft j ? ` t : Ag. We now make some brief
comments about the 0-rewrite rule, although a formal investigation is postponed
for future research [28]. For a discussion of empty types in a polymorphic setting
see [61].

 Context inconsistency, term typability and other important issues in the
study of the 0-rewrite rule are decidable for calculi such as the ones we
study in this thesis. However in more complex theories this may not be the
case.

 If ? ` e : 0 and ? ` e0 : 0 then e and e0 are )?;0-equivalent. This is the
syntactic counterpart of lemma 5.2.3.

 If ? is inconsistent then the )?;A -quasi-normal forms of any term t of type
A in context ? are given by:

fA(e) j ? ` e :0g

This set is typically in nite.

 If ? is not inconsistent then the quasi-normal forms of a term may be cal-

culated by: (i) constructing quasi-normal forms for the rest of the rewrite
relation; and (ii) replacing those subterms occuring in inconsistent contexts
by their quasi-normal forms.

5.3 The Conversion Relation
In this section a conversion relation over the terms of 1;;!;+ is proved decidable
and con uent by explicitly constructing the quasi-normal reducts of each term.
There are two major di erences with the linear conversion relation of the previous
chapter: (i) the +-rewrite rule places no restrictions on the number of times the
subterm being expanded occurs, and hence the conversion relation is no longer
de ned in terms of single conversions, but rather sets of conversions; and (ii)
because there are two di erent types of introduction terms, i.e. left-injection and
right-injection, there are not one, but two residues involved in the de nition of the
conversion relation.
Given a term t, its set of conversions is de ned by:
(t) = f 2 O(t) j  is the rst argument of a case-expression g

C

The free conversions of t are simply those occurrences which are both free and
conversions FC(t) = C(t) \ FO(t). As with the conversions of the linear -calculus,
every conversion  2 C(t) has a binding bind(; t) consisting of the ordered pair of
variables bound by the arms of the case-expression associated to the conversion.
Whenever sets of conversions are considered, they are assumed to be independent
and the subterms so indexed are all assumed to be of the same type and to have
the same binding. If X  C(t) is a set of conversions, then the result of contracting
the -redexes formed upon insertion of injections at these occurrences are called

the rst and second residues and are de ned recursively:

8
>> t
if X = ;
<
t n 1X = > v1 n 1X1
if 0 2 X and t = case(u; x:v1; y:v2)
>: T (t n X ; : : :; t n X ) if X =
6 ;; 0 62 X and t = T (t0; : : : ; tn)
0 1 0
n 1 n

and

8
>> t
if X = ;
<
t n 2 X = > v 2 n 2 X2
if 0 2 X and t = case(u; x:v1; y:v2)
>:
T (t0 n 2X0; : : :; tn n 2Xn ) if X =6 ;; 0 62 X and t = T (t0; : : : ; tn)

where Xn = X=n.

Lemma 5.3.1 Given a set of conversions X  C(t) which bind the variables x1
and x2, then for i = 1 or 2 there is a series of -reductions

t[ ini(xi)]2X ) t n iX

Proof A straightforward induction over the de nition of residue.



The Almost Bicartesian Closed Conversion relation is formally de ned in terms of a
calculus for deriving quadruples of the form h; X i : t )c t0 where  is an occurrence
of t representing where in t the rewrite takes place and X are conversions to be
expanded, i.e. X  FC(t=). We call h; X i the label of the rewrite, and, when
not required, the label part of a rewrite may be omitted. These quadruples are
generated by the three inference rules in Table 5-3, where in the expansion clause
x; y are the variables bound by each  2 X and to avoid variable capture we
assume:
x; y 62 FV(t) and x; y 62 BV(+; t)
(5.3)
These conditions can always be met by a change of bound variables and are the
exact analogue of those for the linear conversion relation.
The expansion clause requires the set X of conversions to be free and consistent
so that the redex may be expressed in a form compatible with the +-rewrite
rule. In addition this set is required to be non-empty to prevent expansions of the

Table 5{3: The Almost Bicartesian Closed Conversion Relation
X  FC(t) X consistent X =
6 ;
h; X i : t )c case(t=X; x:t n 1X; y:t n 2X )
Expansion
Weakening

x 62 FV(t) y 62 FV(t)
h; ;i : case(u; x:t; y:t) )c t

h; X i : tj )c t0j
Pre-Congruence hj:; X i : T (t0; : : : ; tn) )c T (t0; : : : ; tn)[j t0j ]
form t ) case(u; x:t; y:t) which would allow terms to grow arbitrarily large, new
free variables to be introduced, etc. However these terms remain identi ed in the
equational theory generated by the conversion relation because redex and reduct
have been inverted and included under the weakening clause. The name of this rule
is chosen to suggest the idea that the subterm u may be discarded as it contributes
nothing to the value of the overall expression. In addition, if the structural rule
weakening were not present then pre-terms of the form case(t; x:u; y:u), with x; y 62
FV(u), would not be typable.

Lemma 5.3.2 Given a rewrite h; X i : t )c t0, then t =  t0 in the expansionary
rewrite relation. In addition, the relation )c satis es subject reduction.
Proof Assume rst that  = . If the rewrite is of the form case(u; x:t; y:t) )c t
then, given a variable z not free in t,

t = t[u=z] )+ case(u; x:t[in1(x)=z]; y:t[in2(y)=z]) = case(u; x:t; y:t)
If however X is non-empty then, given a variable z not free in t,

t

=

)+
)

t[ z]2X [z := t=X ]
case(t=X; x:t[ in1(x)]2X ; y:t[ in2(y)]2X )
case(t=X; x:t n 1X; y:t n 2X )

where the rst equality holds as by assumption z 62 FV(t) and X is a non-empty
set of free conversions, the second line is just an + -expansion with the conditions

in equation 5.3 ensuring that substitution is just replacement, and the last line is
from lemma 5.3.1. Finally, if  6=  then, as both relations are pre-congruences, the
rst part of the lemma follows by the induction hypothesis. Since the expansion
clause insists that the set of conversions being expanded is non-empty, and subject reduction holds for reductions included under the weakening clause, subject
reduction for )c follows from lemma 5.2.1.


5.3.1 Tracking Conversions
The technical core of the analysis of the conversion relation is to use the structure
of a rewrite, represented in the associated label, to describe its action on arbitrary
conversions. More formally, to each rewrite r : t )t0 is associated a function

r : C(t)!P C(t0)
which maps a conversion in the redex, called an ancestor, to a set of conversions
in the reduct, called descendants. Firstly note that a single conversion may have
more than one descendant and the layer structure, formed by the embedding of
conversions inside each other, is not necessarily preserved. Examples of these
phenomena can be seen by the commuting conversion below where the conversion
0  0 will be mapped to f0g while the conversion 0 is mapped to the set f1  0; 2  0g.

case(case(t; x:u; y:v); x0:u0; y0:v0)
)
case(t; x:case(u; x0:u0; y0:v0); y:case(v; x0:u0; y0:v0))

:

(5.4)

As with the linear conversion relation, this redex form is of great importance and
so the rewrite relation ) is de ned to be the least pre-congruence including
these reductions. Another interesting rewrite, this time without an analogue in
the linear conversion relation, is the following:

h; f0; 10gi : case(t; x:case(t; x:u; y:v); y:s) )case(t; x:u; y:s)

(5.5)

which shows that a conversion, e.g.those inside v, may have no descendants, and
that a conversion in the reduct may have more than one ancestor. However one
important property of r is surjectivity, i.e. all conversions in a reduct have at

least one ancestor conversion in the redex. This means that the possibilities for
further rewriting, which are determined by the conversions of the reduct, may be
traced back to the redex and hence a static analysis of the transitive closure of
the conversion relation may be given. This forms the basis for con uence and decidability. As a measure of the increased complexity of this bicartesian -calculus
over the linear -calculus, the equivalent conversion tracking function is actually
a bijection between the conversions of the redex and those of the reduct.
The action of a (consistent) set of conversions X  C(t) on the term t is to produce two residues, namely t n 1X and t n 2X . This action induces a partitioning
of the set of conversions C(t) into: (i) those conversions which are subconversions
of (unique) members of X ; (ii) those conversions which have descendants in one
or both of the residues; and (iii) those conversions which t into neither of these
categories and hence have no descendants. If the calculation of a residue is viewed
as indicating a kind of path through the term, then conversions of this last type are
those which are unreachable, e.g. conversions like those inside v in the reduction
5.5.
If a conversion  has a descendant in the residue t n iX , then this residue will be
unique and is given by the partial function i (which is unde ned if the conversion
has no descendent):

8
>> i (X=i; ?)
>>
<

if 0 2 X and   i
unde ned
if 0 2 X and  6 i
i (X;  ) = >
>> 0
if 0 62 X and  = 0
>:
0  i(X=0; ?) otherwise
Notice that in general the domain of 1 will di er from that of 2. The following
properties of the functions i will be used later.

Lemma 5.3.3 Let X be a set of conversions. Given a conversion  in the domain

of

i (X ),

the conversion

i (X;  )

indexes the subterm given by:

(t n iX )= i (X;  ) = (t= ) n i(X= )
In addition the function i(X; ) : C(t)!C(t n iX ) is surjective, injective on its
domain, maps free conversions to free conversions and is strictly monotonic, i.e.

for conversions ;  in its domain:

 > i

i (X;  ) > i (X;  )

Proof The proof is a simple induction.



The functions i are extended pointwise to calculate the action of a set of conversions on another set of conversions, that is given sets of conversions X  C(t) and
X 0  C(t) de ne

X; X 0) = f 1(X;  ) j  2 X 0 and

1(

X; X 0) = f 2(X;  ) j  2 X 0 and

2(

1(

and

2(

X;  ) is de ned g

X;  ) is de ned g

By lemma 5.3.3 if X 0  C(t) is a disjoint and/or free set of conversions, then so
is i(X; X 0 ). The following lemma forms a kind of local con uence result which
states that given two di erent sets of conversions, the order in which the compound
residue is formed is unimportant.

Lemma 5.3.4 Let X  C(t) and X 0  C(t) each be disjoint sets of conversions.
Then

(t n iX ) n j i (X; X 0) = (t n j X 0 ) n i j (X 0; X )

where i; j = 1 or 2. If  is in the domain of i (X ) and the domain of
the following expressions are both de ned and equal:
j ( i (X; X

0 );

i (X;  )) = i ( j (X

0 ; X );

j (X

j (X

0 ) then

0 ;  ))

If X and X 0 have a non-empty intersection then the lemma still holds providing
i = j.

Proof The lemma is another trivial induction on the structure of t.



Note that if the sets X and X 0 were not disjoint the lemma would be false, e.g.
consider the term case(t; x:u; y:v) with X; X 0 = f0g and i 6= j . The second half
of the lemma holds because asserting i = j removes this implicit choice.

The conversion tracking function promised at the beginning of this subsection can
now be constructed. Given a rewrite r : t )t0 and a conversion  2 C(t), de ne its
set of descendants r()  C(t0) recursively as follows. If r is a weakening then set:

8
>< ;
if   0
r() = > ?
: f g otherwise

If however r is an expansion of the non-empty, free and consistent set of conversions
X , then set:

8
>< f0  =!g
if there is a ! 2 X with   !
r() = >
: f1  1(X; ); 2  2(X; )g otherwise
where in the rst clause because X is consistent, ! is necessarily unique and in
the second clause those functions which are unde ned are deleted. Finally if r is
a pre-congruence then set:

8
><
if  = 0 or 0 6= j
hj  !; X i() = >: fg
j  h!; X i(?) otherwise
The function r is extended pointwise to sets of conversions. Rather lengthy, but
tedious, inductive arguments show that r() actually consists of conversions, and
that r covers C(t0), i.e. the ancestors of a conversion  2 C(t0) de ned by
r?1 () = f! 2 C(t) j  2 r(!)g
form a non-empty set.

5.3.2 Closure, Preservation and Factorisation
The conversion relation associated with the linear -calculus was shown con uent
by factorising a rewrite t  t0 into a pair of \smaller" rewrites

t=  t0=0 and t n   t0 n 0
for appropriately chosen conversions ; 0. We shall try to prove a similar result
for this calculus, i.e. nd conditions under which a rewrite r : t )c t0 and a set of
conversions X  C(t) induce rewrites of the form

r=0 : t= )c t0=0 and r n iX : t n iX )c t0 n ir(X )

where  2 X and 0 2 r(). A rewrite cannot always be localised to a conversion,
e.g. in reduction 5.4 the conversion 0 is mapped to the conversions 1  0 and 2  0 but
no reduction exists between the corresponding subterms. This problem occurs as
the conversion 0 is mapped into the residues while one of its sub-conversions is expanded to the head of the term and is thus `removed' from the original conversion.
The embedding of conversions inside each other generates a layer structure and the
key to localising a rewrite to a conversion is to ensure that this layer structure is
preserved. Thus a rewrite h; X i : t )t0 is said to preserve a conversion  2 C(t) i
8! 2 X::( <  < !), i.e.no subconversions of  are expanded outside of . The
subrelation consisting of those rewrites which preserve all conversions is de ned
as follows:
)p = fr : t )t0 j r preserves every  2 C(t)g
The commuting conversion in equation 5.4 is an example of a rewrite which does
not preserve the conversion layer structure, e.g. the conversion 0 is not preserved.
In fact this redex fully describes all the cases in which )c-reduction fails to
preserve a conversion:

Lemma 5.3.5 The conversion relation may be decomposed as follows:
)c = ( )p [ ))

Proof Easy induction.



Lemma 5.3.6 Let r : t ) t0 preserve  2 C(t). Then for all 0 2 r() there is a

rewrite:

r= : t= ) t0=0

If in addition r preserves all conversions in C(t) then r= preserves all conversions
in C(t=).

Proof The proof is by induction on the rewrite r. Firstly if r is of the form
h; X i for a non-empty set X containing , then the identity rewrite suces, while
if 0 = i  i(X; ), then
t0=0 = (t n iX )= i (X; ) = (t=) n i(X=)

but, as r preserves , the set X= is empty and so the identity rewrite again suces.
The identity also suces if r is of the form h; ;i. Finally, if r is a pre-congruence
hj  ; X i with 0 6= j then again the identity is used, while if  = j = 0 then take
r= to be h; X i. The nal possibility follows from the induction hypothesis. The
second part of the lemma is trivially proved by analysing the only non-trivial case
of r=.

The other half of this section focusses upon the conditions which must be satis ed
by a set of conversions X  C(t) such that a rewrite r : t )t0 induces rewrites of
the two residues r n iX : t n iX )t0 n ir(X ). If r is of the form case(t; x:u; y:u) )u
and X contains any conversions occurring inside one of the arms of the caseexpression then, in order to maintain the shape of the redex, X must also contain
the `sister' conversion which occurs inside the other arm. Similar considerations
apply to an expansion h; Y i where, if X contains a conversion occurring inside an
element of Y , then, in order to maintain consistency, X must also contain the sister
conversions occurring inside the other elements of Y . These conditions are caused
by the non-left linear nature of the conversion relation and can be easily formalised
in terms of the conversion tracking function. Given a rewrite r : t )t0, a set of
conversions X  C(t) is said to be r-closed i X = r?1r(X ). This condition is
sucient to ensure a rewrite between the residues exists, although there is a slight
complication in the direction of the residual rewrites. Notice that the inclusion
X  r?1r(X ) always holds.

Lemma 5.3.7 Let r : t )t0 and X be an r-closed set of conversions. Then there
exist rewrites of the form

r n 1X : t n 1X )t0 n 1r(X ) and r n 2X : t n 2X )t0 n 2r(X )
or rewrites in the reverse direction. If in addition r preserves all conversions so
do the residual rewrites.

Proof First consider a rewrite of the form case(t; x:u; y:u) )u. If 0 2 X then
the identity rewrite suces, while if 0 62 X , then by closure X=1 = X=2 and so
another weakening suces.

Secondly if r is an expansion h; X 0i then there are two subcases. If X and X 0
are disjoint, then the obvious candidate for the residual rewrite is an expansion of
the conversions i(X; X 0 )  C(t n iX ). By lemma 5.3.3 these conversions are all
free and, by closure, for any ; 0 2 X 0 X= = X=0. Thus the set of conversions
0
i (X; X ) is also consistent and so, providing this set is non-empty, there is a
rewrite

t n iX ) case((t n iX )= i (X; X 0); x:(t n iX ) n 1 i(X; X 0 ); y:(t n iX ) n 2 i(X; X 0 ))
= case((t=X 0) n i(r(X )=0); x:(t n 1X 0) n i 1(X 0; X ); y:(t n 2X 0) n i 2(X 0; X ))
= case((t=X 0); x:t n 1X 0 ; y:t n 2X 0) n 1r(X )
where the rst equality is derived from lemmas 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 and the de nition of
r, while the second holds as the disjointness of X and X 0 imply 0 62 r(X ) and hence
the residue of the last line is calculated on the subterms. If however i (X; X 0) is
empty, then there is a rewrite in the reverse direction. The second subcase occurs
if X and X 0 are not disjoint, in which case

case(t=X 0; x:t n 1X 0; y:t n 2X 0) n ir(X ) = t n iX 0 n i i(X 0; X )
= t n iX n i i (X; X 0)
= t n iX
where by closure X 0  X and hence 0 2 r(X ) and i(X; X 0 ) is empty. Finally, if r
is a pre-congruence then either the residual rewrite can be taken to be the identity
or the lemma follows by the induction hypothesis. If in addition r preserves all
conversions, then by inspection of the construction of the residual rewrites, and
the strict monotonicity of i proved in lemma 5.3.3, the residual rewrites also
preserve all conversions.


5.3.3 Decidability of

) -Equivalence
p

Conversion equivalence may now be proved decidable but, because of the conditions required by preservation and closure, this is done rstly for the subrelation
)p. For each term we construct its nite set of )p-quasi-normal forms and show

that )p-equivalent terms have the same set of )p-quasi-normal forms.
If a term is a quasi-normal form containing free conversions, then the term must
be a case-expression, as otherwise a rewrite to such a term would exist, but not
one in the other direction. Thus the construction of normal forms is essentially a
process of expanding as many conversions as possible. However as a non-free conversion may have a )p-free descendant, we must consider not just free conversions
but also potentially free conversions and secondly, as these quasi-normal forms are
to be )p-reducts, only minimal conversions are considered. The construction of
)p-quasi-normal forms also performs two other tasks, namely checking for possible applications of weakening and also ensuring that as much identi cation of
conversions occurs as is possible.
The construction of )p-quasi-normal forms is presented in Table 5-4 in terms of
a recursively de ned function NFp which maps terms to sets of terms. In this table
the following de nitions are used:

 The set of minimal conversions of a term are given by:
(t) = f 2 C(t) j :90 2 C(t):0 < g

MC

 The set of potentially free conversions is denoted PFC(t) and de ned by:
f 2 C(t) j 8u 2 NFp(t=):BV(; t) \ FV(u) = ;g
 The set of minimal potentially free conversions is MPFC(t) = MC(t) \ PFC(t).


(t) has an equivalence relation  determining which conversions are to
be identi ed. This is de ned as follows:

MPFC

1  2 i

NFp

(t=1) = NFp(t=2)

Note that for any  2 C(t);  6=  and so the size of t= is strictly smaller than that
of t. Hence PFC(t), which is de ned in terms of NFp(t=), is well de ned.

Lemma 5.3.8 The set of terms NFp(t) is non-empty, nite, and if t0 2 NFp(t), then
t0 is a )p-reduct of t.
Proof The proof is by induction on term size.


Table 5{4: De nition of )p-Quasi-Normal Forms
 It t is a variable
NFp

(t) = ftg

 If t is a compound term and MPFC(t) = ;
t = T (t0; : : :; tn) i 2 NFp(ti)
T ( 0; : : : ; n) 2 NFp T (t0; : : : ; tn)
 If t is a compound term and  2 MPFC(t) then either
NFp (t n 1[ ]) = NFp (t n 2[ ]) u 2 NFp (t n 1[ ])
u 2 NFp(t)
or

NFp

(t n 1[]) 6= NFp(t n 2[]) i 2 NFp(t n i[])
case( ; x: 1; y: 2) 2 NFp(t)

2 NFp(t=)

where x; y are the variables bound by the set of conversions [].

Lemma 5.3.9 Let r : t )p t0.
 Let  2 C(t) and 0 2 r(). Then  2 MPFC(t) i 0 2 MPFC(t0) and for such a
minimal potentially free conversion ; [] is r-closed and r([]) = [ 0] .

 The sets NFp(t) and NFp(t0) are equal.

Proof The lemma is proved simultaneously by induction on the sum of the sizes

of the terms in question. That  is minimal i 0 is follows by induction on the
de nition of the function r and the fact that r preserves all conversions. By lemma
5.3.6 there is a rewrite t= )pt0=0 and so by the induction hypothesis NFp(t=) =
NFp (t0= 0 ). Thus for any element u of NFp (t= ), FV(u)  FV(t= ) \ FV(t0= 0 ) and
hence

x 2 BV(; t) \ FV(u) i
i
i

x 2 BV(; t) \ FV(t0=0)
x 2 BV(0; t0) \ FV(t0=0)
x 2 BV(0; t0) \ FV(u)

where the equality
(; t) \ FV(t0=0) = BV(0; t0) \ FV(t0=0)

BV

may be proved by induction on the rewrite r. Thus  is potentially free i 0
is. Finally, given  2 r?1 r[], there is a  0 2 MPFC(t0) and a ! 2 [] such that
t= )pt0= 0 and t=! )pt0= 0. Thus by the induction hypothesis
NFp

(t= ) = NFp(t0= 0) = NFp(t=!) = NFp(t=)

and so [] is r-closed. The equation r([]) = [0] may be proved similarly by
direct calculation.
For the second half of the lemma there are two possibilities. Firstly if MPFC(t) = ;,
then by the rst part of this lemma MPFC(t0) = ; and so the lemma follows by
the induction hypothesis. If however there is a  2 MPFC(t) then, because [] is
r-closed, there are rewrites

t= )pt0=0 and t n 1[] )pt0 n 1r([]) and t n 2[] )pt0 n 2r([])
where 0 2 r() and the directions of the second and third reductions may be
reversed. For each of these rewrites, the set of normal forms of the left hand side
is the same as those of the right hand side. It is now routine to check that the
sets of terms NFp(t) and NFp(t0) are equal.


Lemma 5.3.10 The relation )p is con uent and has a decidable equational theory, while if t0 2 NFp(t) then t0 is a )p -quasi-normal form.
Proof By lemmas 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 any )p-span with redex t has a )p-co-span
to any element of NFp(t). Thus )p is con uent while the associated equational

theory may be decided by comparing the quasi-normal forms just constructed.
Finally, if 2 NFp(t) and )p 0, then by lemma 5.3.9 NFp( 0) = NFp(t) and by
lemma 5.3.8 0 )p . Thus is a )p-quasi-normal form.


5.3.4 Decidability of

) -Equivalence
c

By lemma 5.3.5 any )c -reduction can be expressed as a sequence of commuting
conversions given in equation 5.4 and )p-reductions. Thus the construction of

)c-quasi-normal forms is a process of combining the )p-quasi-normal forms just

de ned with the normal forms of the strongly normalising and con uent rewrite
relation generated by the commuting conversions. This is a three stage process
which recursively normalises all minimal conversions and then contracts all commuting conversions. This produces terms which have only )p-reducts and
so the normalisation procedure may be nished o by using operator NFp which
constructs )p-quasi-normal forms.
Recall that ) is the least pre-congruence on terms containing the reductions in
equation 5.4. This relation is strongly normalising because it is a subrelation of
)F which is de ned and shown to be strongly normalising in the next section,
and local con uence of ) may be easily proved. Thus we may de ne (t) to
be the unique )-normal form of t. The functions NF and NFo which map terms
to sets of terms are de ned simultaneously in Table 5-5. The algorithm used to

Table 5{5: De nition of NF and NFo
 If t is a variable

NFo

(t) = ftg

 If t is a case-expression

2 NF(u) i 2 NFo(vi)
case( ; x: 1; y: 2) 2 NFo(case(u; x:v1; y:v2))

 If t is not a case-expression or a variable
t = T (t0; : : : ; tn) i 2 NFo(ti)
T ( 0; : : :; n) 2 NFo(t)
 NF(t) is de ned

(t) =

NF

[
2NFo (t)

NFp

( )

construct NF(t) is very similar to that used to construct the quasi-normal forms
of the linear conversion relation, with the operator D being replaced by the more
complex operator NFp. An alternative de nition of NFo(t), which will be used later,

is the following:

o (t) = ft[

NF

 ]2MC(t) j  2 NF(t= )g

The structural properties which characterised the quasi-normal forms of the linear
conversion relation are generalised to this calculus as follows. A term is stable i
8 2 C(t):PFC(t=) = ; and a term is strongly stable i it is stable, each of its
subterms is strongly stable and either 0 2 C(t) or MPFC(t) = ;.

Lemma 5.3.11 All )p-reducts of stable terms are stable. Thus if 2 NFo(t) then
is stable, while if 0 2 NF(t) then 0 is strongly stable and a )c -quasi-normal
form.

Proof Let t be stable. If t )pt0 and there is a conversion in t0 containing a

potentially free sub-conversion, then there is also a conversion in t0 containing a
minimal potentially free sub-conversion. Thus by lemma 5.3.9 there is a conversion
in t also containing a minimal potentially free conversion and so the redex can't
be stable.
The stability of is proved as in lemma 4.3.13. Since 0 is an )p-reduct of
a stable term it is stable, and because it is a )p-quasi-normal it must either
be a case-expression or have no minimal potentially free conversions. Finally, all
subterms of 0 are strongly stable by the induction hypothesis and, because all
)c-reducts of stable terms are actually )p-reducts, 0 is a )c-quasi-normal
form.

In lemma 4.3.15 it was proved that all quasi-normal forms of the linear conversion
relation are of the form NF(t). This does not generalise as certain reductions
duplicate conversions and so introduce possibilities for weakening or the further
identi cation of conversions, e.g.

case(t; x:case(u; x0:r; y0:s); y:v)
) case(u; x0:case(t; x:r; y:v); y0:case(t; x:s; y:v))
) case(t; x:case(u; x0:r; y0:s); y:case(u; x0:v; y0:v))
Notice the reduct contains possibilities for weakening not present in terms in the
image of NF.

Proving that if t =c t0 then NF(t) = NF(t0) by explicitly considering each quasinormal form of each term may be possible but is too time consuming. A simpler
approach is to show that there are )p-equivalent members of NFo(t) and NFo(t0)
and the key is the following technical lemma which relates commuting conversions
to )c -reduction.

Lemma 5.3.12 If t )c t0, then (t) )c (t0).
Proof The proof follows the same pattern as lemma 5.5.4. Note that the notion

of a full parallel rewrite is modi ed to prevent only the introduction of new redexes.


Lemma 5.3.13 Given a term t and two terms ; 0 2 NFo(t) then )p 0. Thus
given terms 2 NFo(t) and 0 2 NFo(t0), if =p 0 then the sets NF(t) and NF(t0 )
are equal.

Proof The rst part of the lemma is proved by induction on the term t with the
only interesting part being if t is a case-expression, say case(t0; x:u; y:v). Then
and

0

are of the form

 (case( 0; x: 1; y: 2)) and 0  (case( 00; x: 10 ; y: 20 ))
By the induction hypothesis i )p i0 and 0 =p 00, and since 00 is a )p-quasinormal form and )p is con uent, there is a reduction sequence 0 )p 00. The
lemma now follows from lemma 5.3.12.
For the second half of the lemma, given a term 0 2 NF(t), there is a term 1 2
o
NF (t) such that 0 2 NFp ( 1). By the rst part of this lemma 1 =p
=p 0
and so 0 2 NF(t0). Thus we have shown that NF(t)  NF(t0) and the argument is
symmetric and so the reverse containment also holds.


Lemma 5.3.14 The terms case(t; x:u; y:u) and u have the same set of normal
forms.

Proof If 0 2 NF(t) and 1 2 NFo(u), then by lemma 5.3.12
(case( 0; x: 1; y: 1)) )c ( 1) =

1

The redex is a member of NFo(case(t; x:u; y:u)) and reduct is a member of NFo(u).
The lemma now follows from lemma 5.3.13.


Lemma 5.3.15 The terms
t0 = case(case(t; x1:u1; x2:u2); y1:v1; y2:v2)
and

t1 = case(t; x1:case(u1; y1:v1; y2:v2); x2:case(u2; y1:v1; y2:v2))

have the same set of quasi-normal forms.

Proof Let 2 NFo(case(t; x1:u1; x2:u2)) and
NFp

( ), by lemma 5.3.12 there is a reduction

o
vi 2 NF (vi ).

02

Then given an

(case( ; y1: v1 ; y2: v2 )) )p (case( 0; y1: v1 ; y2: v2 ))
where the reduct is a member of NFo(t0). Now must be of the form

(case( t; x1: u1 ; x2: u2 ))
where t 2 NF(t) and u 2 NFo(ui). Again by lemma 5.3.12, if
there is, a )p-reduction sequence:
i

0 2 NF ( )
p ui
ui

then

case( ; y1: v1 ; y2: v2 )
= case(case( t; x1: u1 ; x2: u2 ); y1: v1 ; y2: v2 )
)p case( t; x1:case( u1 ; y1: v1 ; y2: v2 ); x2:case( u2 ; y1: v1 ; y2: v2 ))
)p case( t; x1:case( 0u1 ; y1: v1 ; y2: v2 ); x2:case( 0u2 ; y1: v1 ; y2: v2 ))
As the reduct of this sequence is a member of NFo(t1), we have shown that there
are )p-equivalent members of NFo (t0) and NFo(t1). Hence the normal forms of t0
and t1 are equal.


Lemma 5.3.16 Let X  MC(t) be a non-empty consistent set of minimal free conversions. Then there is a term 2 NFo (t) and 0 2 NFo (case(t=X; x:t n 1 X; y:t n 2X ))
such that )p 0 . Thus these terms have the same set of quasi-normal forms.

Proof Let

X 2 NF(t=X )

and de ne the term

t0 = t[

 ]2MC(t)

where  are chosen members of NF(t=) such that if  2 X;  = X . Then
X  MC(t0) is a set of minimal, free consistent conversions and so there is a
rewrite
t0 )p case( X ; x:t0 n 1X; y:t0 n 2X )
and hence by lemma 5.3.12 there is also a reduction sequence

t0 )c case( X ; x:(t0 n 1X ); y:(t0 n 2X ))
Now for any conversion  2C (t),  is minimal i i(X;  ) (when de ned) is minimal
and, providing this is the case, (t n iX )= i (X;  ) = t= . Thus

t0 n iX = t[  ]2MC(t) n iX
= (t n iX )[ i(X; )  ]2MC(t)
= (t n iX )[0  ] 2MC(tn X )
0

0

i

and hence (t0 n iX ) 2 NFo(t n i X ). Thus the term (t0) is a member of NFo(t)
and rewrites to a member of NFo(case(t=X; x:t n 1X; y:t n 2X )) and so the lemma
is proven.


Theorem 5.3.17 If r : t )c t0 then NF(t) = NF(t0). Hence the conversion relation
is con uent and conversion-equivalence decidable.

Proof Induction on the label r of the rewrite r : t )c t0 is used to show that
o
o 0
NF (t) and NF (t ) have )p-equivalent members. If the rewrite is a top-level re-

write then the lemma follows by lemmas 5.3.14,5.3.15 and 5.3.16. If however r is
a rewrite of a strict subterm then the lemma follows easily by the induction hypothesis and lemma 5.3.12. Decidability follows as one can prove t =c t0 by simply
enumerating and comparing the sets NF(t) and NF(t0), while given a span from
t, a co-span can be constructed to any member of NF(t) and thus the conversion
relation is con uent.


5.4 An Extension of -Reduction
A rewrite relation consisting of -reductions, commuting conversions and restricted
-expansions is de ned which, when taken together with the conversion relation of
the previous section, generates the same equational theory as the full expansionary
rewrite relation. While local con uence of this relation is a straightforward generalisation of the proof of local con uence for the restricted rewrite relation of the
simply typed -calculus, several technical innovations are required to generalise
the proof of strong normalisation.
The most dicult problem is caused by the case-expression which, unlike a abstraction, binds variables whose type is unrelated to the type of the caseexpression as a whole. Thus when we try to prove analogue of lemma 3.3.5 for caseexpressions, if a reduction t )I t0 fails to induce a reduction t[u=x] )I t0[u=x],
one may still construct a reduction sequence t[(u)=x] )I t0[u=x], but since the
variable x is of arbitrary type, the induction hypothesis can no longer guarantee
the validity of t[(u)=x].
The solution adopted here is to remove the non-substitutive reduction sequences
caused by the variable binders in the case-expression by altering the associated
+ -reductions. Firstly an operator I , short for the identity, is introduced on terms

I (t) = (x:x)t
and this operator is then used to rede ne the -reductions for the sum type as
follows:
(
(

0

+;1 )

0

+;2 )

case(in1(t); x:u; y:v) ) u[I t=x]
case(in2(t); x:u; y:v) ) v[I t=y]

Notice how these new reductions substitute application terms, which | because
application terms are expandable forms | removes the problems associated with
non-substitutive reductions. Since the !-redex remains unchanged, there is a
-reduction I (t) )t and so these new reductions generate the same equational
theory and have the same normal forms as the rewrite relation containing the

more traditional

+ -reductions.

The second major di erence lies in how the termination order de ned in terms of
)I is extended to )F , i.e. how we prove that if a term is valid then so is its expansion. While this may be done immediately for nal types such as the product
and exponential, for initial types one must consider not just the -expansion of a
term but also all other terms of the form:
(t) = (z)[t=z]
where (z) is the set consisting of all the )F reducts of the variable z.
Finally, because the elimination term of initial type constructors is used to represent certain reduction sequences as described in equation 5.2, it is the caseexpression which provides the basis of normal forms for terms of sum types. This
is manifest in the proof of strong normalisation where the validity predicates are
established rst for certain case-expressions, called quasi-introduction terms, before being established for terms in general.
The reduction relation ) is the least pre-congruence containing the basic reductions in Table 5-6. The rewrite rules !; +;!; +0 ;i and +;+ may involve implicit
0

Table 5{6: Basic Reductions for )
ihu0; u1i
icase(t; x:u; y:v)
+;
(x:t)t0
!
case(t; x:u; y:v)t0
+;!
0
case(in1(t); x:u; y:v)
+;1
0
case(in2(t); x:u; y:v)
+;2

;i

)
)
)
)
)
)

0

ui

case(t; x:iu; y:iv)
t[t0=x]
case(t; x:ut0; y:vt0)
u[I t=x]
v[I t=y]

case(case(t; x:u; y:v); x0:u0; y0:v0) )
case(t; x:case(u; x0:u0; y0:v0); y:case(v; x0:u0; y0:v0))

+;+

-conversion to avoid variable capture. The rewrite relation obtained by replacing
the altered 0-reductions with the more traditional -reductions is denoted ) .

The following lemma shows that our new 0-reductions, which were introduced
solely to facilitate the proof of strong normalisation, do not change the equational
theory or normal forms.

Lemma 5.4.1 The rewrite relations ) and ) generate the same equational
theory, share the same normal forms, and strong normalisation of ) implies
strong normalisation of ) .
0

0

Proof Both parts of the lemma follow upon observation that if t ) t0 then
there is a reduction sequence t )+ t0 of non-zero length, while if t ) t0 then
there is a term t00 and reduction sequences t )+ t00 and t0 ) t00.

0

0

The -expansion of a term depends on its type and is de ned as follows:

8
>> t
>>
>> h0t; 1ti
<
(t) = > case(t; x:in1(x); y:in2(y))
>>
>> 
>: x:tx

if t is of base type
if t is of product type
if t is of sum type
if t is of unit type
if t is of function type

The -expansion of terms of sum type given above is a special case of the +-rewrite
rule derived at the beginning of this chapter and converts a (sub)term of sum
type into a conversion which may then be expanded by the conversion relation.
Uncontrolled -expansion is clearly not strongly normalising and so restrictions
must be imposed on their scope and in particular the expansions appearing in the
triangle laws must be prevented. For the sum type, these triangle laws assert that
expanding an injection term or a subterm which occurs negatively, i.e. as the rst
argument of a case-expression, forms a looping reduction. However prohibiting
these expansions is as yet insucient to obtain a strongly normalising relation as
the -expansion of a case-expression of sum type reduces to the term obtained
by expanding the arms of the case-expression, and, if these arms are injections, a

reduction loop may be formed. For example:

case(t; x:in1(x); y:in2(y)) ) (case(t; x:in1(x); y:in2(y)))
) case(t; x:(in1(x)); y:(in2(y)))
) case(t; x:in1(x); y:in2(y))
0

(5.6)

0

Such terms are called quasi-introduction terms and the set of terms which may
not be expanded is enlarged to include them. The quasi-introduction terms of sum
type are de ned by the syntax:

q := in1(t) j in2(t) j case(t; x:q; y:q0)
where t ranges over arbitrary terms and q; q0 over arbitrary quasi-introduction
terms of sum type. Given any quasi-introduction term of sum type, the introduction terms at its leafs are extracted by the function Arm which is de ned as
follows:

8
>< Arm(t1) [ Arm(t2) if t = case(u; x:t1; y:t2)
Arm(t) = >
: ftg
otherwise

Because the -expansion of terms such as case(u; x:x0:t1; y:y0:t2) do not create
a reduction loop as in equation 5.6, such terms are regarded as expandable and so
the quasi-introduction terms of product, exponential and unit type are de ned to
be just the introduction terms of that type.
A term is expandable providing it is neither a quasi-introduction term nor of base
type. The reduction relation )F is de ned simultaneously with a subrelation )I
which is guaranteed not to be a top-level expansion | hence a negatively occuring
subterm may be )I -rewritten when a )F -reduction may create a reduction loop.
The de nitions of these relations are contained in Table 5-7, where )I[F and
)I\F are the union and intersection of )I and )F respectively. The following
properties of the relations )F and )I will be needed later.

Lemma 5.4.2 The following are true:
 If t )F t0 then either there is a reduction t )I t0 or t0 = (t).

Table 5{7: The Restricted Rewrite Relation
t ) t0
t expandable
t )F (t)
t )I\F t0
0

u )I[F u0
hu; vi )I\F hu0; vi

v )I[F v0
hu; vi )I\F hu; v0i

t )I t0
0t )I\F 0t0

t )I t0
1t )I\F 1t0

t )I t0
tu )I\F t0u

u )I[F u0
tu )I\F tu0

t )I[F t0
x:t )I\F x:t0

t )I t0

case(t; x:u; y:v) )I\F case(t0; x:u; y:v)

u )I[F u0
v )I[F v0
case(t; x:u; y:v) )I\F case(t; x:u0; y:v) case(t; x:u; y:v) )I\F case(t; x:u; y:v0)
t )I[F t0
in1(t) )I\F in1(t0)

t )I[F t0
in2(t) )I\F in2(t0)

 If t is a quasi-introduction term, then so are its )F -reducts and (t) ) t.
0

Proof Both parts of the lemma are trivial inductions on t.



As with previous calculi we may structurally characterise the )F -normal forms.

Lemma 5.4.3 The normal forms of )F are exactly those terms which are -

normal forms and each of whose subterms are either of base type, occur negatively,
or a quasi-introduction term.

Proof The proof is the obvious generalisation of lemma 3.3.16.



Substitutivity and Local Con uence
The relations )I and )F are not pre-congruences and this complicates traditional
normalisation and con uence proofs. As with previous calculi we characterise how
substitutivity may fail.

Lemma 5.4.4 Let t; t0; u and u0 be terms such that t )R t0 and u )R u0, where
R2fI ; Fg. Then
 There is a rewrite t[u=x] )R t0[u=x] unless u is a quasi-introduction term
and t0 is obtained by expanding an occurrence of x in t. In this case there
are reduction sequences t[(u)=x] )I t0 [u=x] )I t[u=x].

 There is a rewrite t[u=x] )I t[u0=x] unless u0 = (u) and either t = x or

there are negative occurrences of x in t. In this latter case t[u0=x] and t[u=x]
have a common )I -reduct.

Proof Induction on the de nition of the rewrites.



As explained before care must be taken in establishing local con uence of )F
because of the restrictions on expansion and because )I is not locally con uent.

Lemma 5.4.5 The rewrite relation )F is locally con uent.
Proof The proof is a straightforward generalisation of that presented for the
simply typed -calculus in lemma 3.3.3.

The substitutivity lemma 5.4.4 also allows us to give a simple de nition of the
)F reducts of a variable. Note that for the rest of this section we shall assume
w.l.o.g. that variables, and hence terms, have unique types. A function , which
maps variables to sets of terms, is de ned inductively over the type of the variable
as follows:
(z) = fzg
z has base type
(z) = fz; g
z has unit type
(z) = fzg [ fh [0z=x]; 0[1z=y]i j 2 (x) and 0 2 (y)g z has prod. type
(z) = fzg [ fx: 0[z =y] j 2 (x) and 0 2 (y)g
z has fun. type

and if z has sum type, then
(z) = fzg [ fcase(z; x:in1( ); y:in2( 0)) j 2 (x) and 0 2 (y)g
where the variables x and y have the appropriate type. The function  is extended
to terms by:
(t) = ft0[t=z] j t0 2 (z)g

Lemma 5.4.6 The function  gives the rewrites of a variable, i.e. (z) =
z= )F .
Proof Two containments must be established, both by induction over type

structure. The forward inclusion is proved rst. If z is of base type or unit type,
the lemma is trivial. If z is of sum type, then by the induction hypothesis there is
the following reduction sequence:

z )F case(z; x:in1(x); y:in2(y)) )I case(z; x:in1( ); y:in2( 0))
while if z is of exponential type

z )F x:zx )I x:z )I x: 0[z =y]
where the last part of the reduction sequence exists as z is an expandable form
and a similar argument holds for product types. The reverse containment is proved
by showing that the set (z) is closed under reduction. Again this is easy for base,
unit and also for sum types. The one-step reducts of x: 0[z =y] 2 (z) are all
caused by )F reducts of either or 0 and hence by the induction hypothesis all
reducts of x: 0[z =y] are contained in the set (z). A similar argument suces
for product types.


5.4.1 Strong Normalisation of )F
The relation )F is proved strongly normalising by extending the proof of strong
normalisation for the restricted rewrite relation of the simply typed -calculus
(corollary 3.3.13). A termination order is built inductively over the type structure
and the relation )I as follows. Given a type T , the set of valid terms of that

type is denoted V (T ) and de ned to be those terms of type T which can be
shown valid by the inference rules in Table 5-9 at the end of this chapter. This
de nition of validity is the natural extension of that given for the simply typed
-calculus, with the only new innovations being the side conditions for validity
of case-expressions of function/product type which are required to deal with the
commuting conversions. For the reasons outlined in Chapter 3, we may associate
to each valid term t a natural number, called the validity rank of t and de ned as
follows:
 (t) = 1 + maxf (t0) j t )I t0g
An important remark is that, as variables have no )I -reducts, the valid terms
of a given type contain all the variables of that type. This observation will be
needed to prove that the valid terms of a given type satisfy the following validity
predicates de ned over sets of terms P :
V1: If t 2 P then t is )F -strongly normalising
V2: If t 2 P and t )F t0 then t0 is valid
V3: If t 2 P then (t)  P
V4: If t 2 P then I (t) 2 P
Although the predicate V4 has been included as a separate predicate, if P is the
set of valid terms of some type, then V4 is actually a consequence of the rst three
validity predicates.

Lemma 5.4.7 Assume the valid terms of a given type satisfy the validity predicates V1-3 and let t be a valid term of that type. Then the term I (t) is also
valid.

Proof We prove the stronger assertion that if x is any variable having the same
type as t, then for any 2 (x) the term (x: )(t) is valid. By V3 the term is

valid and so by V1 the terms and t are strongly normalising and hence the sum
of their normalisation ranks may be used as an induction rank. The )I -reducts

of (x: )(t) induced by reductions of or t are valid by the induction hypothesis
while the only other )I -reduct is [t=x] which is a member of (t) and so valid
by V3.

Induction on the type structure is used to show that the valid terms satisfy the
validity predicates V1-3.

Sum Types
The rst two validity predicates are easily established for quasi-normal forms as
such terms are non-expandable.

Lemma 5.4.8 Assume V (X ) and V (Y ) satisfy V1, V2 and V3. Then the set of

valid quasi-introduction terms of type X + Y satis es V1 and V2. Also if u : X
and v : Y are valid, then so are in1 (u) and in2 (v).

Proof Since quasi-introduction terms are non-expandable and closed under re-

duction, the rst part of the lemma follows by induction on validity. The second
half follows by induction on the sum of the normalisation ranks of u and v. 

Lemma 5.4.9 Assume V (X ) and V (Y ) satisfy the validity predicates V1-3 and
let t be a valid term of type X + Y .

 If t = case(t0; x:u; y:v), (u) )F and (v) )F then case(t0; x: ; y: )
is valid.

 All terms t0 2 (t) are valid.

Proof The proof is by simultaneous induction on the validity of t.
(i) By the induction hypothesis the terms (u) and (v) are both valid, quasiintroduction terms and hence so are and . Thus the sum of their
normalisation ranks forms an inner induction rank. Those )I -reducts of
case(t0; x: ; y: ) induced by reductions of proper subterms are valid by the
induction hypothesis and this leaves two cases. If t0 is an introduction term,

and say case(in1(s); x: ; y: ) )I [I s=x] then by the induction hypothesis
(u[I s=x]) = (u)[I s=x] is a valid quasi-introduction term. As [I s=x] is a
reduct of this term it is also valid. Similarly if t0 is a case-expression, the
result of a commuting conversion is shown valid by applying the induction
hypothesis to the term obtained by contracting the top level commuting
conversion in t.
(ii) We must prove that case(t; x:in1(u); y:in2(v)) is valid where u 2 (x) and
v 2 (y). By the induction hypothesis u and v are valid and strongly normalising and hence the sum of their normalisation ranks forms an inner
induction rank. The validity of in1(u) and in2(v) follow from the validity of
u and v while those )I -reducts induced by reductions of proper subterms
are valid by the induction hypothesis. The result of a top-level commuting conversion is valid by the rst half of this lemma and, nally, if t is an
injection, say in1(t0), then there is a reduction

case(in1(t0); x:in1(u); y:in2(v)) )F in1(u)[I t0=x] = in1((u[I t0=x]))
Now t0 is a valid term of type X and hence I t0 is also valid. Thus, by V3,
u[I t0=x] is valid and hence in1(u)[I t0=x] is also valid.



Corollary 5.4.10 Assume V (X ) and V (Y ) satisfy the validity predicates V1-3.

Then so do the valid terms of type X + Y .

Proof Let t be a term. The lemma is established by induction on the validity of
t. All )I -reducts are valid and, by the induction hypothesis, strongly normalising.

The only other reduct is a valid quasi-introduction term which is also strongly
normalising. Thus all reducts of t are strongly normalising and hence so is t. The
)I -reducts of a term are valid by de nition, while the result of a basic expansion
has already been shown valid. Finally, V3 has just been established in lemma
5.4.9.


Exponential Types
Lemma 5.4.11 Assume the validity predicates V1-3 hold for the set of terms
V (X ) and V (Y ). If for all terms u 2 V (X ); t[u=x] 2 V (Y ) then x:t is valid.
Proof The proof is exactly as in lemma 3.3.5.



Lemma 5.4.12 Assume the valid terms of type X and Y satisfy the validity predicates V1-3. If t0 2 V (X !Y ) and u 2 V (X ), then t0 u 2 V (Y ).
Proof The lemma is proved exactly as in lemma 3.3.6, except that we must also

consider the possibility of a top-level commuting conversion. However the validity
of such a reduct is guaranteed by the validity of t0.


Lemma 5.4.13 Assume the valid terms of type X and Y satisfy the validity predicates V1-V3. Then so do the valid terms of type X !Y .
Proof If t is a valid term, then so is tx. Thus tx is strongly normalising and
hence, just as for the simply typed -calculus, so is t. All )I -reducts of a valid

term are valid by de nition, while the result of a basic expansion is valid by V3.

To prove x:u[tv=y] is valid where v 2 (x); u 2 (y), consider a valid term s of
type X . The term v[s=x] 2 (s) is a valid term by V3 and thus tv[s=x] is also
valid. Finally, since
(u[tv=y])[s=x] = u[tv[s=x]=y]
and this latter term is in (tv[s=x]), the proof is complete.



Lemma 5.4.14 The set of valid terms of every type satisfy the three validity pre-

dicates V1, V2 and V3.

Proof The proof is by induction on the type of a term. Terms of base type are

proved strongly normalising by induction on their validity and because such terms
have no expansions the predicates V2 and V3 are also satis ed. Similar remarks
apply to terms of unit type as their only expansion is the valid constant  which is
also a normal form and so strongly normalising. Terms of sum type and function

type have just been shown to satisfy the validity predicates while the arguments
for terms of product type are similar to those for the exponential types.

In the course of showing that valid terms satisfy the predicates V1-3 the validity
criteria for -abstractions, injections etc. have been simpli ed and, before showing
all terms are valid, the same must be done for case-expressions.

Lemma 5.4.15 The term case(t; x:u; y:v) is valid i t is strongly normalising,
u; v are valid, and in addition if t )I t0 and in1( ) 2 Arm(t0) then u[I =x] is
valid, with a similar condition for right injections.

Proof The proof is by induction with rank the quadruple of numbers (a; b; c; d),
where a is the complexity of the type of the case-expression, b is the )F -normalisation
rank of t, c is the size of t and d is the sum of the )F -normalisation ranks of u and

v. There are two proof obligations. Firstly if the case-expression is of sum or function type, the clauses pertaining to commuting conversions are easily established
by the induction hypothesis. Secondly, those )I -reducts induced by reductions
of subterms are valid by the induction hypothesis with the second part of the
induction hypothesis following from substitutivity considerations, while a basic
-reduction has a valid reduct by assumption. Finally, if t is a case-expression
then the result of a basic commuting conversion is shown valid by rst using the
induction hypothesis to prove the arms valid and then once more for the whole
term.

Finally, all terms are shown valid in the traditional manner:

Lemma 5.4.16 Let t be a term and ui be valid terms. Then the term t[ui=xi] is

a valid term.

Proof The proof is by induction on t and follows the standard pattern. The
only interesting part is for the term case(t0; x:u; y:v). The terms u[ui=xi], v[ui=xi]
and t0[ui=xi ] are valid and thus strongly normalising by the induction hypothesis.
Thus so is any t00 2 (t[ui=xi])= )I and hence any in1( ) 2 Arm(t00). From this we
may deduce is also valid and thus by the induction hypothesis
(u[ui=xi])[I =x] = u[ui=xi; I =x]



is a valid term.

Theorem 5.4.17 The relations )F and )I are strongly normalising and )F is

con uent.

Proof As variables are valid, all terms are valid and hence )F -strongly normal-

ising. Con uence now follows from local con uence and the strong normalisation
property of )F .


5.5 Decidability of -Equality
The expansionary rewrite relation de ned at the beginning of this chapter has been
decomposed into the strongly normalising and con uent relation )F and the decidable conversion relation. The rest of this chapter proves that the expansionary
rewrite relation is itself decidable by showing that if two terms are -equivalent,
then their )F -normal forms are equivalent in the conversion relation.
The easiest proof strategy would be to consider the -reductions of a term in
isolation from the possibilities for -expansion that exist within the term and, as
explained in the previous chapter, this involves removing those -expansions which
introduce new -redexes and de ning a couple of new reductions to simulate the
e ect of some of these lost expansions. De ne two functions F and I on terms
as follows:

I (x)
I ()
I (uv)
I (x:t)
I (it)
I (hu; vi)
I (ini(t))
I (case(t; x:u; y:v))

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

x


I (u)F (v)
x:F (t)
iI (t)
hF (u); F (v)i
ini(F (t))
case(I (t); x:I (u); y:I (v))

and

8
>> case(I (t0); x:F (u); y:F (v)) t is case(t0; x:u; y:v)
<
F (t) = > m(z)[I (t)=z]
t is a projection, application, variable
>:
t
otherwise
where in the de nition of F (t), z is any variable having the same type as t and
m(z) is the )F -normal form of z (the superscript m is to distinguish the term
m(z) from the set of terms (z)). Also de ne the rewrite relation ) to be the
least pre-congruence containing the reductions

case(t; x:x0:u; y:x0:v) ) x0:case(t; x:u; y:v)
case(t; x:hu1; v1i; y:hu2; v2i) ) hcase(t; x:u1; y:u2); case(t; x:v1; y:v2)i
Lemma 5.5.1 The )F -normal form of a term t may be calculated by: (i) calculating the -normal form of t; (ii) applying the function F ; and (iii) calculating
the ) -normal form of the result.
Proof The proof is a straightforward generalisation of that given for the linear
-calculus in lemma 4.5.2.


5.5.1 Embedding

) into -Normal Forms
c

For the rest of this chapter let (t) be the -normal forms of t. We shall de ne a
relation  by parallelising the conversion relation and prove that if t  t0 then
(t)  (t0). In order to prove this, the parallelised conversion relation must
permit the expansion of empty sets of conversions and so a parallelised version of
the weakening clause is not needed. Parallel conversion, denoted , is de ned
to be the least pre-congruence de ned by the inference rules in Table 5-8. The
full parallel conversion relation is de ned exactly as the full linear parallel conversion relation was in Table 4-7, i.e. the left-branch of any instance of expansion
or a elimination pre-congruence must not itself be an expansion. As with the
linear parallel conversion relation, these restrictions are sucient to prevent 
destroying -redexes by introducing new commuting conversions.

Table 5{8: Parallel Conversion
 Identity
 Expansion

zz
X  FC(t) is consistent t=X  u t n iX  vi
t  case(u; x:v1; y:v2)

where x; y are the variables bound by X. If however X is empty, then
x; y 62 FV(t) and u is any term of the appropriate type.

 A pre-congruence rule for each term constructor
u0  u00; : : :; un  u0n
T (u0; : : :; un )  T (u00; : : : ; u0n)
 A parallel conversion t  t0 is said to be full, and written t f t0, i the
left branch of any expansion or elimination pre-congruence does not
itself end in an expansion.

Lemma 5.5.2 If there is a term judgement ? ` t : A and a rewrite t  t0 then
there is also a term judgement ? ` t0 : A.
Proof Induction on the rewrite t  t0 is used to show that t and t0 are equivalent
in the conversion relation. The lemma then follows from lemma 5.3.2.

Lemma 5.5.3 Parallel expansion is closed under substitution, i.e. if t  t0 and
u  u0 then t[u=x]  t0[u0=x] and there is a term t00 such that t f t00 and t0 ) t00.
In addition if t is a -normal form and t f t0 then t0 is also a -normal form.
Proof The proofs are as in the previous chapter for the parallelised linear conversion relation.

Note however that unlike the parallelised conversion relation of the linear calculus, this relation does not satisfy the diamond property because one half
of a span may identify two conversions while the other rewrites the terms indexed

by the conversions to di erent subterms and hence loses consistency. This is of
course another consequence of the non-linearity of the calculus.

Lemma 5.5.4 Let t  t0. Then (t)  (t0).
Proof The lemma is proved by generalising the proof of lemma 4.5.4. We prove
that if t f t0 then (t) f (t0) by induction on rstly the -normalisation rank

of t and secondly the depth of the rewrite. The lemma then follows from lemma
5.5.3 since  can be embedded in f .
If t is a -normal form then again by lemma 5.5.3 t0 is also a -normal form. For
the inductive step consider a parallel conversion of the form:
X  FC(t) is consistent t=X f u t n iX f vi
t f case(u; x:v1; y:v2)

If X is empty, then by the induction hypothesis there are rewrites (t) f (vi)
and hence a parallel conversion
(t) f (vi)
(t)  case(u; x: (v1); y: (v2))
where we rely on -reduction not to introduce new free variables. If however X is
non-empty there are four subcases. Firstly if t=X is not a -normal form, then by
the induction hypothesis there is a parallel rewrite (t=X ) f (u) and hence a
rewrite
(t=X ) f (u) t n iX f vi
t[X (t=X )]  case( (u); x:v1; y:v2)
which embeds to a full parallel conversion and the lemma then follows by the
induction hypothesis. If however t=X is a -normal form then consider the case
where t=X is an injection, say in1(r). Then by fullness u must also be an injection,
say in1(r0) where r f r0. Now by lemma 5.3.1, the result of contracting the +redexes in t associated to X is (t n 1X )[r=x] and thus there are reductions
-- case(in1(r0 ); x:v1; y:v2)
t
f




?

(t n 1X )[r=x]

?
-- v1 [r0=x]

where the bottom rewrite follows as parallel rewriting is closed under substitution.
This rewrite can then be extended to a full rewrite to which the induction hypothesis may be applied. A third possibility is that t=X is a case expression, in which
case a similar argument works | namely carry out the commuting conversions in
t and at the top level of t0 and then apply the induction hypothesis. Finally, if
none of these cases are applicable, then an inductive argument proves there is free
consistent set of conversions (X )  FC( (t)) such that
(t)= (X ) = (t=X ) = t=X and (t) n i (X ) = (t n iX )
and thus there is a rewrite
(t)= (X ) = (t=X )  (u) (t) n i (X ) = (t n iX )  (vi)
(t)  case( (u); x: (v1); y: (v2))
may be converted to a full rewrite which proves the lemma. Note that if (X ) is
empty the proof is still valid as one of the conditions on the variables x; y bound
by conversions X  FC(t) is that x; y 62 FV(t) and so x; y 62 FV( (t)). If however the
parallel rewrite has as last rule a pre-congruence,
t0 f t00; : : :; tn f t0n
T (t0; : : :; tn) f T (t00; : : :; t0n)
then there are three possibilities. If there is an immediate subterm which is not a normal form, then the induction hypothesis may be used on each of the subterms so
that T ( (t0); : : :; (tn))  T ( (t00); : : : ; (t0n)) and then the induction hypothesis
invoked again. On the other hand if the only redex is a top level redex, then by
fullness there is a also a redex at the top level of t0. There is a parallel rewrite
between the terms obtained by performing these reductions and the lemma then
follows by the induction hypothesis.


5.5.2 Embedding

) into )F -Normal Forms
c

The second part of the embedding theorem concerns the interaction between the
conversion relation and the -expansions implicit in the function F . The key
lemma is the following generalisation of lemma 4.5.5.

Lemma 5.5.5 Given a conversion  2 FC(t) there is a consistent set of free conversions  R  FC(R(t)) such that
R(t)=R = I (t=) and R(t) n iR = R(t n i)
where R2fI ; Fg.

Proof The lemma is proved by induction on the de nition of the functions F
and I and follows the proof of lemma 4.5.5.

Note that the -rule for products duplicates its argument and hence the requirement that R be a set of conversions.

Lemma 5.5.6 Assume t  t0. Then R(t)  R(t0) where R2fI ; Fg.
Proof The lemma is proved simultaneously by induction on the rewrite t  t0
and is again a trivial generalisation of lemma 4.5.6.

Theorem 5.5.7 If two terms are equivalent in the conversion relation, then so
are their ) normal forms. Thus the expansionary rewrite relation is decidable
and con uent.

Proof The rst half of the lemma is trivial as ) is contained in the inverse of
the conversion relation. Thus terms equivalent in the equational theory have )F -

normal forms which are equivalent in the conversion relation which has already
been shown to be decidable and con uent. Thus the expansionary rewrite relation
is con uent and -equality is decidable.


Table 5{9: De nition of Validity
 If t is a variable, constant, application or projection
t= )I  V (X )
t 2 V (X )
 If t is a pair

ui 2 V (Xi ) hu0; u1i= )I  V (X0  X1 )
hu0; u1i2 V (X0  X1)

 If t is a -abstraction
8u 2 V (X ):t[u=x] 2 V (Y ) x:t= )I  V (X !Y )
x:t 2 V (X !Y )
 If t is an injection

t 2 V (Xi ) ini(t)= )I  V (X1 + X2 )
ini(t) 2 V (X1 + X2)

 If t = case(t0; x1:u1; x2:u2) is a case-expression of function type
ui 2 V (X !Y )
8s 2 V (X ):case(t0; x1:u1s; x2:u2s) 2 V (Y )
t= )I  V (X !Y )
case(t0; x1:u1; x2:u2) 2 V (X !Y )

 If t = case(t0; x1:u1; x2:u2) is a case-expression of product type
ui 2 V (X  Y )
case(t0; x1:iu1; x2:iu2) 2 V (Xi )
t= )I  V (X  Y )
case(t0; x:u; y:v) 2 V (X0  X1)

 If t = case(t0; x1:u1; x2:u2) is a case-expression not of function or
product type

ui 2 V (X ) t= )I  V (X )
case(t0; x1:u1; x2:u2) 2 V (X )

Chapter 6

Conclusions and Further Work
Traditionally, rewrite relations have been used in the -calculus to transform terms
into canonical forms which can then be used to decide the associated equational
theory. Unfortunately, for all but the simplest calculi, the rewrite relations which
have been proposed so far either generate the full equational theory but contain
no decision procedure, or contain a decision procedure but only for a subtheory
of that required. The aim of this thesis has been to use the algebraic methods of
category theory to provide a new approach to rewriting in the typed -calculus.
We have shown that:

 Rewriting in typed -calculus can be modelled in ordered categories and that

the natural categorical constructions on these ordered categories can be used
to formally derive rewrite rules for a wide variety of type constructors.

 In this framework, the introduction and elimination rules for each type con-

structor are modelled as forming an adjoint pair of functors, with the associated unit and co-unit corresponding to an expansionary -rewrite rule and
a contractive -rewrite rule.

 Although con uent, the presence of expansionary rewrite rules means that

the associated rewrite relation is not strongly normalising. Instead quasinormal forms are constructed, and decidability of the associated equational
theory proved, by a variety of term rewriting techniques developed in the
course of three case studies.
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 The -rewrite rules for initial type constructors are considerably more complex than those for nal type constructors. The work presented in Chapter
5 is currently the only decidable axiomatisation of the theory of coproducts.

The use of categorical models of reduction to formally derive rewrite relations for
typed -calculus has proved largely successful for the three case studies contained
in this thesis. Although some of the proofs have been rather lengthy and involved,
this seems to be an unavoidable consequence of the complexity of the problem.
There are several directions in which this research may be taken forward, ranging
from minor extensions for which the results of this thesis provides the basis of a
solution, to wider questions which will need much further research and possibly
the development of new proof techniques.
Firstly there remain a couple of questions relating to coproducts. Unlike the simply
typed -calculus, we could not associate a unique canonical quasi-normal form to
each term of 1;;!;+ because of the inherent parallel nature of the conversion
relation | see the discussion around equations 4.2 and 4.3. Uniqueness may
be obtained by generalising the elimination rules of initial type constructors to
allow the elimination of several terms to occur in parallel. For the coproduct, the
generalised parallel elimination rule would be of the form
? ` t1 : A1 + B1 : : : ? ` tn : An + Bn ?;~xp ` up : C
? ` case(~t; ~p:~u) : C
where ~t is the tuple of length n formed by the terms t1; : : : tn, and for every one of
the 2n elements p 2 fA1; B1g : : :fAn; Bng, ~xp is an appropriate list of variable
declarations and up is a term. I believe that, by de ning translations between this
calculus and the calculus containing the traditional elimination rule, one would be
able to use the results already proved to show that the new calculus has a sound,
complete and decidable equational theory with each equivalence class of terms
having a unique canonical representative. The other main question is whether our
axiomatisation of the theory of coproducts matches that in [23]. I would conjecture that this is so, although the main stumbling block seems to be to understand
exactly which equations are provable in the equational theory presented there.

Another question for which I feel the basic research has already been completed
is the e ect of adding an empty type. As indicated in subsection 5.2, an expansionary -rewrite rule may derived for such a type by using the same categorical
techniques as for the other type constructors of this thesis. From a term rewriting
perspective, the interesting point about this rewrite rule is that the reducts of a
term are more dependent on the consistency of the context in which the term is
typed, than on the actual term itself. This pushes us towards considering rewrite
relations which act, not on terms, but on term judgements.
Thirdly, the term rewriting techniques developed in the study of the linear and
bicartesian conversion relations seem applicable to certain problems involved in
pattern matching [9,52]. For example, in [10] a sound and complete equational theory for decision trees was proved decidable, and we have been able to re-formulate
these results in terms of a conversion relation.
Further a eld there are of course other extensions for which entirely new techniques
may be needed. Firstly, one would like to extend these results to polymorphic
theories such as System F [32,30] and the Calculus of Constructions [13]. The
equational theory on System F terms generated by the following basic reductions

!
!




(x:t)u
t
(X:t)V
t

)
)
)
)

t[u=x]
x:tx
t[V=X ]
(X:tX )

has already been shown to be decidable [14,27]. However this result is not totally
satisfactory as the equational theory is not as strong as one would like: For example, if types such as products and coproducts are encoded in System F, then
the encoding of a term and its -reducts are related in the equational theory, but
the same is not true of a term and its -expansion. An example of this is the
unit type which is encoded as the type X:X !X . The normal form of a variable
z :X:X !X is
X:y:zXy

and this term is not equivalent in the equational theory to the canonical element
of X:X !X :
X:(y:y)
It seems that new ideas will be required here.
When we consider dependent type theories, a new complication is added by type
conversion. For instance if E is some equational theory on types, and type conversion is permitted by inference rules of the form:
? ` t : A A =E B
? ` t:B
then the type of a term, which determines which -expansions may be applied to
it, will not be unique and may vary during reduction | see [18] for more details.
The solution may be to follow the same approach as indicated for the empty
type and consider rewrite relations acting, not on terms, but on term judgements.
However some partial results have been obtained by other researchers [12,26,35]
(some using -contractions) and we hope that we shall be able to put a case forward
for -expansions.
Another way to increase the expressivity of our example calculi is to add recursive
types such as natural numbers and lists. The following expansionary -rewrite
rule was derived in Chapter 2 by characterising the natural numbers type as a
locally initial lax dialgebra:
h[0=n] )u h[sn=n] )v[h=x] N
h )It(u; x:v; n)
As mentioned at the end of Chapter 2, I am as yet unsure of the strength of the
equational theory associated to this rewrite rule, and in particular the equational
theory may well be undecidable for recursion-theoretic reasons. Another type
constructor worthy of consideration is the ! (bang) [7,31,76] operator of linear
logic. As the semantics [7], and hence an equational theory, for this constructor
become clearer, we should see if our methods are applicable.
Finally, this project is just one of a number of case studies investigating the use
of category theory in term rewriting [58,79]. One important issue to be resolved

is whether our results t into the 2-categorical framework, and the work of Hilken
[37] provides a starting point for future research.
On a more general note it is hoped that the research proposed above will bene t
these other projects in categorical rewriting, and vice versa, that results obtained
elsewhere may be of use in my work.
All in all there seems much to do!

Index

ABCC, category of (small) cartesian

;, empty set
2, set membership
\, set intersection
[, set union
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t=, subterm indexed by occurrence
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) , -reduction and commuting conversions
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, null list
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R= , re exive closure of R.
R?1 , inverse of R.
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R(t), R-normal forms of t
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)c, conversion relation
)p, conversion preserving fragment
of conversion relation
, parallel conversion relation
f , full parallel conversion relation
r, conversion tracking function
D(t), linear conversion expansion operator
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